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MULLARD MINIATURE
AD 14 0 - CAPACITORS
MULLARD

AD1J.O.
AD140-

I

MINIATURE

CAPACITORS

A NEW POWER for mo de rn rec eiv ers ,
·r eco rde rs
TRANSISTOR
an d rec ord -pl aye rs
FOR
CAR RADIOS
for

A

modern

receivers,

NEW POWER

recorders

TRANSISTOR

and

FOR

CAR

RADIOS

To meet the need for high a.f.
a.f.
gain in transistor
transis tor car radios,
Mullar
Mullardd have recently
recentl y released
release d
their new alloy-junction
alloy-j unction transistor, type AD140. This new
transis
tor has a high current
transistor
curren t
gain and possesses
possess es good linearity
lineari ty
and frequency
frequen cy characteristics.
charac teristic s.
In conjunction
conjun ction with the OC82M
miniat
ure driver transistor,
miniature
transis tor, the
AD140 comprises
compri ses the new Mullard high gain audio package.
packag e,

. WHAT'S NEW
IN
THE NEW SETS
These articles describe the latest Mullard
developments for entertainment equipment

type LCR2, which will now be
appear
ing in the newest car
appearing
radios. The package
packag e forms a twostage class A audio amplifier,
amplifi er,
capable of delivering
deliver ing an output
of 3W when driven directly
directl y from
from
the detector
detecto r of an all-transistor
all-tra nsistor
receive r. The sensitivity
receiver.
sensiti vity of the
amplifi
er, with respect
amplifier,
respec t to a Ika
lkn
source, is typically
typical ly 25mV for the
the
full output.
output . The LCR2 package
packag e
offers an economic
econom ic design and
and
ensure
ensuress an excellent
excelle nt standard
standa rd of
of
perform ance. The introduction
performance.
introdu ction
of the Mullard
Mullar d AD140 power
power
transis
tor thus constitutes
transistor
constit utes a
major contribution
contrib ution to the dedevelopm ent of all-transistor
velopment
all-tra nsistor car
r adios.
radios.

record-players

Mullar d miniature
minia ture capacitors
Mullard
capaci tors are appearing
appear ing in
in ever-increasing
ever-in creasin g
numbe rs in all stages of modern
numbers
moder n television,
televis ion, radio
radio and
and audio
audio
equipm
ent. They
T hey cover the full range of
equipment.
of applications,
applic ations , the
the
minia ture electrolytics
electro lytics being used for
miniature
for coupling
coupli ng and
and decoupling,
decoup ling,
and the polyesters
\
\
polyes ters and miniaminia- \
\
ture foil types replacing the
\
\
v
ture foil types replac ing the
\\
~
older paper
\
V- . . \ \ ..
older
paper types,
types.
··
·
' \ .·
Miniat ure electrolytic
electro lytic capaciMiniature
\
W v \
\
*
tors are offered in five can sizes.
\ ,
\ \
\
sizes. *t
The
^ \V \ \
The largest
largest capacitance
capaci tance availavail- \
·
~
- . ·. ·
able is 640
\ \
WWT'
640[J.F
2·5V, and
(iF rated at 2-5V,
and V \
the smallest
smalle st is 0-32nP
\
\^\
0·32[J.F at 64V.
Polyes
ter capacitors
Polyester
\\ \ \ %V\ ^ \ \'
capaci tors are available in two comprehensive
jCm\ Awt
\
compr ehens ive
ranges
ranges,, one covering
\
\
coverin g capacitances from 0-001
\
0·001 to 0-47[
0·47fl.F
JiF at
at
400V, and the other from 0-01
\ ^7
\
0·01 to
to
l ·Ofl.F at 125V. Four miniature
l-OiiF
\
\
miniat ure foil capacitors
\
capaci tors are available—
availa ble0·01,
0-01, 0-022,
0·022, 0-047
0·047 and O-lnF,
O·lfl.F, the
the .
values most commonly
commo nly required
require d corders
corders and
and record-players,
record- players , and
and
in r.f.
r .f. and i.f. stages. These
These the
the new
new Mullard
Mullar d capacitors
capaci tors reregroups thus afford excellent
present
a
notable
advance
on
excelle nt presen t a notable advanc e on the
the
cover of the needs of radio and
and older
older types
types of
of component
compo nent prepretelevis ion receivers,
television
receive rs, tape rere- viously
viously used.
used.

Improved method
of valve assembly
Improved

of

valve

semi-automatic
A new semi-a
utomat ic aid
aid to
to the
the
assemb
assembly
ly of the component
compo nent parts
parts
of a valve has recently
recentl y been
been
introdu
ced by Mullard
introduced
Mullar d to the
produc
production
tion .of a number
numbe r of their
their
valves. This aid comprises
compri ses aa jig
jig
which guides the various
variou s electrodes of a valve into the correct
correc t
locatin
locating
g holes in the bottom
mica of the cage structure,
structu re, thus
thus
elimin ating the need for manieliminating
pulatio n of the components
pulation
compo nents by
by
the operator.
operato r. The operation
operati on of
of aa
www.americanradiohistory.com

method

assembly

small press seats the electrodes
electro des
firmly in the bottom mica, and
and
jaws then clamp the assembled
assemb led
cage in position
positio n to facilitate
facilita te
fitting and securing
securin g the
the top
top
mica. The new aid increases
increas es the
the
speed at which valves can be
be
manufa
ctured and at the same
manufactured
time reduces
reduce s the possibility
possib ility of
of
damag e by operators,
damage
operato rs, thus enensuring a much more consistent
consis tent
produc t with smaller
product
smalle r spreads
spread s in
in
charac
teristic s.
characteristics.
Mve ro& &c
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Ascendant
I.E.A. Ascendant
I.E.A.
SINCE the demise of the British Industries Fair it
has been our habit to deplore the lack of exhibitions
in this country on a scale which can be compared
with those to be seen in most other European countries. The recent Instruments, Electronics and
Automation exhibition at Olympia has entirely
changed that mood and has administered a timely
tonic on the eve of our possible entry into the European Economic Community.
When, last month, we had to find no fewer than
five pages merely to list the exhibitors and to show
the position of their stands, it was realized that an
occasion of unusual significance, if only for sheer
size, was imminent. In the event it proved to be
more than that. .Of
Of the 91,748 visitors recorded,
67%
6,708
% com708 were from overseas, an increase of 67
6,
pared with the figures for the previous exhibition
in 1960. Many of the products shown will have
been seen previously at Continental exhibitions, but
clearly it has been worth while for an increasing
number of our overseas competitors, customers and
friends to make the journey to see the indigenous
product of those British firms who have not exhibited abroad, and to renew and develop contacts
with those who have. As readers of this journal
are aware, we make a practice of visiting and reporting on most of the European exhibitions and we
have no hesitation in saying that the I.E.A. exhibition is now in the front rank of its kind.
It has not always been so and we still recall with
embarrassment the expression on the face of a
housewife complete with shopping basket and small
child who some years ago, had been persuaded to
part with her entrance fee by the blandishments of
the exhibition. Repre"popular"
" popular " posters outside die
sentatives of other industries were no doubt more
successful on that first occasion in concealing their
utter bewilderment or alternatively maintaining
their scepticism about the future of these newfangled ways of going about making, measuring and
controlling things.
This year the sightseeing was unmistakably prosightseers were
fessional and well informed and the Sightseers
either technical or managerial or both. Minds had
been made
and they were there to discuss prices
made.; up ·and

rather .than principles. The boffins and their prototypes were still represented but there was more
writing in order books than circuit sketching on the
backs of envelopes. The overall impression given
by the 4th I.E.A. exhibition is that the industry is
consolidated and in a good position to face competition from any quarter.

Lines and . Fields
THE International ' Television Conference organin association with the I.R.E., the
ized
by the I.E.E. in
izedby
Television Society and the British Kinematograph
Society is reported elsewhere in · this issue. If the
did not quite reach the early estimates
attendance drd
of the organizers it was nevertheless a very successful meeting, and went far in restoring the prestige
of British television in the eyes of overseas visitors
who might have gained a wrong impression from
the less than adequate support given
given by the industry as a whole to the Montreux Symposium.
Of the several technical demonstrations seen
seen
during the Conference at · Savoy Place one of the
most thought provoking was the comparison of line
and field frequency standards which formed part of
Dr. Maurice's introductory lecture on systems standards. In our seat at a distance of about 12ft from
one of the 23-in monitor screens we could detect
no difference between 405, 625 or 819 lines, but
the improvement of 60c/s field and picture frequencies over 50c/s was remarkable. The absence of
flicker with interlaced fields and the further removal of horizontal line jitter with full-line sequential pictures seem to us to be a much more worthwhile first objective than any improvement of vertical definition. With the growing need for precision offset working and stable scanning frequencies,
independent of the mains, there is no reason why
we should not change to 60cjs
60c/s with interlacing,
but the ultimate aim of full sequential pictures
would double the bandwidth and must await an
extension of wire distribution, Dr. R. G. D. Williams' National Electronic Grid or P. P. Eckersley's
floodlighting "
centimetric-wave multi-source " floodlighting"
scheme.
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THE
E

''"STENODE"
STE NO DE ''

AN OLD PRINCIPLE
REVIEWED
THE LIGHT
OF , MODERN
TECHNIQUES
PRINCIPLE REVIEWE
D IN THE
LIGHT OF
MODERN TECHNIQ
UES

By L. A. MOXON,*
MOXON,* b.sc.,
B .Sc., a.m.i.e.e.
A . M.I.E.E.

THE
1 HE principle of the " Stenode
Stenode Radiostat
Radiostat"m1 dedeveloped in 1929 by Dr. J. Robinson
Robinson was
was simple;
simple;
selectivity was provided by
by aa single
single tuned
tuned circuit
circuit
and the
audio
with a very high Q-factor, and
the attenuated
attenuated audio
frequencie
frequenciess restored by tone-correction
tone-corre ction after
after detecdetection. Demonstrations
and aa ComComDemonstr ations were impressive,
impressiv e, and
mittee was appointed by the
Research Board
Board
the Radio
Radio Research
to ""examine
properties of
of2 very
examine and report on
on the
the properties
very
highly selective receivers."
receivers. " It
It was
was concluded
concluded2 that
that
involved, but
comno new principles were involved,
but that
that the
the combination of high selectivity with
with tone
correction
tone corre_
c tion
"possesse
"possessess properties which make it
it aa valuable
valuable
addition to the available alternative
alternativess in
design of
of
in the
the design
receiving circuits." This was
was 30
ago and,
30 years
years ago
and,
despite occasional
the textbooks,
occasional brief mentions in
in the
textbooks ,
it would seem that no further use
use has
has been
been made
made
of the idea. The article draws
draws . attention
attention to
to several
several
advantage
advantagess of the " Stenode," which
which appear
to have
appear to
have
escaped attention. One difficulty,
difficulty, the
need for
the need
for aa
high degree of local oscillator stability,
is
easily
stability, is easily
disposed of with modern techniques.
technique s.
An important feature of
of the ""Stenode"
the
Stenode " is
is the
enhancem
ent of the carrier of an amplitude-moduenhancement
amplitude -modulated signal relative to the side bands.
This largely
bands. This
largely
eliminates distortion caused by selective fading
fading33'' 44
and also makes it permissible
suppress one
one sidesidepermissib le to
to suppress
band, thereby further reducing the
the distortion
distortion and
and
increasing the effective selectivity
selectivity;; moreover,
the
moreover , the
crystal-re
sonator
crystal-resonator which is favoured for
for the
the high-Q
high-Q
circuit can be adjusted to provide about
15-20 dB
about 15-20
dB
rejection of one sideband without
without any
additional
any additional
componen
ts. There are, of course, other
components.
other methods
methods
SIDEBANDS ROTATE
SIDEBANDS
ROTATE SYMMETRICALLY
SYMMETRICALLY
ININ OPPOSITE
OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
DIRECTIONS

v>\ /v.

V

|

. SIDEBANDS
TWO
/T\
2 \

SIDEBAND

RECTIFIEO
RECTIFIED
D.C. VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE
O.C.

OUTPUT
OUTPUT WAVEFORMS
WAVEFORMS

VECTOR REPRESENTATION
VECTOR
REPRESENTATION
OF INPUT
OF
INPUT VOLTAGES
VOLTAGES

Fig. I. Operation of
the carrier
(VjJ
is
of aa linear
linear detector
detector when
when the
carrier (V
1 ) is
large compared with the
the sidebands.
sidebands.

involve either
of achieving a similar result,
result, but
but these
these involve
either
complex circuitry or tuning difficulties,
difficulties, whereas
whereas the
the
"Stenode
" Stenode " is actually simpler than
an
"
ordinary
than an "ordinary ""
receiver, since the selectivity is derived
derived mainly
mainly from
from
alignment easier
a single tuned circuit, which
which makes
makes alignment
easier
from the
and is particularly
particular ly attractive from
the point
point of
of view
view
of the home-constructor.
compensation
is no
home-con structor. Tone
Tone compensa
tion is
no
problem, the requirement
being
a
constant
6
dB
requireme nt
a constant 6 dB per
per
octave, provided the bandwidth of
selective cirof the
the selective
cirbe
cuit is less than the lowest
lowest audio
audio frequency
frequency to
to be
reproduce d.
reproduced.
Incidentally,
Incidental ly, most communication
communic ation
receivers fitted with a crystal gate
gate can
can be
be converted
converted
into " Stenodes " by the addition
of one
addition of
one resistance
resistance
and one capacitanc
capacitancee and it
it is
is ironical
ironical to
to note
note that,
that,
although Jhe
the
crystal gate originated with
with the
the
2
" Stenode,m
Stenode," absence of tone correction has
has prevented
prevented
it from being fully exploited for
the
reception
for the reception of
of
telephony .
telephony.
The Detection
Detectio n Process
To appreciate the difference between
Stenode " and
between "" Stenode"
and
conventio
nal receivers, it is necessary to
conventional
to focus
focus attenattention on the detector.
When a carrier and two sidebands are
are applied
applied to
to aa
detector, we have the familiar situation
depicted in
situation depicted
in
Fig. I.
1. In the absence of selective fading
fading the
the two
two
sidebands come together simultane
simultaneously
ously at
at "top"topdead-cen
tre"" and cause an increase in the
dead-centre
the output
output
current of the detector. Half a cycle later
they come
come
later they
together again, but pointing downward
downwardss so
so that
that they
they
decrease the output current. If the detector
detector is
is linear
linear
the increase and decrease are
sine wave
wave
are equal
equal and
and aa sine
is traced out as the vectors rotate. At
At 90°
90 o from
from the
the
maximum , which is the zero of the modulation
maximum,
cycle,
modulatio n cycle,
the sideband vectors cancel each other
and the
other and
the outoutput current is unaffected by the
the modulation.
modulatio n. In
In
practice, if the carrier vector is large
enough comlarge enough
compared with the sidebands,
sidebands , it does not matter whether
whether
the detector is linear or not because the
the portion
portion of
of
the characteristic
characteri stic occupied by the sidebands
is short
short
sidebands is
enough for curvature to be neglected. -If
If one
one sidesideband is removed, the other traces out
wave of
out aa wave
of half
half
the original amplitude
amplitude;; notice,
however,
that
the
notice, however, that the
modulatio
modulationn is no longer a sine wave
wave because
because at
at the
the
zero of the modulation
input voltage
modulatio n cycle the
the input
voltage is
is
22
22
given by </
J (V,
(V 1 + V22 )) which
which is
is larger
larger than
than the
the
proper value V,.
if V
V 1 • The difference is negligible
negligible if
V22 is
is
small compared with V,,
in Fig.
V,1 and
V 1J but
but if,
if, as
as in
Fig. 2,
2, V
and
V 22 are equal, the downward swing of
of the
the modulation
modulatio n
envelope is 7/3 times the upward swing
swing and
and distordis~or
tion is considerable.
considerab le. Further reduction
reduction of
of V,
V 1 tends
tends
ro reduce the distortion
to
distortion,, the
the roles
V,1 and
roles of
of V
and V
V22 being
being
interchang
ed, but if more than one sideband
interchanged,
sideband tone
is
tone is
present, intermodulation
intermodu lation occurs between
the two
between the
two
*Amateur
*Amateur Station
Station GfiXN.
G6XN.
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2Vz
V2
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RECTI FlED D.C.
Vv|
/aV?
\
/
RECTIFIED
.
fzV
j
\ /WITH NO MODULATION

C

v,
-- 1

I'

l

WITH NO"!'""'"'

--- - --------- ---V22 ROTATES RELATIVE TO V1 AT
OUTPUT WAVEFORM
. MODULATION FREQUENCY

V MTATES RELATIVE TO V, AT
MODULATION FREQUENCY
OUTPUT WAVEFORM
with
detector with
linear detector
by aa linear
waveform by
output waveform
of output
Fig. 2. Distortion of
mark
Crosses mark
(V1 ). Crosses
carrier (Vi).
the carrier
to the
(V2 ) equal to
0t!l single sideband (V,)
the
increases the
Modulation increases
cycle. Modulation
modulation cycle.
"zero"
•• zero '' of modulation
by 23%.
rectified voltage by
sideboth sideWith both
law. With
detector law.
of detector
tones
mnes regardless of
an
fading, an
by fading,
reduced by
carrier reduced
the carrier
bands present and the
tone
fundamen tal tone
the fundamental
arise, the
can arise,
even worse situation can
beatsideband beateach sideband
and each
eliminated and
or eliminated
being reduced or
produce
to produce
number to
opposite · number
its opposite
ing with (a) its
interproduce interto produce
tones to
other tones
harmonics,
harmonics , and (b) other
that
this that
from this
seen from
be seen
can be
It can
products. It
modulation
modulatio n products.
can
ading can
selectivef
by selective
caused by
much of the distortion caused
fading
carrier,
the carrier,
of the
accentuat ion of
sufficient accentuation
by sufficient
be overcome by
oscillation,
local oscillation,
suitable local
by aa suitable
replaceme nt by
or its replacement
interdestructiv e interfor destructive
possible for
although it remains possible
disturban ce
to disturbance
(due to
sidebands (due
ference between the sidebands
as
distortion as
waveform distortion
cause waveform
to cause
phase-sym metry) to
of phase-symmetry)
t:urn
in turn
This in
response. This
audio response.
the audio
in the
well as holes in
which,
sideband which,
one sideband
eliminatin g one
by eliminating
can
can· be avoided by
distortion
continuou s distortion
to continuous
leads to
above, leads
as explained above,
carrier
the carrier
unless the
fading unless
selectiv-e fading
unconnected
unconnec ted with selective
nonUnder nonreinforced . Under
adequatel y reinforced.
been adequately
has first been
halves
sideband halves
one sideband
of one
eliminatio n of
fading conditions,
conditions , elimination
bandwidt h
the bandwidth
but the
above, but
noted above,
as noted
voltage, as
the signal voltage,
that
so that
halved so
also halved
is also
power is
and therefore the noise power
dB
not 66 dB
ratio isis not
signal-to- noise ratio
degradatio n of signal-to-noise
the degradation
also
sideband also
of aa sideband
removal of
Since removal
but only 33 dB. Since
deinterferen ce, itit isis deaccompan ying interference,
eliminates any accompanying
neither,
or neither,
either, or
of either,
rejection of
for rejection
sirable to provide for
sideband.
reor rereinforcin g or
of reinforcing
ways of
There are three main ways
placing the carrier.
recommunic ation reordinary communication
an ordinary
(a) Starting with an
beat
the beat
from the
injected from
is injected
carrier is
local carrier
ceiver a local
the
on the
possible on
as possible
nearly as
as nearly
frequency oscillator, as
between
note between
beat note
the beat
and the
frequency , and
correct frequency,
audible,
one, ifif audible,
real " one,
the "" real"
carrier and the
the local carrier
be
must be
Care must
filter. Care
high-pass filter.
removed by aa high-pass
reach
not reach
does not
beat does
the beat
taken to ensure that the
interto interremoval, to
to removal,
prior to
amplitude , prior
sufficient amplitude,
sideone sideUnless one
tones. Unless
other tones.
modulate with other
low-frefiltering, aa low-freby filtering,
e.g., by
band is removed, e.g.,
be
can be
sidebands can
the sidebands
between the
quency beat between
(b)
in (b)
as in
synchroni zation as
exact synchronization
avoided only by exact
of
reception of
single-sid eband reception
For single-sideband
or (c) below. For
error isis
tuning error
allowable tuning
music, the maximum allowable
achieve:
to achieve.
difficult to
very difficult
and very
cycles 8 and
only 2 or 33 cycles'
the
to the
frequency to
in frequency
locked in
is locked
carrier is
(b) The local carrier
the ""~yn
example, the
for example,
incoming carrier using,
for
Synloop66.•
phase-lock loop
or aa phase-lock
chrodyne "" method 65 or
chrodyne
oscillagenerated oscillalocally generated
inserting aa locally
(c) Instead of
of inserting
as
reinforced as
is reinforced
carrier is
incoming carrier
tion, the incoming
by
simply, by
more simply,
or, more
4, or,
3, 4,
described in Refs 3,
described
as described
circuit as
"Stenode " circuit
means of a "Stenode"
of
then of
is then
error is
tuning error
above. The allowable tuning
bandwidth .
circuit bandwidth.
the circuit
the same order as the
detector isis
the detector
to the
applied to
carrier applied
Provided the carrier
tones
other tones
various other
the various
between the
strong enough, beats
beats between
strong

compa~ed
amplitude compared
negligible amplitude
of negligible
be of
it will be
applied to it
earner.
the carrier.
and the
tones and
these tones
between these
with the beats between
discrimina tion
this discrimination
exercises this
detector exercises
square-law detector
A square-law
detector
linear detector
and aa linear
basis, and
squared"
on a ""voltagevoltage-squared
" basis,
"capor "capsuppressio n or
modulatio n suppression
of modulation
by the process of
Fig.
in Fig.
explained in
as explained
about as
comes about
ture effect," which comes
occuband occuthe band
outside the
sources outside
3. Interference
Interferen ce from sources
removed
be removed
therefore be
can therefore
signal can
pied by the wanted signal
the
provided the
detector, provided
the detector,
after the
by a low-pass filter after
at
stronger at
reinforcem ent) isis stronger
(after reinforcement)
carrier (after
wanted carrier
signal
the signal
of the
componen t of
other component
any other
the detector than any
accentuasufficient accentuagiven sufficient
that given
spectrum. It follows that
will
signal will
interferin g signal
an interfering
carrier an
tion of the wanted carrier
capture
or capture
interferen ce or
intelligibl e interference
not produce intelligible
heteropossibly aa heteroand possibly
splash and
sideband splash
effects
effects, only sideband
may
This may
out.:_ This
filtered out.'_
be filtered
can be
{vhistle which can
dyne whistle
there
and there
here and
word here
catch aa word
to catch
listener to
enable the listener
that,.
so that,
interferen ce so
of interference
level of
average level
despite a high average
perhaps
communic ation isis perhaps
the communication
of the
quality of
although the quality
purpose~,
co~mercial purposes,
for commercial
useless for
and useless
very low grade and
hts
to his
add to
to add
trymg to
amateur trying
an amateur
it may suffice for an
Similar
contest. Similar
DX contest.
win aa DX
or win
worked or
countries worked
list of countries
the
on the
exerted on
effect exerted
capture effect
to capture
remarks apply to
offset
to offset
tends to
this tends
peaks; this
noise peaks;
by noise
wanted signal by
which
ratio which
signal-to- noise ratio
of signal-to-noise
loss of
the nominal 33 dB loss
as
sideband, as
one sideband,
of one
sacrifice of
the sacrifice
may result from the
above.
discussed above.
audio
mean audio
the mean
conditions , the
Under selective fading conditions,
although
constant although
less constant
or less
more or
be more
to be
level is likely to
carthe carincluding the
componen ts including
individual frequency components
1,.
Fig. 1,
to Fig.
Referring to
down. Referring
and down.
up and
rier are fading up
no
has no
V D has
carrier, V,,
the carrier,
of the
variation of
it is obvious the variation
within
remains within
V 1 remains
provided V,
level provided
audio level
effect on the audio
and
characteri stic and
detector characteristic
the detector
of the
portion of
the linear portion
of
that of
below that
amplitude below
an amplitude
to an
fall to
is not allowed to fall
a.g.c., ifif
that a.g.c.,
proviso isis that
further proviso
A further
the sideband. A
or
signal or
audio signal
the audio
by the
either by
operated either
used must be operated
used,
which isis
period which
over aa period
averaged over
by the carrier level averaged
sideThe sideperiod. The
fading period.
the fading
long compared with the
be
course be
of course
must of
detector must
the detector
at the
band amplitude at
detector
the detector
of the
level of
noise level
the noise
with the
large compared with
same
the same
at the
micropho ny; at
and microphony;
which includes hum and
dB
20-30 dB
of 20-30
average of
an average
to an
boosted to
time the carrier, boosted
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I

I
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I
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PHASE
MODULATIO ..
PHASE MODULATION
OF
V, BYBYVz
V2
OFVI

I
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I

Output
detector. Output
linear detector.
in aa linear
suppression in
Fig. 3. Modulation suppression
point < 'f
the point
From the
by VV33.• From
(b) by
and (b)
V2 and
by V2
waveforms traced (a) by
f
by VV22._. IfIf
amplitude-modulated by
and amplitude-modulated
phase- and
V1 is phaseview of V3,
V3 , Vj
contmues
but vl continues
zero, but
to zero,
tends to
V^Vz
phase-modulation tends
vl~v2 the phase-modulation
vectors
these vectors
as these
V3 as
V2 , V3
amounts Vq,
the amounts
by the
to change in length by
waves
the waves
ofthe
sum of
the sum
and the
d.c. and
only d.c.
contains only
output contains
rotate. The output
rotate.
of
consists of
then consists
output then
the output
.and the
Remove V1 and
traced by VV22,, VV33.• Remove
carrier,
be aa carrier,
could be
Fig. I.I. V2 could
in Fig.
as in
by VV33 as
of VV22 by
the modulation of
therefore
carrier. V1 therefore
stronger carrier.
and V1 aa stronger
sidebands and
V3
V3 one of its sidebands
of VV22.•
suppresses the modulation of
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INPUT

(d)

Re

CCss

LLss

Cp

Zc

R1.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE
OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
(Eo)
(EQ)

eN
(b)

Fig. 4(a). Typical crystal
(fa) Equivalent
crystal gate.
gate. (b)
Equivalent network.
Zc
Zc =
crystal. For
responsenetwork.
CN ==
= impedance
impedance of
of crystal.
For symmetrical
symmetrical response
eN
voltage £Eo0 == ERof(Ro
ERo/(R„ +
+ R;
R-, +
+ 2„),
Cp. On tune,
tune, output
output voltage
Zo)·
above the side-band
but subject
subject to
to fading,
fading,
side-ba nd level, but
requires to be confined within the
the linear
linear range
range of
of
the detector;
detector ; this range must
must therefore
be as
as lar'
large
therefor e be
ge
possible . It follows that
as possible.
that the
the ratio
ratio of
of overload
overload
level to noise level of the
sets aa limit
limit to
the
the detector
detector sets
to the
useful amount of carrier-boost
and therefor
thereforee to
to the
the
carrier- boost and
usable Q of the selective circuit.
circuit. · An
An alternat
alternative
ive
limitatio n on Q is imposed by
limitation
by conside
considerations
of tuntunrations of
ing accuracy
drift. The
The ultimate
ultimate
accuracy and frequency
frequen cy drift.
design limits still remain to
be probed
but, in
in the
the
to be
probed but,
meantim
e, a circuit bandwidth
meantime,
about 100-200
100-200 cfs
c/s
bandwi dth of
of about
seems a reasonable
choice on
on all
counts, and
thermireasona ble choice
all counts,
and thermionic-dio de detectors
detector s appear satisfact
onic-diode
satisfactory
at this
this order
order
ory at
of bandwidth.
bandwid th.
This limitation
it inadvisable
rely on
on aa
limitatio n makes it
inadvisable to
to rely
single high-Q circuit for
of the
the required
required
for the
the whole
whole of
selectivi
selectivity.
spacing of
of 33 kc/s
kc/s aa single
single
ty. At a channel spacing
circuit with a bandwidth
of 100
100 c/s
gives an
an adjacen
adjacentbandwi dth of
c/ s gives
tchannel rejection
of 36
more than
than this
this
rejectio n ratio of
36 dB;
dB; more
would normally
of out-of-b
out-of-band
normall y be useless because
because of
and
radiatio n from the interfering
radiation
transmission,
and it
it is
is
interfer ing transmi
ssion, and
at greater spacings,
relatively
powerful
interspacings, with
with relatively powerfu l interfering ^signals,
arises. The
The selectiv
selectivity
signals, that trouble
trouble arises.
ity
of the " Stenode " increase
increasess by
only 66 dB
dB per
per octave
octave
by only
so that at 24 kc/s spacing
spacing the
ratio is
is 54
54
the rejection
rejectio n ratio
need only
only have
have aa level
dB and an unwanted
unwant ed signal
signal need
level
seriouslyy with
wanted signal
signal
of 0.5 mV
m V to interfere
interfer e seriousl
with aa wanted
circuits are
are therethereof 11 microvolt.
microvolt. Additional
Additio nal tuned
tuned circuits
can have
have relativel
relativelyy wide
wide
fore required,
required , but these
these can
bandwid ths.
bandwidths.

The Selective
Selecti ve Circuit
Circui t
2
Early references
referenc es 2 mention
mention aa
by the use of
of reaction,
reaction , and
and

multipli er technique
multiplier
Q of
of this
this order
order to
to be
be
techniq ue allows aa Q
obtaine
obtainedd with reasonably
stability.. This
allows
reasona bly good stability
This allows
the use of an i.f,
the 1-2
1-2 Mc/s
and leads
leads
i.f. in the
Mcfs region
region and
to a very simple design
design of
of receiver
receiver for
shortfor the
the shortwave broadcasting
and amateu
amateurr bands,
but fails
fails to
to
broadca sting and
bands, but
provide any discrimination
between sideban
sidebands.
discrim ination between
ds.
crystal gate,
used in
in comcomFig. 4 shows a typical crystal
gate, as
as used
munica
tion receivers,
munication
and this
be adjusted
adjusted by
by
receiver s, and
this can
can be
means of C
either, or
sideband.
CN
v to reject either,
or neither,
neither, sideban
d.
Fig. 5 shows response
curves calculat
calculated
for aa typical
typical
respons e curves
ed for
8.2 Alc/s
with the
the object
object of
of operatin
operatingg aa
Mc/s crystal with
" Stenode " circuit "in
" in reverse
as aa single-s
single-sideband
reverse "" as
ideband
generato
generator,
shows the
the degree
degree of
sidebandd
r, and Fig,
Fig. 66 shows
of sideban
suppres sion achieved.
suppression
for differen
differentt crystals
crystals
achieve d. Curves for
and other frequencies
(assuming
appropriate
adjustfrequen cies (assumi
ng appropr
iate adjustment of CN)
CN) tend to follow
the same
same "univer
" universal"
follow the
sal"
shape except for a raising or
loweringg of
maxior lowerin
of the
the maximum and minimum
levels,
depending
minimu m amplitude
amplitu de levels, dependi ng
on the Q of the circuit; this
this in
in turn
turn tends
to be
be
tends to
inversel
inverselyy proportional
in series
series
proport ional to the
the impedance
impeda nce in
with the crystal and is
is readily
adjustable
to the
the
readily adjustab
le to
require d value. In the
required
circuit
the original
original ""Stenode"
Stenod e" circuit
there was no attempt to provide
low series
series impedimpedprovide aa .Jow
ance, the crystal output
taken directly
directly to
to the
the
output being
being taken
grid of ^ a valve, and to
to account
account for
the reporte
reportedd
for the
impress
ive performance
impressive
be assume
assumedd that
perform ance it must
must be
that
the valve had, fortuitously,
low input
input impeda
impedance
fortuito usly, aa low
nce
due to Miller effect and
and that
imperfect
neutralizathat imperfe
ct neutrali
zation of the crystal2 resulted in
in accidental
suppression
acciden tal suppres
sipn
of one sideband.
sideban d. 2
The sideband
by the
solid
sideban d rejection
rejectio n indicated
indicate d by
the solid
curve of Fig. 6 is perhaps
impressive,
but is
is
perhaps not
not impress
ive, but
conside
red a useful design compromise
considered
for inexpen
inexpen-compro mise for
sive and easy-to-build
receivers.
the better
class
easy-to- build receiver
s. In
In the
better class
might expect
to find
find the
sidebandd
of receiver one might
expect to
the sideban
rejectio
rejectionn increased
crystal lattice
lattice or
or mechanical
increase d by a crystal
mechan ical
filter of conventional
design. A
A simpler
simpler alternat
alternative
convent ional design.
ive
would perhaps be a "doubl
" doublee Stenod
Stenodee"" employi
employing
ng
two separate crystals with
with staggere
staggeredd rejectio
rejectionn
notches , and two .tone-co
notches,
tone-correction
rrection networks
network s

Tone-c
ompen sation Circui
Tone-compensation
Circuits
ts
Fig. 7(a) shows the original
"Stenode"
tone-correcoriginal "Steno
de" tone-co
rrection circuit, which provides
for
provide s exact
exact compensation
compen sation for
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AUDIO FREQUENCY (c/s)
curve
dotted curve
by dotted
sideband by
unwanted sideband
of
Fig. 6. Attenuation of unwanted
of Fig. 5.
AUDIO. FREQUENCY

7(b)
Fig. 7(b)
circuit. Fig.
resonant circuit.
simple resonant
the response of a simple
provides
8, provides
Fig. 8,
in Fig.
shown in
as shown
is an alternative which, as
two
only two
requires only
but requires
compensation but
less-exact compensation
desirfurther desirthe further
has the
and has
capacitor and
resistors and aa capacitor
frequencies
suppress frequencies
to suppress
tending to
of tending
characteristic of
able characteristic
some
Assuming some
range. Assuming
outside the wanted audio range.
applied
be applied
can be
circuit can
this circuit
gain, this
reserve of audio gain,
with
fitted with
receiver fitted
communication receiver
existing communication
to an existing
the
being the
resistance being
parallel resistance
the parallel
a crystal gate, the
a.f.
an a.f.
with an
associated with
control associated
grid leak or volume control
proused probe used
can be
values can
component values
stage. Other component
the
preserved, the
resistance-ratio isis preserved,
vided the 8:1 resistance-ratio
proportional
inversely proportional
being inversely
required capacitance being
supplied
be supplied
to be
assumed to
is assumed
circuit is
to resistance. The circuit
compared
low compared
is low
impedance is
whose impedance
from a source whose
parallel
of parallel
value of
whatever value
or whatever
with 0.25 megohms, or
ove1
obtained ovei
correction .isis obtained
resistance is used, and correction
approximately.
c/s approximately.
300-3,000 c/s
of 300-3,000
the frequency range of
at
range, at
wider range,
over aa wider
obtained over
Correction can be obtained
resistance
the resistance
increasing the
by increasing
gain, by
the expense of gain,
capacitance.
of capacitance.
value of
suitable value
choosing aa suitable
ratio and choosing
the
that the
out that
points out
above points
The report22 quoted above
even
circuit, even
crystal-gate circuit,
the crystal-gate
resonance curve of the
to
conform to
not conform
does not
symmetry, does
when adjusted for symmetry,
achievof achievdifficulty of
the difficulty
stresses the
the ideal shape, and stresses
be
might be
This might
compensation. This
ing accurate tone compensation.
local
of aa local
reception of
high-fidelity reception
important for high-fidelity
of
intelligibility of
good intelligibility
for good
but for
broadcasting station, but
reproducmusical reproducacceptable musical
for acceptable
speech, and even for
circuit
the circuit
and the
latitude and
considerable latitude
tion, there is considerable
any
for any
satisfactory for
found satisfactory
been found
values quoted have been
without
or without
with or
cfs, with
300 c/s,
about 300
bandwidth less than about
sideband.
suppression of one sideband.
suppression

Circuits
Practical Circuits
1946,
in 1946,
activities in
radio activities
amateur radio
When resuming amateur
as aa
the ""Stenode
by the
~ttracted by
Stenode"" as
the author was attracted
first
The first
problem. The
receiver problem.
the receiver
simple answer to the
with
stage with
a.f. stage
one a.f.
and one
i.f. and
one i.f.
venture used one r.f., one
intermediate
the intermediate
to the
tuned to
circuits tuned
a total of three circuits
circuit
i.f. circuit
first i.f.
the first
to the
applied to
frequency. Reaction applied
bandwidth
its bandwidth
reduced its
valve reduced
by means of a separate
separate valve
7(b)
Fig. 7(b)
of Fig.
circuit of
the circuit
and the
to a few hundred cycles, and
was
receiver was
The receiver
tone-correction. The
was used for tone-correction.
or 44
of 33 or
course of
the course
in the
work in
to work
completed and made to
cost
total cost
at ·a
equipment, at
evenings, without test equipment,
a total
;evenings,
years
many years
for many
service for
good service
of about 30s, and gave
gave good
overloaded
easily overloaded
being easily
but had one major defect, being
serious,
not serious,
was not
this was
first this
by strong signals. At
At first
hillside
steep hillside
on aa steep
located on
because the station
was located
station was
against
facing south-west
screen " against
as aa ""screen"
acted as
south-west which acted
facing

route
long route
the long
favouring the
whilst favouring
European signals, whilst
main
author's main
the author's
became the
to Australia which became
imwith imversions with
Later versions
amateur-radio interest. Later
various
taken various
have taken
selectivity have
proved strong-signal
strong-signal selectivity
converters
short-wave converters
of short-wave
use of
the use
includmg the
forms, including
applied
reaction applied
with reaction
receivers with
broadcast receivers
in front of broadcast
illusmodel isis illuscurrent model
The current
to the i.f. amplifier. The
465
at 465
gate at
crystal gate
employs aa crystal
trated in Fig. 99 and employs
crystalwith aa crystalchanging with
double-frequenc y changing
kc/s, and double-frequency
covering
i.f. covering
first i.f.
tunable first
and aa tunable
controlled
mixer and
controlled.first mixer
crystal
10.5-Mc/s crystal
single 10.5-Mc/s
A single
Mcfs. A
roughly 3.3 to 4.2 Mc/s.
14-Mc/s
and 14-Mc/s
7- and
the 7both the
of both
provides coverage of
at
crystals at
of crystals
harmonics of
third harmonics
amateur bands, and third
band,
21-Mc/s band,
the 21-Mc/s
for the
cater for
5,840 and 8,167 kc/s cater
the
and the
band, and
broadcasting band,
including the adjacent
adjacent broadcasting
crystals
Other crystals
band. Other
28-Mc/s band.
lower end of the 28-Mc/s
for
added for
be added
course, be
of course,
could, of
and switch positions
positions could,
The
required. The
as required.
bands as
additional bands
coverage of additional
but
cfs but
200 c/s
about 200
is about
filter is
crystal filter
bandwidth of the crystal
100
to 100
advantage to
with advantage
reduced with
could probably be reduced
prowas probandwidth was
400-c/s bandwidth
alternative 400-c/s
c/s.
cfs. An alternative
operaStenode"
non-" Stenode
wide-band non-"
" operavided as well as wide-band
bandwidth
200-c/s bandwidth
the 200-c/s
that the
tion, as it was
thought that
was thought
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200p

INPUT
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OUTPUT

(b)

compensaexact compensaprovides exact
{a) provides
circuits: (a)
Fig. 7,
7. Tone correction circuits:
R
+ RiRt ++ Ro).
= 22 LLsf(R.
LJR =
Fig. 33 ifif L/R
of Fig.
tion for solid curve of
S/(R, +
Fig. 8.8.
shown inin Fig.
as shown
correction as
approximate correction
(b)
(b} provides approximate
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circuit of
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~

for
searching for
of searching
process of
the process
would slow ···down the
unreceiving unin receiving
difficulties in
cause difficulties
signals, and also cause
instabandwidth, instanarrow bandwidth,
the narrow
With the
stable signals. With
has
but itit has
obvious but
more obvious
much more
bility is, of course, much
bandthe bandthat the
operation that
practical operation
been found in practical
posinarrow " posithe "" narrow"
in the
remains in
always remains
width switch always
c.w.
of c.w.
reception of
signal-signal reception
tion; this provides signal-signal
amplitude-modu lated
of amplitude-modulated
reception of
signals as well as reception
an
sometimes an
is sometimes
It is
telephony. It
and single-sideband
single-sideband telephony.
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L0W-N0ISE
FILTER
TRI0DE hfc- TUNABLE
3 CIRCUITS
MIXER
3-3 -4-2 Mc/s

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
OSCILLATOR |
CRYSTAL
OUTPUTS AT
AT
OUTPUTS
10
·5,17·5,24·5Mc/s I
IO-5,17-5,24-5Mc/s

L0W-N0ISE
TRIODE
MIXER

465 kc/s
I.F. I
CRYSTAL
GATE ■*- AMPLIFIER
CAS Fiq.4)
(2 STAGE) |

TUNABLE OSCILLATOR!
3-76-4 ·7Mc/s
3-76-4-7
Mc/s I
BANDSPREAD
BAN05PREAD

TUNABLE OSCILLATOR

LINEAR I
TONE
DETECTOR 1-6- CORRECTION
(DIODE) | (AS Flg.TCb))

A.F,
AMPLIFIER

A.G.C. (I
(I STAGE)
STAGE)
A.G.C.

Fig. 9. Simple ""Stenode
Stenode " receiver for amateur DX bands.
'advantage
advantage to leave the b.f.o. switched on when
·receiving
receiving amplitude-modulated speech, thus providing a stronger and more stable "carrier"; this is
possible because the sideband suppression is
adequate for prevention of serious interference
between the sidebands, and it is interesting to
observe the voice pitch varying with tuning as in
the case of genuine single-sideband signals. This
mode of operation, however, does make tuning
appreciably more difficult than with a normal
receiver, whereas without the b.f.o., assuming
adequate bandspreading, there appears to be no
slowing down of the searching process. With
amplitude-modulated signals, the oscillator stability
required for the " Stenode" is greater than for
conventional receivers, but is less than the requirement for single-sideband reception, which is the
same for both types of receiver. Crystal control of
the first local oscillator and normal good practice'
practice 7
in the design of the second local oscillator (i.e.,
stable components and circuit arrangements which
minimize the influence of valve capacitances on the

resonant frequency) gives adequate stability for
reception of broadcast and all types of amateur
signals.
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RADAR
PLOTTING UNIT
RADAR PLOTTING
UNIT
TO eliminate errors and reduce the time required in
working out the future
futur·e relative positions of ships from a
true-motion radar display, Decca Radar Ltd. have now

Complete Decca radar system Type 969/4RP
969/ARP comprising TM 969
969
true motion radar and Type SO
50 automatic relative plotter.

introduced Automatic Relative Plotter Type 50 for
for use
in conjunction with their Type TM 969 marine radar.
radar.
The plotting paper lies beneath a glass table on which
are engraved range rings and an 18in dia. azimuth circle.
Underneath the paper, and pivoted at its centre is an
arm which carries a stylus capable of taking up any posiposition along the arm. The position of the stylus is deterdetermined by co-ordinates transmitted from the electronic
" interscan"
interscan " range and bearing marker on the radar
display, and all the operator has to do is to press a foot
switch when the interscan is adjusted on an echo. This
imprints a black dot on the plotting paper together with
time to the nearest $t minute. With average ability an
operator can plot up to 20 echoes in a minute. Successive plots at short intervals give instant information of
of
course and speed of all vessels in the vicinity including
includin~
own ship, from which it is possible to assess, by inspection, if any ships are on a collision course. The conCOI!ventional, and time consuming method of vector
triangulation is unnecessary for confirmation; all that is
necessary is to extrapolate the plots of the two (or
more) ships to find the CPA (closest point of approach).
An additional transparent plotting surface (called the
""Predictor")
Predictor ") mounted to give free N-S and E-W movement can be pulled down over the main plot and with a
wax pencil the effect of possible alternative plans of
action to avoid collision can be rapidly assessed before
giving orders for alteration of course or speed.
WIRELESS World,
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'TECH ICAL NO EBOOK
stages-norma lly disTriode i.f. stages—normally
regarded as a possibility because of
be
difficulties-ca n be
neutralization difficulties—can
made economically with R.C.A.
""Nuvistor"
Nuvistor " miniature metal envelope
valves. A feature of the Nuvistor is
and
its •· relatively low inductances and
capacitances, which, because of the
method of manufacture, are kept
within close limits from one sample
the
of the
to the next. Angel and Gote
Gote of
desRadio Corporation of America describe in I.R.E. Transactions on
Broadcast and Television Receivers
(Vol. BTR-7 No. 2) the use of the
(Vol.
6CW4
6CW 4 triode in simply neutralized
i.f. amplifier circuits. These give
average stage gains of up to 34dB.
The simplest system described uses
a 3pF (max) trimmer from anode to
coJ.l;
a feedback overwind on the grid co.il;
but an alternative arrangement returns the grid coil to chassis through
lOpF and has the neutralizing capajune·
citor connected to the common junction of these components.

Myo-electric control of artificial
muscles was the subject of a paper
by A. Bottomley et al at the recent
Brit. I.R.E. symposium on Electronic
Aids for the Handicapped. In a
paralysed muscle, or even in the
stump of an amputated limb, elecstump
trical activity exists which is proportional to the effort exerted by the
subject. In the proposed system, aa
small servo is used to drive the artifismall
as
cial or auxiliary limb, and takes as
its operating voltage the amplified
difference between surface potentials
at points over the flexor and extensor
muscles. The servo amplifier has a
time-constant of lOOmS which,
together with a small amount of back
lash, is needed to prevent the system
responding to short-term involuntary fluctuations of the signal. Feedback is taken from the output shaft.
ure quartz resonaHigh-temperature
High-temperat
tors have been made possible as a
n
}. C.
oi recent work by Dr. J.
result of
King of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. He has found that major
causes of energy absorption, and thus
causes
Q reduction, at high temperatures
can be removed from a quartz crystal
by subjecting it to electrolysis so as
to remove impurities. Also, contrary to previous expectations, an
electrolyzed quartz crystal can be
made to resonate very stably in this
higher temperature range by cutting
it at a higher orientation angle than
it
is usual.' )The frequency at which a
quartz
quam crystal resonates depends primarily upon its
1ts dimensions and temperature. Fortunately there exists
an optimum operating temperature

at which slight changes in temperature do not result in very great
frequency changes. This is the temperature at which the rate of change
of resonant frequency with temperature is zero. Because at this temperature this rate of change of
frequency also changes sign, it
turn-over "
is known as the " turn-over"
point. The temperature at which
this turn-over point of a resonator
occurs depends primarily upon the
angle at which it is cut from a single
crystal of quartz: in general, the
higher the angle of cut, the higher
the " turn-over " temperature. However, it has been generally thought
in
that turn-over points occur only in
250°C.
the temperature range under 250
°C,
difficult .
And it has .been exceedingly difficult.
to investigate the possibility of higher
turn-over points because ordinary
at
quartz absorbs so much energy at
precise
higher temperatures that precise
measurements could not be made.
These two factors made it very difficult to use quartz as a resonator at
high temperatures. Recently, Dr.
of
King impressed an electric field of
SOUV /em across a quartz
about 500V/cm
24
crystal for a period of about 24
oC.
hours at a temperature of 500 °C.
This caused impurities such as
sodium and lithium to be swept out
of the crystal. He discovered that
as a result of this electrolysis, quartz
retains its ability to vibrate with
little energy dissipation, even when
used at temperatures as high as
550°C. The availability of a lowloss (high-Q) crystal at high temperatures encouraged him to look for
turn-over points at temperatures in
this higher range. He found that
quartz did indeed exhibit turn-over
points
at various temperatures from
300oC
300oC to 535°C, depending upon the
angle of cut. The discovery of hightemperature
temperatme turn-over points (which
permit stable frequency operation)
and the effect of electrolysis of quartz
(which increases its Q at high temperatures) make possible the fabrication of treated quartz resonators for
use in high temperature environments. Another important application is also possible. When ordinary quartz is exposed at room
temperatures to ionizing radiation
such as X-rays, its resonant frequency is altered. To restore it to
stable frequency operation it must
On
more. On
oC or more.
be annealed at 400 "C
the other hand, electrolyzed quartz
can be exposed to ionizing radiation
without incurring resonant frequency
changes by operating it at a sufficithat
ently high temperature such that
there is a continual annealing out of
is
these ionization effects. Thus it is
feasible to operate electrolyzed quartz

resonators in the gamma-ray environment of nuclear reactors or in
satellites which must traverse the
Van Allen radiation belts.
Capacitors in a new range from
Plessey use sheets of paper interleaved by a machine developed from
those used to fold cigarette papers
into their packets. Metallized paper
sheets are folded and interleaved and
sheets
connections are made by spraying
zinc on to the projecting free ends.

Finished interleaved stacks are enand
capsulated in resin for protection and
sealing against the ingress of water.
of
stack of
The photograph shows aa stack
sheets opened to show the constructechtion. Advantages of the new technique over the rolling process are
self-inductance and
reduction of self-inductance
·reduction
giving
greatly increased surface area, giving
better heat dissipation. Insulation
claimed
5,000Mf2/ ,uF are claimed
values of 5,000Mfl/;iF
by
fabricated by
and capacitance values fabricated
0.25,-tF .to
this technique range from 0.25/tF
to
350 ·to
of 350
20ctF
20
aF with voltage ratings of
to
3,500.

Light-flash sets resistance in a
machine for the adjustment of highstability,
high-accuracy, thin-film
sta~ility,
res1stors. Described in Electronics
resistors.
for 9 February 1962, by Edwin Tomkins · of the Armour Research
Foundation, the machine uses a
spiral-shaped xenon flash tube placed
round the resistor, the whole being
magnesium-ox ide
contained in a magnesium-oxide
1,300,uF charged to
reflector. About l,300tiF
4kV is discharged through the tube,
and the resulting flash of light,
although of only one or two milliseconds duration, raises the temperature of the fllm
film to several thousand
degrees Centigrade, so that evaporation occurs. Both metal-alloy and
carbon-film resistors have been
carbon-film
treated in this way, typical results for
67 .63-D resistor raised
carbon being a 67.63-0
to 117.7.0
117.70 by four flashes. A bridge
circuit in which ·the
the resistor is
measured could control flashing.
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MAY-7th JUNE, 1962
31st MAY—7th
LONDON,
LONDON, 3l8t

CONFERENCE
TELEVISION CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL
L TELEVISION
INTERNATIONA
AS
i\s if to make amends for their lack of support at
this year's Montreux Television Symposium, British
authors were much in evidence at the International
Television Conference organized by the I.E.E. in cooperation with the British Kinematograph Society,
the Television Society and the American I.R.E.
Of nearly 130 papers presented, just over 100 were
given by British participants. The Conference was
attended by about 550 delegates from 20 countries.
Eighteen sessions, some running concurrently,
were held, covering almost every possible aspect of
television engineering: system standards, pick-up
and display tubes, frequency assignment, recording,
standards conversion, medical uses, links, studio and
equipment design, industrial and scientific applications, wire broadcasting, transmitters, receivers,
colour and space applications.
The Conference was opened by Lord Brabazon,
and the introductory lecture was given by Dr.
Williams, the chairman of the Conference
R. C. G. Wilhams,
Organizing Committee, who made some forecasts of
possible developments which may take place in television in the next 25 years. He foresaw television as
the 'best
best means for meeting the desire for literacy in
underdeveloped countries and for higher education
at university level in more advanced civilizations. An increase in the number of programme channels could
be effected in the U.K. by the establishment of a
wide-band National Electronic Grid connecting
centres of population.
Restricti.o n.-A very interesting paper
Bandwidth Restriction.—A
was presented by Professor Cherry, of the Imperial
College of Science and Technology, on the compression of bandwidth in television transmission
systems. It was demonstrated that almost no degra405-line picture was visible by
dation of a 3 Mc/s 405-lme
halving the transmission bandwidth. For the transmission of black and white drawings, documents
or typescript, a bandwidth reduction of 20 to 11 is
possible.
Basically the principle of the system suggested is
to examine the video waveform continuously and
to transmit only those parts of the signal where
" edges " are present. Almost all of the
detail or "edges"
complexity of the equipment is at the transmitting
end, the receiving apparatus being relatively simple.
This equipment, used in conjunction with the
proposed electronic grid, would have great application in the development of the old idea of visual
telephones.
A different approach to the visual telephone deEyer of the
velopment was presented by E. L. Byer
I.T. & T. (U.S.A.). He described the Videx, which
is a slow-scan television system utilizing a vidicon
and also a direct view storage tube. With this
device, it is possible to transmit a 400-line television
2. 7 kc/s telephone channel in 60
picture over a 2.7
seconds. The scene to be televised is scanned by
a vidicon camera operating at the slow-scan parameters to produce the narrow-band video signal
directly. The received signal is then displayed on
an latron,
Iatron, at the low rate. Flicker is eliminated,

entire
the entire
and the
device, and
is aa storage
Iatron is
the latron
since the
since
storage device,
period
for aa period
brightness for
high brightness
at high
be stored
can be
picture can
picture
stored at
received.
being received.
after being
minutes after
to six
one to
between one
of
of between
six minutes
,
teleto teledevoted to
the session
Tubes.-In
Pick-up Tubes.
Pick-up
In the
session devoted
were
types were
R.C.A. types
new R.C.A.
two new
tubes, two
camera tubes,
vision camera
vision
resolution device
high resolution
was aa high
first was
The first
described.
described. The
device
al.
Neuhauser,
G.
R.
by
described
lines),
(1,200
(1,200 lines), described by R. G. Neuhauser, et
et al.
developed for
was developed
surface was
photoconductive surface
new photoconductive
A new
A
for
tube, to
focused tube,
and focused
defi.ected and
magnetically deflected
tin magnetically
this 1Hrn
this
to
and
photoconductor and
the photoconductor
of the
lag of
inherent lag
the inherent
reduce the
reduce
results from
which results
lag which
increased lag
the increased
for the
compensate for
compensate
from
tube size.
the larger
capacitance of
the increased
the
increased capacitance
of the
larger tube
size,
with in
(dealt with
vidicon (dealt
also aa vidicon
tube, also
other tube,
The other
The
in aa
is
Kuehne), is
E. Kuehne),
J. E.
anc! J.
Neuhauser and
G. Neuhauser
R. G.
by R.
paper· by
paper
explore
to explore
developed to
was developed
and was
focused and
electrostatically focused
electrostatically
camera
transistor camera
to transistor
adaptation to
its adaptation
of its
possibilities of
the possibilities
hie
reduce
to reduce
were to
design ob;ectives
The design
equipment. The
equipment.
objectives were
in
costs in
production costs
lower production
and lower
consumption and
power consumption
power
Electroapplication. Electroits field
widen its
to widen
order to
order
field of
of application.
relatively
for aa relatively
need for
the need
removes the
focusing removes
static
static focusing
weight
overall weight
the overall
reduces the
thus reduces
and thus
coil and
focus coil
heavy focus
heavy
camera.
vidicon camera.
of aa vidicon
of
Takao
by Takao
presented by
was presented
device was
new device
completely new
A completely
A
described
He described
ElectriC (Japan).
Nippon Electric
of Nippon
Ando, of
Ando,
(Japan). He
possible
which makes
tube, which
zoom image
ele·c tronic zoom
an electronic
an
image tube,
makes possible
of
reproduced image
of aa reproduced
size of
the size
of the
variation of
the variation
the
image of
elecan elecof an
the magnification
changing the
by changing
object by
an object
an
magnification of
by altering
tube by
convertor tube
image converter
an image
tron lens
tron
lens in
in an
altering
problem
important problem
The most
coil currents.
focus coil
focus
currents. The
most important
is to keep the reproduced image focused and correctly oriented, with the minimum of distortion,
_
while the image size is varied.
The principle is as follows: the focusing coil is
parts;- two are near to the photosplit into three parts;
cathode and the third near the target. Raising of
the current through the coils near the photocathode
increases the reproduced image size, and adjustment
of the relationship of the currents through the first
and third parts maintains proper focus.
focus,
Conversion.-Charles P.
Recording and Standards Conversion.—Charles
on
Ginsburg (Ampex) gave the introductory lecture
lecture on
television recording and reviewed the present state
state
video
improvement in
and the prospects for future improvement
in video
tape recording. It was hoped, he said, for a much
rehigher area packing density to be achieved, by reducing the speed of the tape. This itself presents
problems requiring improved transducer structure,
tape quality and wider bandwidth. Experimental
machines had been constructed in Japan, the U.S.A.
and also in Europe, using the helical scan (or
Omega " wrap) configuration. The advantages
" Omega"
are, simpler associated electronics, no head switching required and no noise or frequency banding in
reprodueed picture. Greater attention must be
the reproduced
paid to time-base stability owing to the fact that the
video head scans the tape almost longitudinally
therefor-e, variations of speed of the tape
(3°-4°)
o-4 o) and, therefore,
(3
are transferred to the output waveform.
waveform,
One of the outstanding contributions to the Conference was the group of three papers presented by
A. V. Lord, E. R. Rout and P. Rainger (B.B.C.) on
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1962

to image
image rerestandards conversion without recourse to
now in use all
all rely
rely upon
upon aa
scanning. Convertors 1~ow
television camera on one standard
standard picking
picking up
up an
an
picture monitor
monitor on
onimage of a scene displayed on aa picture
two extra
extra electroelectroanother standard. This involves two
transmission chain
chain with
with
optical conversions in the transmission
Where the
the transfer
transfer
consequent loss of definition. Where
necessitates a change of field
field frequency,
frequency, difficult
difficult
to be carried
carried out.
out.
flicker correction has also to
The system proposed does not permit
permit the
the change
change
of field frequency, but presumably great
great benefit
benefit
for a change between
between 625625- and
and
would be derived for
The principle
principle uses
uses what
what
405-lines, and vice versa. The
interpolator. With
With aa conconis known as a delay-line interpolator.
version in the line standards of a picture,
picture, the
the posiposition of a particular pictur·
picturee point would
would be
be changed
changed
due to the diff·
difference
rates; however,
however, the
the
erence in scanning rates;
subjective
picture point
point may
may be
be
subjectiv·e position of the picture
positional information
information
corrected by displaying also positional
(This necessitates
necessitates
from the next line of the picture. (This
a one-line delay in the apparatus.)
apparatus.) The
The amplitude
amplitude
" lines
of the signals from the "previous
" previous "" and
and "next
" next"
lines
are adjusted to give the correct output
output timing.
timing.
was shown
shown in
in the
the
Television.-Gr·eat interest was
Colour Television.—Great
two sessions devoted to colour television,
television, at
at which
which 13
13
Brown (R.C.A.)
(R.C.A.)
papers were presented. Dr. George Brown
present amount
amount of
of colour
colour
gave some figures of the pres.ent
U.S.A. where
where the
the
television broadcasting in the U.S.A.
N.T.S.C. system was introduced some
some eight
eight years
years
ago. The National Broadcasting Company
Company transtransof colour
colour programming
programming
mitted a total of 1,760 hours of
in 1961 and _6655 per cent of all
all programmes
programmes will
will be
be
produced in colour this year. The American
American BroadBroadcommence colour
colour td~
telecasting Company will also commence
vision transmission this autumn.
camera described
described
A new design of studio colour camera
by Dr. Brown incorporates four
four pick-up tubes.
tubes. One
One
electrostatically focused
focused
image orthicon and three electrostatically
monochrome (Y)
(Y)
vidicon tubes. The compatible monochrome
ectly from
signal is deriv.ed
derived dir.
directly
from the
the image
image orthicon
orthicon
from the colour
colour tubes;
tubes; this
this
instead of by matrixing from
gives improved pictures on black and
and white
white receivers,
receivers,
e. The
better signal-to-noise ratio and better grey
grey scal.
scale.
The
three vidicon tubes produce the primary colour
colour wavewaveforms which are matrixed to form
form the
the N.T.S.C.
N.T.S.C.
colour difference signals. Lower bandwidth circuits
circuits
for the vidicon channels,
channels, thus
thus
(2 Mc/s) may be used for
simplifying the problem of registration
registration of
of the
the images.
images.
The faces of the vidicon tubes
tubes are
are specially
specially cooled
cooled
to reduce effects due to black current.
current.
G. B. Townsend (G.E.C.) drew attention to
to the
the
necessity for the corr.ect
correct choice of
of the
the "white"
" white"
balance for a colour television
television system.
system. . Work
Work in
in the
the
of the
the observers
observers
U.S.A. has indicated the choice of
there to be for a colour approximating
approximating 4,000oK,
4,000"K,
is
while in this country the recommendation
recommendation
is for
for aa
"less-blue" whit·
whitee of 3,500°K.
3,500oK. This
This isis affected
affected by
by
the colour of the ambient light in
in the
the viewing
viewing room
room
for example,
example, the
the balance
balance
and it was suggested that, for
e d when the transmission
could be chang·
changed
transmission occurred
occurred
during daylight
daylight hours.
hours.
after sunset as opposed to during
Some of the latest developments in
in the
the Secam
Secam
H.. Peyrolles
Peyrolles (C.F.T.,
(C.F.T.,
system were described by H
is transmitted
transmitted
Paris). The chrominance signal is
on a line Ssequential
by frequency
frequency modulamodula·e quential basis by
tion of the sub-carrier. This makes
makes the
the signal
signal
e rential phase
undis-torted by diff·
undistorted
differential
phase and
and gain
gain distortion
distortion
transmission chain.
chain. The
The
or poor linearity in the transmission
en reduced
receiver has
has be·
been
reduced
sub-carrier visibility at the receiver

by lowering the transmitted level of
of the
the sub-carrier.
sub-carrier.
In order to improve signal-to-noise ratio,
ratio, certain
certain
f.m. signal
signal isis also
also
modifications are now used. The f.m.
proportional to
to the
the saturation.
saturation.
amplitude modulated proportional
No true information is conveyed by the a.m.
a.m. and
and itit
receiver. Pre-emphasis
Pre-emphasis
is removed by limiting at the receiver.
of the high-frequency components of
of the
the signal
signal isis
es the dot structure
makes
structure formed
formed by
by
also used, which mak·
the sub-carrier more uniform and
and less
less apparent
apparent on
on
the receiver.
Equipment.—Dr.. A.M.
A. M. Spooner
Spooner
Studios and Studio Equipment.-Dr
(Associated Rediffusion) presented a general
general view
view of
of
television studio design and this
this was
was followed
followed by
by aa
vision equipment.
equipment. As
As
lively set of papers on studio vision
ucing companies are
programme-producing
are conconfar as the programme-prod
cerned, it seems that semiconductors and
and transistors
transistors
Contributions by
by memmemhave at last been accepted. Contributions
bers ·of the B.B.C., Associated Television
Television and
and ABC
ABC
Television described equipment for
for switching,
switching, mixing~
mixing,
signals which
which they
they
distributing and amplifying video signals
themselves.
had designed and constructed themselves.
B. Marsden (Associated Television) described
described aa
transistor radio microphone obviating
obviating the
the need
need for
for
trailing wires, booms ·and
and boom operators.
operators. The
The
transmission frequencies are
are in Bands II
II arid
and III,
III,
with very
very low
low
and special receivers are employed with
a.f.c. ocal
ocal oscillator
oscillator
noise input circuitry and a.f.c!
control.
A multi-standard transistor synchronizing
synchronizing pulse
pulse
generator was described by J. V.
V. Corney
Corney and
and AA,
Isaacs (Ferguson Radio). The generator
generator was
was "com"combinary counters
counters and
and
puter type " logic in the form of binary
derivation of
of all
all timing
timing edges.
edges
gating circuits for the derivation
and is thus extremely stable in operation.
operation. The
The timing
timing
to within
within ~2 nanonanoof successive edges is accurate to
seconds.
he only lady engineer
Applications.—The
engineer to
to
Space Applications.-T
r. Nancy Roman
present a paper was D.
Dr.
Roman of
of the
the U.S.
U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Administration
Laboratories. She spoke about three
three possible
possible space
space
tracking, groundgroundapplications of television; satellite tracking,
based astronomy and spacecraft instrumentation.
instrumentation.
exp-e riment is now being conducted
An experiment
conducted in
in the
the U.S.
U.S.
television cameras
cameras gives
gives aa
in which a battery of 25 television
panoramic view of the whole sky. Ordinates
Ordinates of
of the
the
and this
this informainformaposition of a satellite are derived and
tion is fed to a computer.
computer controlling a telescope.
telescope. In
In
this way the · telescope may be moved to
to within
within an
an
accuracy of a few seconds of arc,
arc, to
to view
view the
the satellite.
satellite.
It is possible that within a few
few years,
years, ifif more
more sensenrugged television
television equipequipsitive, highly stable and very rugged
scope
ment can be developed, the photographic-tele
photographic-telescope
be replaced
replaced by
by
method of observation of stars will be
special dosed-circuit
closed-circuit television
television systems.
systems. Even
Even now
now
the overall sensitivity of a magnesium
magnesium oxide
oxide image
image
in conjunction
conjunction with
with aa
orthicon pick-up tube used in
36-inch telescope is equal to
to th,at
that of
of photographic
photographic
plates with the 200-inch Mt. Palomar
Palomar telescope.
telescope.
Television pictures from satellites or
or planetary
planetary
probes have usually to be restricted
restricted in
in resolution
resolution in
in
order to cons·erve
conserve transmission bandwidth.
bandwidth. Vidicon
Vidicon
cameras are used with a transmission
transmission rate
rate of
of approxiapproximately one picture per 30 minutes.
minutes. It
It isis intended
intended to
to
equip future satellites with the very
very sensitive
sensitive _magmagnesium oxide image orthicon cameras,
cameras, so
so that
that in
in the
the
event of the other direction-finding instrumentation
instrumentation
failing, it would be possible to determine
determine the
the position
position
of the satellite by observation of star
star patterns.
patterns.
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LET ERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editor
Editor does
does not
The
not necessarily endorse opinions expressed by his correspondents

Pay Television
Television
Pay
MAY I have the opportunity of developing briefly the
argument of this Company's plan for a broadcast pay
television service mentioned in "World
" World of Wireless"
of your May edition?
The premise on which this plan is based is that the
u.h.f.
u.h.f. bands are available for new television services.
We propose—
propose1. That at the start, half the available 48 u.h.f. channels
be
employed to
to cover progressively the main centres of
be employed
population with six new programmes—3
programmes-3 Pay TV and
33' others (not one as stated in your report). The
coverage for all 6 programmes obtained
obtaine~ at
at the end of
this
stage of
of the plan would be approximately 65
% of
this stage
65%
the population of the United Kingdom and the work
involved might well occupy four to five years.
2. That the remaining 24 u.h.f. channels (as yet unallocated under the Company's plan) should·
should be used
to
to extend to near-national coverage three of the abovementioned six programmes. We estimate that this final
stage of the plan might be completed in a further five
years, or ten years from the start.
3. That the decision as to which three programmes
should be so favoured would be ·based
based on the public's
experience and acceptance of the six programmes in
the areas initially covered during the first four to five
years.
'
4. That relay networks, present and future, would
continue to perform a useful public service by redistributing broadcast programmes (including Pay TV)
in areas of poor reception, and by bringing these programmes to certain other communities which lie, temporarily or permanently, outside the range of broadcast
transmitters.
This plan, when completed, would provide five programmes (2 v.h.f. + S3 u.h.f.) having a near national
coverage with a further three u.h.f. programmes for
65% of the population. It can be seen from this that
we subscribe to the principle that the dense regions
of population should have a greater choice of programmes than the rest.
, L. S. WHITE
British Telemeter Home Viewing Ltd.
London, W.l.
W.l .
Transistor Power Amplifiers
MR. BUTLER'S letter (May 1962 issue) on the effect
of transformer leakage inductance in simple diode and
reservoir-capacitor power supplies of the type shown
shown
in the accompanying diagram may have left some readers
with the impression that this type of power supply is
not satisfactory unless special precautions are taken:
this is not so. It is true that the transformer leakage
inductance together with the reservoir capacitor form
form
a parallel tuned circuit (while the diodes are conducting),
which means there is a danger of the output impedance
impedance
rising at the resonance frequency, but it turns out
out that
that
the circuit values for this effect to be important are
very unlikely to be met in a practical design.

In the simple equivalent
equivalt>nt circuit of a diode and reservoircapacitor type of power supply, R represents the total
series resistance and is made up of the transformer
secondary
secondary' winding resistance, plus the primary resistance
Llle secondary, and the resistance of the
referred to the
diode. L is the leakage inductance referred to the
secondary. The switch
s\Vitch represents the action of diodes
which connect the transformer to the load for a short
time during the peak voltage of
Of the mains input. These
diodes conduct only for about l/10th
l/10th of the time of
of one
one
cycle of the mains, so that as far as the effect we are
considering (we are not interested in mains ripple) the
supply voltage can be represented as a battery. The rest
of the time (which is about 9/10ths) the diodes are nonnonconducting and there is no current flowing through the
transformer secondary. The point I wish to make is
that the leakage inductance is included in the circuit
only for a very short time each cycle. Ideally, the
behaviour of the equivalent circuit I have built up
should be analysed for a sudden change in the load on
the power supply, but unfortunately this is a very complicated calculation. In order to obtain a superficial
solution I am going to assume the switch is closed all
the time (this state of affairs does exist in a power supply
with a choke input filter) and argue that if the power
supply behaves all right under this condition, it will
be even more satisfactory when working in
in its usual
way with the leakage inductance disconnected
disconnected from the

cjrcuit for most of the time. With this assumption
circuit
assumption
the equivalent circuit becomes simply a battery with a
parallel tuned circuit between it and the load. The
danger is that a sudden change in the load
load (as
(as in
in aa class-B
class-B
amplifier) will " ring " the output voltage
voltage of
of the
the power
supply. It can easily be worked out
out that the
the circuit
circuit
is adequately damped if R >
yU/C.
Taking practical
~ vL/C.
11
values from my amplifier design, R =— 0.5 ohm, C ==
ILF which makes the maximum permitted leakage
5000 /rF
inductance 1.25 mH, a value which is unlikely to be
exceeded. In addition there is the improvement due
to the switching action of the diodes, which has been
ignored in order to make the analysis reasonable. As
a practical verification of this argument I have
have artificially
increased the leakage inductance of
of the above
above example
to lOmH
10mH (i.e. 8 times the calculated value
value for
for adequate
adequate
damping) and the power supply was still well
well damped.
damped.
With a choke input filter type of power supply
supply this
simple analysis is much more accurate and, since
since LL is
is
large, there is a very real danger of the power
power supply
supply
"ringing"
" ringing " at a low frequency. Under these
these conditions
conditions
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1962
1962

As to
to Eurovision~
Eurovision, the·
the conversion
conversion
the technique proposed by
by Mr.
Mr. Butler
Butler can
can be
be used
used but
but ments are borne out. ·As
being improved,
improved, and
and· anyone
anyone
very often needs impracticably
impracticably large
large capacitors:
capacitors: even
even so
so equipment is constantly being
Dancing
Come
"
International
the
an improvement can be
be made
made with
with capacitor
capacitor values
values who saw the first of the International " Come Dancing""
relative
the
by
impressed
been
have
must
" design
which are less than the
the "" ideal
ideal"
design values.
values.
programmes
impressed by the relative
II would
the Copenhagen
Copenhagen pictures.
pictures. I,I, with
with Mr.
Mr,
are two
two additional
additional points
points
would good quality of the
writing, there are
While writings
1
in
variations
constant
the
find
designl:Green,
constant
variations
in successive
successive teleteleamplifier
my amplifier design :—
like . to mention about my
resetting
the
that
feel
I
but
annoying,
made
longer
programmes
no
is
vision
annoying, but I feel that the resetting
transistor is no longer made
(a) The XA102 type of transistor
contrast when
when changing
changing from
from one
one
is the
the S.T.C.
S.T.C. type
type T.K.31.
T.K.31. of brightness and contrast
and a good alternative is
even
in
is
quoted
another
to
figures
channel
even more
more annoying,
annoying, and
and II heartily
heartily
temperature
(b) The safe ambient temperature figures quoted in
the standard
standard was
was more
more constant,
constant, and
and adhered
adhered
on the
the assumption
assumption that
that wish that the.
the article are calculated on
the amplifier is operated continuously
continuously atat the
the power
power to. Unfortunately many
many of
of the
the P.Ublic
public are
are content
content toto be
be
being selecti~e,
selective, and
and without
without giving
giving
level which gives maximum
maximum dissipation
dissipation in
in the
the entertained without being
are watching.
watching.
output transistors (his isis about
about 40%
40% of
of maximum
maximum any thought ·to what they are
power output) and an leo
Ico value
value for
for the
the transistors
transistors
D.
Bristol.
D. R.
R. WILLIAMS.
WILLIAMS.
which is 3 times greater
greater than
than the
the maximum
maximum quoted
quoted
factor 33 isis thought
thought dedein the data sheets. This factor
. sirable to provide a safety
safety factor
factor and
and to
to allow
allow for
for
leo
Ico increasing as the transistors
transistors age.
age. Under
Under these
these Colour Television
conditions the safe maximum
maximum ambient
ambient temperature
temperature
P. Eckersley's
Eckersley's question,
question, "Would
"Would
of the 10 watt amplifier isis 30°C.
30oC. With
With no
no safety
safety THE answer to P. P.
as much
much to
to see
see aa film
film in
in colour
colour asas
factor and the maker's maximum
maximum leo
Ico value,
value, the
the you pay three times as
and white?
white? "" isis that
that there
there are
are
permissible ambient
maximum
ambient temperature
temperature rises
rises you would in black and
would, ifif the
the number
number of
of cinemacinema450C. 0With no safety
safety factor
factor and
and aa typical
typical leo
Ico undoubtedly many who would,
to 45°C.
willing to
to pay
pay several
several times
times the
the normal
normal
65 C is when thermal
thermal run-away
run-away occurs.
occurs. goers who are willing
value, 65°C
colour productions
productions such
such asas ""Ben
Ben
The last condition has
has been verified
verified experimentally
experimentally prices to see big-screen colour
" South Pacific"
Pacific " and
and "El
" El Cid,"
Cid," isis any
any criterion.
criterion.
by raising the ambient temperature
temperature until
until the
the outout- Hur," "South
In the case of colour
colour films
films shown
shown at
at normal
normal prices,
prices,
put transistors actually
actually did
did fail.
fail. The
The temperature
temperature
would the
the producers
producers themselves
themselves
reached was over 60°C which
which agrees
agrees well
well with
with the
the one may well ask why would
go to the expense of
of colour,
colour, ifif they
they did
did not
not consider
consider
calculated 65°C
65 C value.
it would yield a greater
greater financial
financial return
return than
than aa black
black and
and
The point I wish to
to make
make isis that
that although
although transistors
transistors
0
with typical leo
Ico values are
are all
all right
right up
up to
to 65°C
65 C (just),
(just), white movie?
nevertheless when allowance
allowance has
has been
been made
made for
for maximum
maximum
. A.
A. E.
E. HENSHALL.
HENSHALL.
Manchester, 20.
leo
Ico values and Ca safety factor,
factor, the
the safe
safe ambient
ambienttemperature
temperature
is down to 30°C.
30 C. In other
other words,
words, making
making allowance
allowance for
for TO the Latin tag, de
de gustibus
gustibus non
non est
est disputandum,
disputandum, so
so
the worst case gives
gives aa very
very much
much lower
lower safe
safe ambient
ambient ably rendered into English
English for
for us
us by
by the
the former
former chief
chief
temperature.
engineer of the B.B.C.,
B.B.C., one
one might
might well
well reply,
reply, etet sic
sic
R. C. BOWES
transit gloria mundi, since
since itit seems
seems obvious
obvious that
that Mr.
Mr.
Malvem.
Malvern.
Sheffield, of New York
York (in
(in rapt
rapt contemplation
contemplation of
of his
his
1
cannot be
be well
well acquainted
acquainted with
with
"Transistor Audio
Audio Amplifier,"
Amplifier," R.
R. CC.. Bowes,
Bowes, Wireless
Wireless World,
World, July
July cathode-ray tube), cannot
"Transistor
1961,
1961, p.342.
p.342.
Eckersley of 2MT.
].J. M.
Sale, Cheshire.
M. ARDERN.
ARDERN.
Recordings
Television
I FEEL obliged to make some
some comment
comment on
on the
the letter
letter
in the May issue from
from Mr.
Mr. R.
R. B.
B. Green.
Green. Criticism
Criticism Preferred Numbers
seems to be levelled at
at the
the quality
quahty of
of videotape
videotape recordrecord- SINCE no member of the American Radio-E!ectronicsthe American Radio-Electronicsings and 8mm film,
film, amongst
amongst other
other matters.
matters. Videotape
Videotape Television
Manufacturers' Association,
Association, who
who are
are probably
probably
capab:e of reproducing
is capable
reproducing aa picture
picture that
that isis practically
practically the originators
the
of
the preferred
preferred numbers
numbers to
to base
base six,
six,
indistinguishable from
from the
the original
original ifif the
the machine
machine isis has come forward to
Cooper's
B.
A.
Mr.
answer
answer Mr. A. B. Cooper's plea
plea
properly set up.
help?
some
him
offer
I
may
issue,
January
your
in
issue, may I offer him some help?
8mm film is made from the
the same
same materials
materials asas 16mm
16mm
The rounding-off of the
the preferred
preferred numbers
numbers used
used for
for
and 35mm film,
film, and so
so the
the resolution
resolution of
of the
the film
film isis electronic
is
components
is carried
carried out
out in
in the
the 5%
5 % range
range toto
identical. In fact,
fact, 8mm
8mm isis actually
actually 16mm,
16mm, double
double perper- give a uniform prog;ression
save
To
differences.
of
progression of differences. To save
forated, and slit down the
the middle
middle after
after processing.
processing. IfIf space we may consider
the
the region
region round
round 33
33 and
and write
write
a good quality camera and
and lens
lens are
are used,
used, and
and ifif the
the
camera is on a tripod,
tripod, and
and ifif aa good
good quality
quality projector
projector down
with a good lens is used
used to
to project
project the
the film,
film, there
there isis no
no
33
30
27
24
22
33 36
36 39
39 43
43 47
47'
excuse for poor resolution.
resolution. What,
What, then,
then, gives
gives 8mm
8mm film
film
22
3
44
44
33
33
33
33
its reputation of
of being poor
poor in
in quality?
quality? In
In the
the first
first
88
66
case, most people enlarge
enlarge itit to
to aa much
much bigger
bigger relative
relative
66
55
size than 16mm. The 8mm
8mm film
film frame
frame isis slightly
slightly less
less
14
14
11
than one quarter of
of the
the area
area of
of the
the 16mm
16mm frame,
frame, and
and
consequently should be enlarged
enlarged to
to only
only one
one quarter
quarter ofof
The apparently logical use
use of
of 32
32 will
will thus
thus inv?lve
involve aa
" as
the screen area. By
By "" blowing
blowing itit up
up"
as big
big asas the
the reduction by 1 of
of all
all values
values from
from 27
27 to
to 36,
36, Ifif the
the
room will allow, one isis asking
asking too
too much,
much, and
and 16mm
16mm differences are to progress
progress uniformly.
uniformly. ItIt isis aa task
task which
which
would be the same under
under these
these circumstances.
circumstances. II can
can I leave to Mr. Cooper to
errors
the
whether
determine
to determine whether the errors
refer Mr. Green to
to 8mm
8mm films
films that
that are
are sharper
sharper than
than thus introduced outweigh
outweigh the
the errors
errors to
to which
which he
he draws
draws
some 16mm films
films II have
have seen.
seen. II feel
feel that
that he
he may
may have
have attention. It seems
were
issues
these
that
probable
seems
probable
that
these
issues
were
been exposed to some amateurish
amateurish films,
films, taken
taken with
with the
the exp'ored in detail by the
committee.
orig:nal
the
original
committee.
cheaper cameras, with hand-held
hand-held shots
shots taking
taking the
the edge
edge
logarithms
are
numbers
The fact that the preferred
preferred numbers are logarithms
off the definition.
be regarded
can be
regarded as
as aa useful
useful des:gn
design aid
aid when
when network
network
However
However, I agree with him entirely
entirely in
in his
his observation
observation solutions are to give preferred values
comp::ments.
the
for
values
for
the
companents.
that the ir'uprovement
improvement in
in definition
definition of
of the
the 625
625 line
line I examined this question
less
Wire
in
length
some
at
question at some length in Wireless
standard is only marginal,
marginal, and
and that
that the
the change
change that
that will
will Engineer (Oct. 1945, Ja~.
Cooper
Mr.
19:46).
J~ly
and
Jan.
and
July
1946).
Mr.
Cooper
be most apparent is the transfer
transfer of
of the
the line
line f~equency
frequency may find
find some
some interest
interest min the
the d1scuss10n
discussion of
of the
the approapprowhistle into the less audible
audible portion
portion of
of the
the audw
audio range.
range. priate
1r,
PFiate preferred value for
for
n.
The nature of my work has
has enabled
enabled me
me to
to see
see American
American
H.
London, W.8.
H. JEFFERSON.
JEFFERSON.
525 and Continental 625
625 line
line videotapes,
videotapes, and
and his
his comcom309
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WORLD OF WI EJL
Birthday Honours
Birthday
AMONG the recipients of awards in the Queen's
Among
Queen's
Birthday Honours List are the following:
—
following:Knighthood
Isaac Shoenberg, director of Electric & Musical Industries, "for
" for services in the development of television
television
and sound recording."
C.B.
R. W. Sutton, O.B.E., superintendent.
superintendent, Services ElecElectronic Research Laboratory.
C.M.G.
L. J. Hooper, O.B.E., deputy director, Government
Government
Communications Headquarters.
C.B.E.
K. Adam, Director, Television Broadcasting, B.B.C.
B.B.C.
F. D. Edwards, managing director,
director, Edwards
Edwards High
High
Vacuum Ltd.
L. F. Taylor, assistant P.M.G. (engineering).
(engineering), East
East
African Posts and Telecommunications .Administration.
Administration.
O.B.E.
F. Axon, D.C.M., chief engineer, External
External Services,
Services,
B.B.C., until recent retirement.
Lt. Col. E. W. Milner, T.D., Royal Corps of Signals,
Territorial Army.
F. W. Perks, chairman of Radio Industry
Industry Exhibitions.
Exhibitions.
H. B. Sedgfield, M.B.E., director of
of research
research and
and
development, Sperry Gyroscope Company.
M.B.E.
J. E. Haworth, senior executive engineer.
engineer, Post
Post Office
Office
Research Station.
L. C. Hill, manager, Cable & Wireless
Wireless Ltd.,
Ltd., Belize,
Belize,
British Honduras.
G. H. Stephenson, chief project engineer, E.M.I.
E.M.I. ElecElectronics Ltd.
I. M. M. Summers, experimental officer.
officer, Royal Radar
Radar
Establishment, Malvern.
I.S.O.
C. J. Cameron, assistant staff engineer, G.P.O.
G.P.O.
B.E.M.
II, TelecomW. J. M. Scott, technical assistant
assistant class
class II,
Telecommunications Liaison Group, War Office, Berlin.
L. Trout, supervisor, Solartron Electronic Group.
Group.
I.R.E. Jubilee
IT was in May 1912
1912 that
that the
the Society
Society of
of Wireless
Wireless TeleTelegraphy
grap':ly Engineers and
and The
The Wireless
Wireless Institute
Institute in
in America
America
decided to amalgamate and chose the name ""The
The InstiInstitute of Radio Engineers"
Engineers " for the new
new organization.
organization.
nearly
100,000
Starting with 46 members
members it
it now
now has
has nearly 100,000 in
in
all parts of the world.
The May 1962 issue of Proc.I.R.E. (Vol.
No.
5)
(Vol. 50,
50, No. 5)
commemorates the occasion and, in addition to recording
the history of the Institute, contains
contains in
in its
its 900
900 pages
pages of
of
editorial matter no fewer than 113 papers by
by leading
leading
authorities "chronicling
" chronicling the past, assessing the
the present
present
and interpreting · the future" of
of every
every aspect
aspect of
of comcommunications and electronics.
We offer our sincere congratulations on the
the past
past and
and
present achievements of the Institute,
Institute, coupled
coupled with
with aa
special appreciation of the
tl!_e efforts of
of the
the authors
authors and
and of
of
the Editorial Departmenf
Department in producing this
this outstanding
outstanding
issue of the Proceedings.

ss

Isaac Shoenberg, M.I.E.E.,
the 82-year-old director of
E.M.I., who receives a
knighthood in the Birthday
Honours List, led the team
which developed the 405line television system used
by the B.B.C. since 1936.
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Murphy Radio.—Following
Radio.-Following the Rank Organisation's
Organisation's acquisition of Murphy Radio Ltd.
Ltd. the
the members
members of
of the
the
board of Murphy have resigned;
resigned: they
they are
are E.
E. J. Power,
Power,
chairman and managing director; F. B. Duncan, vicevicechairman; H. V. Batchelor, C. R.
R. Casson,
Casson, K.
K. S.
S. Davies,
Davies,
E
W.
Kent
and
A.
P.
Power.
The
new
board
consists
E.
P. Power. The new board consists
of J. Davis, deputy chairman
chairman and
and managing
managing director
director of
of
the Rank Organisation, who is chairman;
chairman; K.
K. Winckles,
Winckles,
M
.B.E., assistant managing director of Rank; and
M.B.E.,
and D.
D.
Saward, O.B.E., managing director of the Bush Radio
Division of Rank. K. S. Davies, E. W. Kent and
and W.
W.
Ross (secretary) are remaining as members of
of the
the
management of Murphy Radio and are to " assist in
the co-ordination of the activities of
of Bush
Bush and
and Murphy."
Murphy."
It is announced that when this co-ordination isis under
under
directors
way it is intended to enlarge the board of
of directors of
of
Murphy and for a common management board to
to be
be
set up to guide the activities of the two
companies.
two companies.
Radio Astronomy.—The
Astronomy.-The need for the protection of
of
certain radio frequencies from radiations of man-made
origin to facilitate " the reception of extremely lowlowlevel electromagnetic radiations of extra-terrestrial
leyel
origin " was recognized at the Geneva Radio Conference
Conference
of 1959. The U.S. Federal Communications
Communications CommisCommission has now proposed the world-wide allocation of
of the
the
following bands exclusively (except in two cases) for
radio astronomy;—40.66-40.70;
astronomy:-40.66-40.70 ; 73.0-74.6; 328.6-335.4
328.6-335.4
(secondary to aeronautical radio-navigation); 1400-1427;
1664.4-1668.4 (secondary to meterological satellites);
2690-2700; 4990-5000; 10680-10700; 15350-15400;
19300-19400; 31300-31500 and S8000-90000Mc/s.
88000-90000Mc/s.
4U1ITU is the call sign of the International Amateur
Radio Club, whose first station was opened on
on June
June 10th
lOth
at the International Telecommunication Union's headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The aims of the
the
I.A.R.C. are to further international friendship and
and
understanding through amateur radio, to co-operate with
with
all amateur associations throughout the world,
world, and
and to
to
provide an organization for managing and operating
the new transmitting and receiving station.
station.
R.T.R.A. Conference 1963.—Venue
1963.-Venue of next
next year's
year's
annual conference of the Radio
Radio &
& Television
Television Retailers'
Retailers'
Association is Scarborough, Yorks, from
from May
May 19th
19th to
to
22nd. . The Association has decided
d5eided to
to repeat
repeat at
at ScarScarborough the type of exhibitiorr
exhibition held in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
this year's Bournemouth conference, and
and has
has signed
signed
a contract with C. Rex-Hassan Associates
Associates covering
covering its
its
organization for the next three years.

German Hi Fi.—Audio
Fi.-Audio manufacturers
manufacturers and
and importers
importers
in West Germany have formed an
an association
association to
to be
be
known as Deutsches High Fidelity Institut
Institut (dhfi)
(dhfi) with
with
the object of specifying standards of
of reproduction
reproduction of
of
high-fidelity sound equipment and of
of giving
giving public
public
demonstrations of high-quality reproduction. The
address of the secretary is H. Ticho, Russelsheimer
Riisselsheimer
Str. 22, Frankfurt/Main.
Frankfurt/ Main.
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the
issued die
recently issued
Office recently
Post Office
Control.-The Post
Radio Control.—The
Since
models. Since
of models.
control of
radio control
the radio
5,000th licence for the
1954
in 1954
introduced in
was introduced
Licence was
the Model Control Licence
26.96bands 26.96the bands
use the
to use
permitted to
licensees have been permitted
January
next January
From next
Mc/s. From
464-465 Mc/s.
27.28 Mc/s and 464-465
Mc/s.
458.5-459.5 Mc/s.
to 458.5-459.5
altered to
be altered
the higher band will be
applicaand applicayears, and
five years,
for five
£1 for
The cost of a licence isis £1
Department,
Services Department,
Radio Services
the Radio
to the
tions must be sent to
London,
Martin's-le-Grand , London,
St. Martin's-le-Grand,
Radio Branch, G.P.O., St.
E.C.I.
E.C.1.
without
sets without
television sets
and television
radio and
Illegal use of sound radio
prosecutions
successful prosecutions
13,000 successful
about 13,000
a licence resulted in about
Postmaster-Gener al,
the Postmaster-General,
stated the
1961, stated
by the G.P.O. in 1961,
recently
raised recendy
question raised
to aa question
answer to
Reginald Bevins, in answer
revenue
much revenue
how much
about how
Commons about
in the House of Commons
said
He said
by ""pirates."
Department by
is being lost to his Department
pirates." He
down
track down
to track
trying to
the Post Office was continuously trying
on,
so on,
and so
vans and
detector vans
of detector
way of
by way
cases of this sort by
many
how many
say how
to say
possible to
was not passible
but obviously it was
fee.
licence fee.
the licence
evading the
people are still evading
to
expected ·to
station isis expected
television station
Sierra Leone's first television
August.
in August.
early in
transmissions early
programme transmissions
begin regular programme
called
commonly called
what isis commonly
to what
Band II to
625-line pictures in Band
station
the station
from the
transmitted from
be transmitted
C.C.I.R. standards will be
MicroFreetown. Micronear Freetown.
Aberdeen, near
which is sited at Aberdeen,
at
studios at
the studios
link the
to link
used to
be used
wave equipment will be
equipment
Total equipment
transmitter. Total
the transmitter.
New England with the
Ltd.
T.V.T. Ltd.
Pye T.V.T.
has been supplied by Pye
·television
of television
output of
Austria's output
Austria.—About
Austria.-About 70% of Austria's
productotal producyear's total
last year's
Of last
screens. Of
sets now have 23in screens.
limit
1962 limit
The 1962
exported. The
was exported.
S% was
tion of 95,000,
9S,OOO, about 5%
import
The import
3,500. The
sets isis 3,500.
television sets
for the import of television
considerwhich isis consider1S,OOO which
is 15,000
receivers is
quota for broadcast receivers
of aa
out of
36,000 out
of 36,000
figure of
export figure
ably below last year's export
240,000.
total production of 240,000.
new
Elections.-Four new
Council Elections.—Four
Television Society Council
to
elected to
Society elected
Television Society
the Television
·council
council members of the
L.
P. L.
are: P.
rotation are:
in rotation
retirement in
by retirement
caused by
fill vacancies caused
Radio
(Thom-A.E.I. Radio
Rowe (Thom-A.E.I.
G. Rowe
E. G.
Mothersole (Mullard), E.
Dr.
and Dr.
(G.E.C.), and
Townsend (G.E.C.),
B. Townsend
Valves & Tubes), G. B.
(Philips).
R. C. G. Williams (Philips).
become
has become
Australia has
of Australia
Society of
The Television Society
arrangeand arrangeSociety and
Television Society
U.K. Television
the U.K.
associated with the
papers
of papers
exchange of
mutual exchange
for aa mutual
ments have been made for
Society
U.K. Society
the U.K.
of the
membership of
The membership
and information. The
400.
some 400.
Australian some
the Australian
of the
that of
and that
1,300 and
is around 1,300
reference
Guides.-A reference
Semiconductor Guides.—A
Valve and Semiconductor
valve
electronic valve
British electronic
the British
of the
structure of
source to the structure
form
booklet form
in booklet
published in
and semiconductor industry, published
48
classifies 48
broadly classifies
V.A.S.C.A., broadly
by the B.V.A. and V.A.S.C.A.,
the
gives the
and gives
devices and
other devices
and other
types of valves,
valves, tubes and
Anlisted. Antype listed.
each type
make each
names of the firms which make
Semiconof Semiconpublication, ""Record
other V.A.S.C.A. publication,
Record of
extra)
1s extra)
postage Is
overseas postage
6d; overseas
(7s 6d;
ductor Outlines' (7s
should
which should
space which
the space
indicating the
4 3 drawings indicating
contains 43
gives
also gives
and also
devices and
the devices
for the
equipment for
be allowed in equipment
Both
interchangeability . Both
to interchangeability.
importance to
other features of importance
at
headquarters at
V.A.S.C.A. headquarters
from V.A.S.C.A.
booklets are available from
W.l.
London, W.l.
156 Oxford Street, London,

R.I Club.—The
Radio
U.K. Radio
the U.K.
of the
membership of
total membership
Club.-The total
R.I.
916
number 916
this number
Of this
2,270. Of
now 2,270.
Club is now
Industries Club
neXIt
the next
London, the
in London,
organization in
parent organization
bclong
belong to the parent
The
290. The
with 290.
Scotland with
being Scotland
largest membership being
formed
Midlands, formed
East Midlands,
the East
is the
latest provincial club is
118.
of 118.
membership of
has aa membership
which has
during the past year, which
Brown,
Ernest Brown,
to Ernest
succession to
in succession
The 1962/63 president, in
The
and
chairman and
Fountain, chairman
of Brown Brothers, isis Guy
Guy Fountain,
of
Products.
Tannoy Products.
governing director of Tannoy
be
to be
Workmen to
Fylingdales Workmen
Hazard?-" Fylingdales
Radiation Hazard?—"
13th.
June 13th.
Telegraph, June
Daily Telegraph,
in Daily
' Screened' "—headline
"-headline in
'Screened'
1962
JULY 1962
WORLD, July
Wireless
WIRELESS World,

New
in New
held in
congress held
Blind.-At aa congress
Electronics and the Blind.—At
descientific defurther scientific
to further
22nd "" to
to 22nd
18th to
York from June 18th
were
papers were
of papers
number of
blind"
the blind
velopment to aid the
" aa number
Grey
W. Grey
Dr. W.
and Dr.
U.K. and
the U.K.
presented by delegates from the
Bristol,
Institute, Bristol,
Neurological Institute,
Burden Neurological
Walter of the Burden
sound
on sound
sessions on
the sessions
of the
one of
At one
par·t. At
took a leading part.
National
Royal National
the Royal
of the
Adam, of
F. Adam,
recording H. John F.
cassette
tape cassette
the tape
of .the
details of
gave details
Blind, gave
Institute for the Blind,
Dr.
session Dr.
another session
at another
and, at
books"
talking books
" and,
system of ""talking
design
some design
gave some
N.P.L., gave
the N.P.L.,
Maxwell B. Clowes, of the
aid.
reading aid.
blind reading
criterior for a blind
symthe symto the
contributions to
2S contributions
the 25
Asdic.—Twelve
Asdic.-Twelve of the
University
the University
in the
held in
being held
Systems being
posium on .Sonar Systems
from
authors from
by authors
are by
9th-12th are
July 9th-12th
of Birmingham from July
Norway.
and Norway.
Italy and
Germany, Italy
overseas—U.S.A., Canada, Germany,
overseas.;....;.U.S.A.,
the
by the
jointly by
sponsored jointly
bemg sponsored
The conference .. is being
Society,
Physical Society,
Physicsand
of Physics
Institute of
Brit.I.R.E., the Institute
and Physical
the
of the
Department of
Engineering Department
Electrical Engineering
and the Electrical
obtainable
are obtainable
£8) are
(fee £8)
forms (fee
Registration forms
University. Registration
W.C.l.
London, W.C.l.
Square, London,
Bedford Square,
Brit.I.R.E., -9 Bedford
from the Brit.I.R.E.,
the
marksthe
1963,marks
5th, 1963,
Jubilee.-July 5th,
R.S.G.B.
Golden Jubilee.—July
R.S.G.B: Golden
London
the London
formation ofof the
the formation
of the
fiftieth
anniversary of
fiftieth anniversary
Society ofof
Radio Society
the Radio
grew the
which grew
·from which
Club from
Wireless
Wireless Club
July
30th toto July
June 30th
period June
the period
During the
Britain. During
Great
Great Britain.
funcvariousfuncholdingvarious
beholding
willbe
Society will
^tfi
ext year
the Society
year the
6th nnext
Rooms,
ConnaughtRooms,
theConnaught
dinneratatthe
jubileedinner
tions
includingaajubilee
tions including
London,
5th.
July 5th.
on July
London, on
more
exhibition, more
radio exhibition,
amateur radio
R.S.G.B.'s . annual amateur
Show, isis toto
Hobbies Show,
Radio Hobbies
the Radio
as the
familiarly
known as
familiarly known
usual
thanusual
.:earlier than
month earlier
nearly aa month
year nearly
this year
place this
take
take place
Novem31sttotoNovemOctober31st
areOctober
Datesare
venue. Dates
d aat
t aanew
newvenue.
and
an
Place,
SeymourPlace,
Hall,Seymour
.SeymourHall,
the Seymour
ber
inclusive, atat the
3rd, inclusive,
ber 3rd,
W.l.
London, W.l.
ar Marble
Arch, London,
Marble Arch,
near
tle
the
T.E.M.A.
chairman ofof the
1962/63 chairman
Officers.-The 1962/63
T.E.M.A. Officers.—The
Manufacturing
and Manufacturing
Engineering and
Telecommunication
Telecommunicatio n Engineering
divisional
M.RE., divisional
Patterson, M.B.E.,
Association
G. Patterson,
W . G.
Association isis W.
Telecommunicathe Telecommunicamanager ofof the
general manager
and general
director
director and
vice-chairman isis
new vice-chairman
The.new
A.E.I. The
of A.E.I.
ions Division
Division of
ttions
the
manager ofofthe
general manager
and general
director and
qC. Riley,
O.B.E., director
Riley, O.B.E.,
·Ltd.
(Telecommunicati ons) Ltd.
Co. (Telecommunications)
Electric Co.
General
General Electric
annual
its annual
in its
Association in
Research Association
The Electrical Research
the
with the
breaking with
that itit isis breaking
states that
1961 states
report
for 1961
report for
electrical
heavy"" electrical
essentially aa ""heavy
being essentially
of being
tradition
tradition of
expandandisisexpandassociationand
researchassociation
industryresearch
engineering
engineering industry
reports a a
field. ItItreports
electronics field.
the electronics
in the
activities in
iing
ng iits
ts activities
12%
196112%
thatinin1961
andthat
workand
electronicwork
ofelectronic
upof
steady
buildup
steadybuild
direct
of direct
was of
activity was
research activity
Association's research
of the Association's
further
and a.a further
industry and
electronics industry
the electronics
to the
importance to
importance
more
wouldmore
SO : SOwould
ratio ofof 50:50
interest. AA ratio
indirect interest.
of indirect
6% of
6%
states
industry, states
balance inin industry,
present balance
the present
represent the
nearly represent
nearly
E.R.A.
E.R.A.
. sound
sets, sound
10%.-Television sets,
Cut toto 10%.—Television
Deposits Cut
H.P. Deposits
H.P.
reproducing
record reproducing
and record
recorders and
tape recorders
receivers, tape
radio receivers,
radio
which
forwhich
goodsfor
rangeofofgoods
wide range
among aa wide
are among
equipment are
equipment
desale decredit sale
and credit
purchase and
hire purchase
initial hire
minimum initial
the minimum
the
The
10%. The
20 toto 10%.
from 20
5th from
June 5th
on June
reduced on
was reduced
posit was
posit
the
remains the
period remains
repayment period
maximum repayment
three-year maximum
three-year
same.
same.
advanced,
short, advanced,
the short,
Polytechnic.-Am ong the
Northern Polytechnic.—Among
and
Electronicsand
Dept.ofofElectronics
the Dept.
by the
offeredby
courses offered
evening courses
evening
LonPolytechnic,LonNorthernPolytechnic,
the Northern
Telecommunicatio ns atat the
Telecommunications
recordsoundrecordaspectsofofsound
engineeringaspects
the engineering
on the
one on
don, isis one
don,
television
colour television
on colour
another on
and another
reproduction and
and reproduction
ing and
ing
partfive-year partoffers a, a five-year
also offers
college also
The college
engineering. The
engineering.
electheelecforthe
preparationfor
course inin preparation
evening course
or evening
day or
time day
time
the
by the
introduced by
recently introduced
certificate recently
servicing certificate
tronic servicing
tronic
Radio
the Radio
and the
Instituteand
London Institute
of London
Guilds of
and Guilds
City and
City
fullPolytechnic's
The Polytechnic
Board. The
Examination Board.
Trades Examination
Trades
s fulltelecommunicaand telecommunicaelectronics and
time diploma course in electronics
the
from the
exemption from
complete exemption
for complete
provides for
tions provides
tions
examination.
graduateship examination.
I.R.E. graduateship
Brit. I.R.E.
Brit.
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"Teaching by Television"
of one
Television, is
is the
the title
title of
one of
of the
the
three British Association Granada Lectures
Lectures on
on comcommunications in the modern world which are
are to
to be
be given
given
in the Guildhall, London, in
speaker will
in October.
October. The
The speaker
will
be Yoshinori
Yoshinori Maeda, general managing
managing director
director of
of the
the
Japan Broadcasting Corporation.
Corporation. Tickets
Tickets for
for this
this leclecture on October 16th
16th and
9th ("New
("New
and for
for those
those on
on the
the 9th
discoveries in the cliffs of the Dead Sea
Sea shores"),
shores "), and
and
23rd (" The Janguage
language of
of economics"),
economics "), are
are obtainable
obtainable
from Granada TV Network,
Network, Golden
Golden Square,
Square, W.l.
W.l.
Aud.enshaw
Audsnshaw Periodicals Service, run largely
sixth
largely by
by sixth
formers of Audenshaw Grammar School,
School, Manchester,
Manchester,
organizes the despatch of secondhand
8econdhand magazines
magazines to
to
schools and colleges overseas where they
they are
are so
so badly
badly
needed. Readers wishing to
to donate
of
donate their
their copies
copies of
Wireless World are invited to send aa postcard,
postcard, giving
giving
their name and address and details of
of what
what magazines
magazines
they can despatch, to The Audenshaw
Audenshaw Periodicals
Periodicals
Service, Audenshaw Grammar School,
School, Audenshaw,
Audenshaw, ManManchester, who will supply labels and
and postal
postal instructions.
instructions.

Gliding Instrumentation.—Lt.
I nstrumenta tion.-Lt. Cdr.
Cdr. R.
R. Brett-Knowles,
Brett-Know les,
R.N., of H.M.S.
H.M.S . Collingwood,
Collingwood, is
is to
to undertake
undertake the
the duties
duties
of Instruments Development
Co-ordinator
Developmen t Co-ordinato r for
for the
the British
British
Gliding Association. He
will
act
as
a
"
clearing
house
"
He will act as a "clearing house"
fields of
for new ideas and
and projects
projects in
in the
the fields
of instruments,
instruments,
batteries and radio (in conjunction with
with the
the AssociaAssociation's radio co-ordinator,
co-ordinator , Sgt.
Sgt. John
John Williamson,
Williamson, of
of the
the
R.A.F. Radio School, Yatesbury).
R.A.E.
·
Radio Amateurs' Exam.—As
Exam.-As aheady
already announced,
announced, aa
second Radio Amateurs' Examination
Examination will
will be
be held
held this
this
year. This has been
been arranged
arranged for
for the
the evening
evening of
of
November 2nd. A list of
of 40
at
which
40 colleges
colleges at which the
the
exam can be taken has
the
City
and
has been
been issued
issued by
by the City and
Guilds of London Institute, and
and . application
application to
to sit
sit
the examination must be
be received
received by
by the
the college
college conconcerned not later than October 1st.
is
30s.
1st. The
The fee
fee is 30s.
Our cover picture this
this month
month makes
makes use
use of
of pictures
pictures
provided by Wayne Kerr (instrumentation)
(instrumenta tion) and
and the
the Esso
Esso
Petroleum Company (automation in
in oil
oil refining).
refining).

IfHRJMSTER

23
TV · STATION
23 NEW
NEW TV
STATIONS
S

^gpSEMARKIE

B.B.C.
B.B.C. Extends Coverage

j|

oMmmfe . - ^rum
WIL IAM

/}
Stage 3 of the British Broadcasting
Broadcastin g
Corporation
Corporation's's plans for improving
extt:nding their
t heir television coverand extending
age in the U.K.
U .K . calls for an
an additional
23 low-power satellite television
stations.
Postmaster- General
The Postmaster-General
has indicated his approval in principle for stations at Barnstaple, Bath,
Bath,
Bedford, Bexhill, Blackpool, Cambridge, Canterbury,
Carmarthen,,
Carmarthen
Cheltenham
/ Gloucester, Eastbourne,
Cheltenham/Gloucester,
Grimsby, Hereford, Kendal, Lame,
Larne,
Machynlleth
Machynlleth,, Newry, Northampton,
Northampto n,
Okehampton
Okehampton,, Perth, Rothesay/Largs,
Rothesay /Largs,
Ventnor, Weardale, and Woofferton.
Wooffertori.
All the stations will use very
very lowlowpower ""translators
translators,"
," which receive
receive
the programme from an existing
station and relay it on another chanchannel. The · B.B.C. plan to build
further stations in later stages
of their
stages of
their
scheme. Some of them will
will need
need to
to
be of · higher power and to
to have
have
more elaborate equipment. In
In parparticular, further stations
stations in
in the
the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland
can be planned only when
when the
the
stations already authorized for
for this
this
area in Stages 11 and 2 are
are in
in operaoperation and their effective range
range has
has
been established.
Thirty transmitters now
now broadcast
broadcast
the B.B.C.'s television service,
service, with
with
further 20
a further
20 stations
stations planned,
planned, or
or
under construction in
in Stages
Stages 11 and
and 2.
2.
state that
Stage 33 will
will
The B.B.C. state
that Stage
completion of
not delay the completion
of Stages
Stages 11
and 2, and
and
and it
it is
is hoped
hoped to
to complete
complete
end of
all three Stages by
by the
the end
of 1964,
1964,
when the service
will be
when
service will
be available
available to
to
99.4 per cent
99.4
cent of
of the
the population.
population.
18 further
v.h.f.
Stage 3 also calls
calls for
for 18
further v.h.f.
stations the
sound radio stations
the majority
majority of
of
which will be
be co-sited
co-sited with
with television
television
transmitting stations.
(Map:: Crown
(Map
Crown Copyright
Copyright Reserved)
Reserved)
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Perso
nalities
Personalities
Sir Harold A. Wemher,
Wernher, Bt., G.C.V.O.,
G .C.V.O., T.D.,
T.D., has
has
become deputy chairman of the Plessey Company of
of
which Sir Allen Clark is chairman and managing
managing director.
director.
T he appointment of John A. Clark as joint managing
The
managing
director is also announced. Michael Clark and
and A.
A. E.
E.
U nderwood continue as deputy managing directors. Sir
Underwood
H
arold, who is chairman of Ericsson Telephones, joined
Harold,
joined
the board of Plessey on the merging of the
the two
two comcompanies and Automatic Telephone and Electric Company
Company
last year.

George S. Taylor has resigned from the
the board
board of
of Gas
Gas
Purification and Chemical Company and
and its
its subsidiaries
subsidiaries
which include Grundig (Great Britain),
Britain), Wolsey
Wolsey ElecElectronics and Grundig Works (Northern Ireland).
Ireland). He
He
joined the British offshoot of the West German Grundig
Grundig
company as sales director on its formation
formation ten
ten years
years ago.
ago.
Prior to that he had been, for
for some
so,me years,
years, with
with Whiteley
Whiteley
Electrical. He was chairman and managing
managing director
director of
of
both Grundig (Great Britain) and
and Wolsey
Wolsey Electronics.
Electronics.
R. S. Roberts has resigned from the
the board
board of
of Wolsey
Wolsey

Electronics Ltd. His association with
with the
the company
company
dates from 1955 when he acted as
1957
as aa consultant.
consultant. In
In 1957
he was appointed executive technical
technical director,
director, and
and aa year
year
later joined the board. Mr. Roberts
Roberts is
is principal
principal lecturer
lecturer
in the Northern Polytechnic's department
department of
of electronics
electronics
and telecommunications.
telecommunications.

Donald Scott, for the past seven
seven years
years an
an assistant
assistant
engineer-in-chief with Cable & Wireless, has
has been
been
appointed deputy engineer-in-chief in place of the late
late
February.
Mr.
Scott
joined
A. H. Harris who died in
in February. Mr. Scott joined
the Eastern Telegraph Company in
1919
and
transferred
in 1919 and transferred
to C. & W. on its formation in 1929. Since
Since joining
joining the
the
E-in-C's department in 1948 he has
has been
been responsible
responsible
for the day-to-day operation of the company's cable
cable
and radio services. Richard W. Cannon, who
who joined
joined
C. & W. in 1941 at the age of 17, is appointed
appointed an
an
assistant engineer-in-chief in place of
Scott.
of Mr.
Mr. Scott.

D. B. Weigall, M.A., M.I.E.E., is the B.B.C.'s
B.B.C.'s new
new
chief engineer, external broadcasting, in
in succession
succession to
to
F. Axon, D.C.M., Assoc.I.E.E., who
has
retired
who has retired but
but
whose services are being retained in an advisory capacapacity. Mr. Axon joined the Corporation in
in 1941,
1941, in
in what
what
was then the overseas and engineering information
information dedepartment, of which he became head in 1951.
1951. Two years
years
later he was appointed to the post from
which
he
now
from which he now
retires. He was responsible for much of the
the modernizamodernization of the B.B.C.'s short-wave installations, both
both in
in this
this
country and overseas. Mr. Weigall, his
successor,
his successor, joined
joined
the Corporation as a student apprentice in
1933,
in 1933. He
He
has twice been seconded to other organizations. From
From
1940 to 1942 he was chief engineer of
the
Malaya
of the Malaya
Broadcasting Corporation and from 1943 to 1946
1946 he
he was
was
technical adviser
advis·e r on broadcasting to the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of
Information. From 1948 to 1961 he was
in
the
planwas in the planning and installation department where he
was
latterly
he was latterly
head of the transmitter equipment section.
J. W. Soulsby, chief radio officer of the
the British
British India
India
Steam Navigation Company's Uganda,
Uganda, has
has been
been rereelected for his eighth consecutive term of office
as
chairoffice as chairman of the Radio Officers' Union. He
joined
the
He joined the
Marconi Marine Company in 1918. The Union's
Union's vice
vice
chairman is J. G. Salveson, flying radio officer
officer with
with
British European Airways which he
after
he joined
joined soon
soon after
demobilization from the R.A.F. in 1946.
1946.

OBITUARY

N. J. Chanter, M.Sc.,
M.Sc:', D.I.C., A.R.C.S.,
A.R.C.S., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
manager of Mullard Transmitting and
and Microwave
Microwave Valve
Valve
factory at Waddon,
died
Wadden, Surrey, since 1958,
1958, died in
in hospital
hospital
was
46
years
of
on May 16. Mr. Chanter, who
who was 46 years of age,
age,
was previously for 12 years head
head of
of the
the Microwave
Microwave
Valve Division at Mullard Research Laboratories, durduring which period he was responsible for
for the
the development
development
of many new technical devices and techniques applicapplicin the fields of radar and communications,
communications. Mr.
Mr.
H. J. Leak, founder and managing director
director of
of the
the able
Chanter
studied
physics
at
the
Royal
College
College of
of
company bearing his name, has been elected
elec ted president
president Science
and
before
joining
the
company
was
engaged
engaged in
in
of the British Sound Recording Association. He
He sucsuc- the development of radar systems.
ceeds P. J. Walker,
Walket·, managing director of
of the
the Acoustical
Acoustical
Manufacturing Company, who has completed
completed his
his second
second
Dr. phil. Siegmund Loewe has died at
at the
the age
age of
of 77.
77.
term of office.
He studied under Prof. Slaby and worked with
with Graf
Graf
Arco
in
Telefunken.
In
1921
he
founded
his
own
firm
1921
his own firm
R. O.
0. Seccombe has joined Mullard Ltd. as
as deputy
deputy
AG D.S.
D.S. Loewe
Loewe
service manager. Mr.
Mr. Seccombe had been with Murphy
Murphy in Berlin which became known as Radio AG
and
later
under
its
present
name
of
Loewe
Opta AG.
AG.
Radio for 25 · years, and for the last
last 13
13 was
was service
service Dr.
Loewe's
name
will
be
associated,
by
older
readers
readers
manager. He is succeeded at Murphy's by
by J.
J. Alan
Alan of this journal, with the first sputtered metal film
metal
film
Hutton.
Button.
resistors and with multi-stage RC-coupled valve
valve ampliampliP. D. Saw has joined Contronics Limited, of
of BlackBlack- fiers in a single glass envelope. He was a pioneer in the
down, Hants.,
director. He
Rants., as technical director.
He was,
was, until
until development of television, and in collaboration with M.
recently, chief designer and
receivers
and development
development engineer
engineer of
of von Ardenne produced commercial cathode-ray receivers
television service
the Electronics Division of
service in
in
of Tyer
Tyer &
& Company,
Company, of
of GuildGuild- · for the opening of the German television
ford. He will be concerned initially
initially with
with the
the application
application 1935.
of solid-state
of
solid-state circuitry
circuitry to
to industrial
industrial control
control systems.
systems.
The sudden death of T. S. Woodget occurred on
N. G. Worster, A.M.I.E.E., has joined
joined Avo
Avo as
as chief
chief May 25. He was 49. As reported in the last issue,
engineer. For the past four years he
to the
the
he has
has been
been chief
chief Mr. Woodget had only recently been appointed to
M.O. Valve Company after 28 years' service.
development engineer of Measuring Instruments board of M.O,
(Pullin), prior to which he was
was with
with S.
S. Smith
Smith &
& Son
Son
Frederic J. Boardman, chief inspector of the Bush
(England).
Bush
Radio Division of the Rank Organization, has died at
T. K. Hemingway, author of
of the
the contribution
contribution on
on the age of 56. Mr. Boardman joined Bush at Chiswick
the bootstrap
the
bootstrap follower
follower in
in this
this issue,
issue, graduated
graduated in
in elecelec- iu 1945 after serving in the Aeronautical Inspection
1953 Directorate.
trical engineering at Manchester University
University in
in 1953
since when he has been with
with English
English Electric.
Electric. He
He is
is
primarily concerned with the
design
of
transistor
circuits
J. K. Starnecki, chief engineer and head of developthe design of transistor circuits
and systems for use
in
guided
weapons.
use in guided weapons.
ment at W. G. Pye & Co., Cambridge, died on May 15
WIRELESS WORLD,
Wireless
World, July
JULY 1962
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I.E.A. Exhibition Report

I.E.A.

Exhibition

Report

NEW DEVELOPMENTS FROM BRITAIN AND OVERSEAS
than
fewer than
No fewer
exhibits. No
new exhibits.
of new
quantity of
sheer quantity
for the sheer
for its size and for
This year's I.E.A. Exhibition was notable for
refinement
discernible: refinement
trends discernible:
new trends
were new
fields were
or two fields
from overseas. Only in one or
550 firms were showing, over 100 from
constant
more constant
levels more
wider, levels
bandwidths wider,
shorter, bandwidths
are shorter,
of older techniques was the principal development. Rise times are
started
even started
has even
equipment has
firm's equipment
one firm's
and one
faster, and
and even buttons no longer need pressing. Computers compute faster,
authority-a sort of arch-organization-man.
to delegate authority—a
Wireless
the Wireless
of the
members of
which members
items which
outline of those items
following account an outline
We have tried to compress into the following
those
all those
include all
to include
possible to
been possible
not been
has not
it has
obviously it
World editorial staff judged to be of general interest. Quite obviously
need.
details of a specification which a potential customer would need.
in
them in
put them
to put
happy to
be happy
shall be
we shall
instruments, we
particular instruments,
fuller details of particular
To assist readers who may require fuller
front
the front
in the
found in
be found
to be
are to
which are
forms which
fill in the application forms
zf they will fill
touch directly with the manufacturers if
section of this issue.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
far
Frequency Measurement. By far
the greatest step forward in the field
of frequency measurement and
generation has been the frequency
synthesizer. At least four of these
instruments were shown, all having
performances, which can
comparable .performances,
be summarized as follows: frequency
measurement over the range a few
Me/ s
tens of kilocycles to over 1000 Mc/s
10
at an accuracy of a few parts in 10',
frequency generation from either
1000
over
zero or about 20 Mc/s to
Mc/s at the same accuracy, and
the
stability which is governed by the
stability of either an internal standard or a received standard from
M.S.F. or W.W.V.
In the Telemax-Southern TD-1
Frequency Meter, the internal stan10
dard is a 55 Mc/s, 4 parts in 10°
crystal oscillator, and measurement
is possible up to about 33 Gc/s. The
mode of operation of these instru8
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Blackburn Electronics digital multimeter, which affords
measurement of RR and C, alternating voltage and direct
readingsfsec.
current and voltage, at a maximum speed of 3 readings/sec.
one providing the counting function,
-the
the other being used as a storage and
display unit. While the first four
decades count, the second set display the result of the previous count,
any change in reading being accom100,usec. The ""spotsplished in lOOuscc.
spotsbefore-the-eyes "'' sensation is thereby
greatly reduced, and, as the significance of the four storage decades
is variable, accuracy is not sacrificed.
Phase. measurement is added to the
Phase
range of facilities provided by the
Hewlett-Packard 524 counter by the
526D Phase Unit. The two signals
are fed to trigger circuits which form
gate pulses separated by the phase
difference of the signals. The coun0.1,usec
ter is then gated, and counts 0.1/isec
units. Measurements may be carried
cIs to
out on signals in the range 11 c/s
20 kc/s at an accuracy depending on
the ratio of the unknown signal and

Ac■>,-

Digital readout is feature of Tektronix 567. Adjustable limits are provided, coloured lamps indicating
zone.
whether measured value is in or out of limited zone.

the time units. A fixed frequency
multiplier, tuned to 1.44 Mc/s, is
available to enable measurements on
400 c/s signals to be direct reading
in tenths of a degree.
Waveform Display. Sampling oscilloscopes and transistorized instruin which new
ments are the areas in_
developments are appearing. General
laboratory instruments of the valve
type, covering, say, 10 Mc/s to 60
proliferate, and progress in
Mc/s, prohferate,
this region is directed towards compactness and reliability, with noticeable efforts being made to apply a
more realistic formula relating works
cost and selling prices.
Digital read-out may strike one as
a shade odd when applied to an
analogue device such as an oscilloscope, but when pulse techniques are
employed to provide sampling, as in
the Tektronix 567, the whole process

Left: Frequency meter and
TD I exhibited
synthesizer TDI
Telemax-Southetn.
by Telemax-Southern.

Mcfs .counting
Right: 60 Mc/s
counting combination by
Rochar.

#l»*

kcfs counter from Racal,
Left : 300 kc/s
Left:
for general purpose frequency and
time measurement at low cost.

JULY
WoRLD, July
Wireless World,
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of measurement requires a second
look, and digits are the logical result.
The basic oscilloscope has an
equivalent rise-time of 400psec
(bandwidth 0-875 Mc/s) and will
display amplitude and time between
selected and brightened points on an
in-line read-out. Voltage measurements are carried out by an analogue-to-digital converter using the
variable-comparator ramp method,
Me/ s clock pulses being counted
11 Mc/s
during the gating period. Time is
measured by counting the number of
sampling pulses occurring between
selected points on the trace. Upper
and lower limits may be set up,
appropriately-coloured lights being
operated if these are exceeded.
Transistors are used exclusively in
7 66 oscilloscope. The
the Dumont 766
basic instrument contains no circuitry connected with either x or y
co-ordinates, these functions being
contained in two transistorized plugin units. The y amplifier bandwidth
is 25 Mc/s, and a comprehensive
time-base unit is available. A novel
feature is the combined x and y shift
control which is in the form of a
joystick.
General-purpose oscilloscope development is well represented by the
Telequipment D55A. This is a
double-beam instrument with two
identical y amplifiers of 0-15 Mc/s
100mV /em sensitivity.
response and lOOmV/cm
Two time-base generators are used,
either of which may be coupled to
either beam. Alternatively, one
time-base being a slow one, it is
possible to use one to strobe the
other. For use when examining a
television signal, a pulse output is
provided to brighten the part of the
picture being studied.
Oscillographic recording continues to
be made simpler, and the new
Philips
PM9300
photographic
arrangement is probably the most
sybaritic vet seen. It consists of a
special Rolleicord camera, using
either ordinary 120 roll film (24 exposures 2.8 X 6cm) or a PolaroidLand back and cassette. The camera
is suitable for 10 or 13cm oscilloscope screens, and all necessary
hoods and supports are provided.
315
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25Mcfs oscilloscope from DuISMcjs
transistors
mont, which uses trons/stors
exclusively.

will be deAmateur photographers will
is
Rollei is
the Rollei
lighted to hear that the
work.
perfectly good for normal work.
of
For larger, permanent records of
high-speed waveforms, the Moseley
performs
101 Waveform Translator performs
the
reduce the
a sampling process to reduce
t?at
to that
frequency response required to
slowly-varymg
plotter.- A slowly-varying
of an x-y plotter.
with
ramp waveform is compared with
pulse,
voltage, aa pulse,
the time base voltage,
being
slightly delayed on the last, being
signals
produced each time the two signals
is
pulse is
are in coincidence. The pulse
signal
the y signal
bod1 to sample the
used both
and to z-modulate the oscilloscope
of
tube, _thereby indicating the point of
useful
sampling. The Translator is useful
in its own right whenever a waveform containing high frequencies
with
must be handled by equipment with
a low frequency response.

the
mental frequency contained in the
coninput signal is rejected by aa conwhich
tinuously-variable RC filter which
25kc/s.
works between 20c/s and 25kc/s.
The remainder is indicated on aa
total
meter calibrated in per . cent total
harmonic distortion and is also disc.r.t. where the shape
played on a c.r.t.
of the remaining signal, when plotted
against the input signal, is aa guide
to its composition. When the meter
voltage
is in use for power or voltage
be used
measurement, the c.r.t. can be
for frequency measurement by the
Lissajous method.
in
generato1·s are developing in
Pulse generators
varied
directions-towards more varied
two directions—towards
pulse
polarities, pulse
combinations of polarities,
pulses,
groups and simultaneous pulses,
single
and towards extremely short single

Distortion in a transmission system
charis caused if the gain or phase chardeacteristic of the system is at all dependent on the amplitude of the
input signal. In the N.T.S.C. colour
television system, chrominance information is conveyed by the amplitude of a high-frequency signal
superimposed on the picture lumiline
nance waveform and blanked at line
frequency. If the system were nonlinear in gain or phase, the colour
signal would be in error by an
amount depending on the instantaneous amplitude of the luminance
signal. Wandel and Goltermann have

pulses. The first group finds applisimucation in the testing and simulation of radar and other systems,
while short pulses are required for
the testing of computer switching and
wide-band devices. Marconi Instrukindments exhibited one of each kind—
the double pulse generator TF1400
and the nanosecond pulse generator
TF1389. The TF1400 uses convenpulses
tional techniques to obtain pulses
with rise times of 30nsec, together
with double pulsing and secondary
pulse facilities, while the TF1389
employs the coaxial line discharge
process to provide pulses with aa riseSOOpsec. A coaxitime of less than SOOpsec.
ally mounted mercury wetted relay
sinusoidal
contact is driven by aa sinusoidal
350c/ s, discharging aa
signal at up to 350c/s,
length of coaxial cable and forming
the pulse. The pulse width is determined by the length of cable used,
and provision is made for pulse
2·5, 5, 25, 50 and lOOnsec;
lengths of 2-5,
different length pulses are obtainable
by using external cables. 600W of
.
peak pulse power is given.
Automatic measurement of complex
any
ratios for performance testing of any
a.c. system where the transfer function can be specified in terms of comis
6· 25:1 is
plex voltage ratio of less than 6-25:1
provided by the Wayne Kerr-Gertsch
conthe conCRB-3. The acceptance of the
absolute
than absolute
cept of ratios rather than
bridge
the bridge
voltage values has enabled the
its
with its
technique to be adopted, with
inherent accuracy. The input impedance is lOkMO, which virtually
eliminates any worries of "measurand" loading. In-phase and quad-

volSource of precisely-controlled voltage for calibration and backing-off
G. & £. Bradley.
purposes from C.
Square waves are also available at
cfs or 50 cjs. Resolution is 0.2%
II c/s
from a few millivolts to 500V.
SOOV.

the
introduced a distortion meter, the

the
VZM-1, which simulates the
N.T.S.C. signal by means of a sawby
blanked by
tooth at line frequency blanked
sync pulses, with the high frequency
superimposed. The composite sigunder
nal is applied to the system under
the
output amplified, the
test, and the output
high-frequency chominance signal
now
being extracted. This is now
examined by oscilloscope for linearity
and phase variations in comparison
with
with· a reference signal.
The three functions of distortion,
voltage and relative power measurement are performed by the L.E.A.
Electro-Acoustique)
(Laboratoire
Qualiscope E.H.D.20. The funda-

Two new oscilloscopes by
Telequipment. On the left,
Telequipment.
the D55A
DSSA dual-beam instrument, with delaying
sweep, with the S3I
53/ transistorized portable instrusistorized
¥ment at the right. Ybandwidth of the S31
53/ is
bandwidth
Mcfs and it uses aa
0-3 Mc/s
4kV p.d.a. tube.
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AS870-3 stabilized powersupply by Solartron. Load
can be connected across
remote sensing terminals to
avoid loss in output
output lead.
lead.

Nanosecond pulse generator for
O.Snsec rise times, by Marconi
Instruments.
Instruments.

Noise-spectrum analyser
shown by Solartron gives
complete print-out of
spectral density in the
cfs-10 kc/s
kcfs in 2
range I cjs-IO
seconds. Display is loglog and 17-in tube provides continuous display
of spectrum.

rature signals derived from the
reference signals are added and used
to drive the common of a null amplifier, the input of which is the output
of the unit under test. An alternating
relay programmes inputs from the

decades of in-phase and quadrature
ratio transformers to a phase-sensitive
detector. In the output of the detector is a polarized relay whiCh,
which, depending on whether the bridge is
over or under balance, is open or

closed. This relay controls the clock
pulses to the decades, and as each
decade reaches one position over
balance, the pulses are connected to
to
the finer decade, while the original
decade
dt:cade retracks one step. The process
contii:mes until all decades have been
continues
scanned, when R,,;
Rx and jRj,
jRu may be
read from an in-line display.
Power-supplies using transistors as
the variable series impedance are
,rather
rather more vulnerable to overload
conditions than those with valves in
this position. The effect of a short
circuit or low-resistance at the output
is so expensively fast tR.at
that fuses
fuses are
very little use. Overload protectim;l
protection
circuits are therefore required, and
vary from the "bang-bang" type to
fully proportional protection. In the
Solartron AS870.3 and AS757.3
stabilized units, a demand for
for more
current than can reasonably be expected is detected by a transistor
switch, which applies a fixed voltage
to the series emitter-follower base. The
current output is thereby limited to
a value set by the fixed voltage
voltage
divided by the value of a series resistor in the emitter. If the load persists
in its demands, the output voltage
falls, and the change is fed back to
the series transistor in such a way as
to decrease the current through it,
which prevents the dissipation of excessive amounts of power. The
Solartron instruments have terminals
for the connection of sensing leads
from the load itself, so that the voltage drop of power carrying leads is
avoided.
An 80V stabilized supply by J.
Langham Thompson uses silicon
feed to
controlled rectifiers in the a.c. feed
the mains transformer primary.
Variations of the output voltage
determine the mark
mark:: space ratio of a
pulse generator output, which is used
to adjust the conduction angle of the
s.c.r's. A series transistor is used
used for
for
fine stabilization, and here again reremote sensing is provided for.

INDUSTR-IAL
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Proximity and Thickness.-Several
Thickness.—Several
interesting applications and methods
of capacitance measurement were
shown. For example in the BurnBumdept Sensikator proximity detector
the capacitance at the probe forms
forms
part of a tuned circuit connected to
to
the third grid of a heptode whose
whose
first grid is fed from a high-frequency
(23-Mc/s) oscillator. With this
arrangement capacitance changes m
m
the tuned circuit cause much larger
changes in the heptode anode current. These changes are differentiated in a CR network before being
used to trigger a flip-flop. The
differentiation ensures that only rates
of change of capacity
capacity above
above aa certain
certain
value are finally registered and so
makes this detector very suitable for
for
counting objects moving on a con-

veyor belt, since it will not be affecaffected by relatively slower random
movements of the belt. Another
proximity detector made by the same
company—the
238—responds
company-the BE 238-responds
directly to small changes in the capacitance, which in this case is connected in the anode circuit of a
crystal-controlled Miller-Pierce oscillator. Controls
for tunContro~s are provided for
ing the anode capacitance to the
critical point at which any slight increase causes abrupt cessation of
oscillations. Lippke showed how
both the thickness and moisture content of paper can be measured from
the capacitance it gives between two
sets of measuring
ttleasuring plates. If, as in
their Supertest 712, these plates are
set so that the · paper nearly fills
fills the
space between them the capacitance

Wireless
World, JULY
July 1962
WIRELESS WORLD,

gives directly the paper dielectric
constant and thus its moisture content. The paper thickness can be
measured-as in their QG-6-by
measured—as
QG-6—by
spacing the plates further
further apart, for
in this case it can be shown that
fluctuations in the paper dielectric
constant have less effect on the measured capacitance than thickness
thickness
changes.
Displacements of less than a microinch can be resolved with the Ferranti
Micro Comparator. An inductive
bridge measuring circuit is used
used
whose four elements are rigidly attached to the probe. Damage to
these elements due to rough usage is
avoided by providing a shear point
on the probe so that this breaks off
first.
Flowmeters based on Faraday's
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be at
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This
field. This
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transver se magnetic
nating transverse
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to both
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(at right
sets up (at
This
alternat- ponding rotary torque to a shaft. This
an alternatdirection) an
field and flow direction)
shaft
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to the
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which is
liquid which
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in the
e.m.f. in
ing e.m.f.
tertwo terof two
one of
with one
of to make contact with
rate of
the rate
to the
proporti onal to
linearly proportional
cortwo corof two
one of
Advantages minals and so causes one
field. Advantages
applied field.
flow and applied
synchrouni-dire ctional synchrorespond ing uni-directional
measurem.ent responding
flow measurement
of flow
of this system of
shaft.
second shaft.
rm- nous motors to rotate aa second
not imdoes not
instrume nt does
are that the instrument
repositions
then repositions
then
flow, .a?d
~e flow,
on the
restrictio n on
pose any restriction
and A cam on this shaft
springs
tension springs
two tension
uregulan tles the ends of two
by irregularities
that it is not affected by
the
that the
so that
in attached to the first shaft so
changes in
or changes
profile or
in the flow profile
conthe conrebalanc ed between the
In rocker is rebalanced
consistency. In
viscosity,
viscosity, density or consistency.
off.
switched off.
is switched
output tacts and the motor is
a.c. output
the a.c.
flowmeter the
the Kent flowmeter
the
rebalanc e the
(after The time taken to rebalance
compare d (after
is compared
from the flow tube is
required
the required
referenc e rocker then gives the
a.c:. reference
ation) with an a.c.
amplification)
amplific
converte d
measure ment. This time is converted
ex- measurement.
field exmagnetic field
derived from the magnetic
by
pulses by
elimi- into a number of stepping pulses
compari son elimithis comparison
current: this
citing current;
by
actuated by
the means of three switches actuated
in the
variations in
to variations
nates errors due to
these
shaft: these
motor-d riven shaft:
The cams on the motor-driven
frequency. The
or frequency.
supply voltage or
three~pha~e
means pulses are then fed to a three-phase
by means
son is carried out by
comparison
compari
IS
divider stepping motor whose rotation is
potentia l divider
self-adjusting potential
of a self-adjusting
quantity
the quantity
thermist ors used to finally indicate the
consistingg of a pair of thermistors
consistin
can
system can
measure d. This system
out-of- being measured.
the out-ofby the
ially heated by
differentially
different
control
for control
simply for
ratio be adapted very simply
dividing ratio
The dividmg
balance signal. The
to
arm to
purpose s by using the rocker arm
proporti o?al purposes
is proportional
actually set up (which is
feedmg energize a control lever motor.
by feeding
measure d by
to the flow) is measured
multi-ch annel
Logging.-Of the multi-channel
and Data Logging.—Of
divider and
the divider
to the
referenc e to
a d.c. reference
data-logging
ging and alarm systems
from data-log
d.c. from
separating
separatin g out the divided d.c.
was
elaborat e was
shown one of the more elaborate
the a.c.
,
,
Adonis ",,
Electronics "" Adorns
Blackbu rn Electronics
detec- the Blackburn
ferrous detecDetecti on.-A ferrous
Metal Detection.—A
computlimited computuses since this also offers limited
Thorn uses
by Thorn
tion system shown by
algebra.
the ing facilities in Boolean algebra.
increase the
to increase
the ferrous material to
speciequipme nt specidata-logging equipment
coils Mobile data-logging
two coils
mutual coupling between two
feasibility
process-control feasibility
suit- ally for process-control
in aa suitoscillations in
and thus initiate oscillations
by
both by
develope d both
this studies has been developed
of this
advantag e of
able circuit. An advantage
on Ferranti and A.E.I.
depend on
system is that it does not depend
Although
Althoug h looking rather like osciland
object and
the speed of the ferrous object
Intertech nique Models
loscopes,, the Intertechnique
rotations loscopes
can thus be used to count rotations
Miles
by Miles
(distribu ted by
SA20 and SA40 (distributed
at very low speeds.
transistorized
fre- Hivolt) are actually transistorized
Method s.-A freForce-balance
Force-ba lance Methods.—A
analysers
multicha nnel pulse height analysers
measure - multichannel
used method of measurequently-used
quentlyslowness
detectors. The slowness
prin- for nuclear detectors.
lance prinment employs the 'force-ba
force-balance
systems
of systems
wastage of
informa tion wastage
quantity and information
the quantity
ciple. In this system the
are
energies are
into aa in which the various energies
converte d into
measure d is converted
to be measured
storby storpivoted scanned in turn are avoided by
to aa pivoted
force which is applied to
simultaneously.
by ing all the pulses simultaneously.
rebalanc ed by
beam. The beam is rebalanced
first
is first
amplitud e of each pulse is
current- carrying The amplitude
the force between a current-carrying
discharge circuit
convertedd by a RC discharge
permane nt converte
coil and the field due to a permanent
interval:
proporti onal time interval:
which into a proportional
magnet or second coil (one of which
from
re- during this interval the pulses from
the rebeam), the
is attached to the beam),
oscillator are counted to convert
the an oscillator
providing the
balancing
balancin g current then providing
digiinto digiamplitud e finally into
unusual the pulse amplitude
measure ment. An unusual
required measurement.
chandetermin es the chanforce-balance
lance system is used by tal form. This determines
force-ba
in
stored in
case nel in which the pulse is stored
Pullin in their Unibloc. In this case
con:The conmemory. The
magneti c .core memory.
be the magnetic
to be
any change in the quantity to

be
can be
tents of the whole memory can
read
or read
c.r.t. or
viewed on the built in c.r.t,
Autorecorder. Autoout using an external recorder.
read
various read
program ming of various
matic programming
possible.
is possible.
storage cycles is
out and ·storage
of
backgro und by means of
Removal
Remova l of background
is another availsubtraction
ion storage is
subtract
operatio n
able facility. In two special operation
able
di£is disconverte r is
amplitud e converter
modes the amplitude
counted
connectedd and all pulses counted
connecte
between times set up by external
generators:
generato rs : these times being chosen
flight
of flight
time of
to give decay period and time
measurements.
ments.
measure
tempera ture
In the Ultra UE90 temperature
can
analyser 2,000 samples per second can
analyser
thermoc ouple
be taken of up to 40 thermocouple
Adjustoutputs for display on a c.r.t. Adjustexact
calibrati on pips allow exact
able cahbration
measurements
m easurem ents to be made and the
for
compens ated for
reference
referenc e voltage is compensated
so
tempera ture so
changes in ambient temperature
is
compens ation is
cold-jun ction compensation
that cold-junction
necessary.
not necessary.
T elephone .Transmi ssion by Telephone.—
Data Transmission
methods
sophistic ated methods
unusuall y sophisticated
Two unusually
correctio n
detectio n and correction
of error detection
data
were noted in f.s.k. binary data
by
transmission
transmis sion systems shown by
The
Ericsson. The
S.T.C. and by Bendix Ericsson.
Hagelba rger system
latter used the Hagelbarger
Journal,
Technical Journal,
(see Bell System Technical
bits
July 1959, p. 969) in which check bits
data
derived as the sums of all pairs data
apart
bits spaced a certain distance apart
the
with the
alternate ly with
transmit ted alternately
are transmitted
and
data and
receptio n the data
data bits. On reception
the
separated out and the
check bits are separated
of
sets of
message bits added in similar sets
check
appropri ate check
spaced pairs to appropriate
bits. If the sums for the two ^ cases
are
particula r data bit arc
containing
containi ng a particular
both odd this bit is an error and
will
corrected. This system will
can be .corrected.
all
practically all
detect and correct practically
by
errors other than those caused by
errors
used aa
long bursts of noise. S.T.C. used
usual
much longer word length than usual
12
(240 bits), to which is added only 12
(see
parity bits using a cyclic code (see
Proc. I.R.E., Jan. 1961, p. 229).
This
reduces errors by a fact of about
12
22]2.
.
f.s.k.
developing a f.s.k.
The G.P.O. is developing
modulator/demodulator
modulat or I demodul ator for rental.
only
Contro L-In most cases only
Process Control.—In
by
controlled by
a single quantity was controlled
the
on the
dependin g on
feedback of a signal depending
(with
derivative (with
deviation, its derivative
error deviation,
}ULY 1962
WORLD, July
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integral
its integral
and its
respect to time), and
control
Such control
control). Such
(three-term control).
type
their type
in their
isi~ provided by Fielden in
double-triod e
simple double-triode
A units by a simple
concircuit contwin cathode-follower
cathode-follower circuit
twin
d.c.
to aa d.c.
networks to
nected via two CR networks
deviation
the deviation
amplifier fed from the
amplifier
these
in these
resistors in
two resistors
signal. The two
the
adjust the
to adjust
networks can be used to
times,
action times,
integral action
derivative and integral
bandproportional bandand control of the proportional
potentiomete r
by aa potentiometer
width is obtained by
the
of the
ends of
earthy ends
between the earthy
differential
The differential
cathode resistors. The
folcathode foltwo cathode
the two
between the
output between
potentiothe potentiofrom the
lowers is fed back from
amplifier
d.c. amplifier
the d.c.
meter slider to the
this
of . this
output of
input; the current output
required
the required
provides the
amplifier then provides
control signal.
siliconof siliconby means of
Power control by
carried
usually carried
controlled rectifiers isis usually
of
fraction of
out by firing them for aa fraction
the
on the
depending on
cycle depending
a complete cycle
does
this does
Unfortunate ly this
error signal. Unfortunately
the
and the
control and
not give a linear control
error
the error
with the
power-factor
power-facto r varies with
disadvantages
these disadvantages
signal. Both of these
"Viscount"
West's "Viscount"
are avoided in West's
by
controller by
three-term temperature controller
phase
zero phase
at zero
SCR's at
the SCR's
always firing the
omitby omitpower by
the power
and controlling the
comof comproportion of
ting the required proportion
of
fractions of
than fractions
plete cycles rather than
every cycle.
shown
controller shown
A power input controller
A42FT)
(Type A42FT)
Electric (Type
by English Electric
having
meter having
consists .of
of a watt-hour meter
posidisc posiperforated disc
an additional perforated
photoand aa phototioned between a lamp and
consumed,
is consumed,
power is
transistor. As power
inand inrotates and
the perforated disc rotates
photocell.
the photocell.
to the
light to
terrupts the light
which
pulses which
This produces current pulses

elecdown eleccounted down
arc amplified and counted
are
required
the required
until the
tromechanically
tromechanically until
consumed.
energy has been consumed.
confixed-programme conAmong the fixed-programme
inthe infor the
one for
was one
trollers shown was
industrial
of industrial
application of
triguing application
Ericsson).
Bendix Ericsson).
by Bendix
knitting (shown by
on
in on
fed in
is fed
pattern is
The appropriate pattern
the
and the
storage, and
a punched card for storage,
in
out in
read out
signals read
machine control signals
Engthe EngIn the
solenoids. In
sequence via solenoids.
programme
the programme
controller the
lish Electric controller
by
store by
core store
ferrite core
is set up in the ferrite
are
which are
switches which
means of input switches
he
as he
operator as
activated by a human operator
programme.
carries out a normal programme.
in
system in
brick " system
A " building brick"
be
may be
bricks may
individual bricks
which the individual
introduced
been introduced
has been
whole computers has
ARCH
called ARCH
is called
This is
by Elliott. This
Computer
Articulated Computer
(standing for Articulated
buildfor buildintended for
Heirarchy) and is intended
in
systems in
control systems
ing up process control
interconnect ed
which computers are interconnected
of
269 of
(seep.
in a chain of command (see
p. 269
our June issue).
.our
control
Predictive feed-forward control
process
the process
from models representing the
being
inputs isis being
same inputs
and fed from the same
f>Uitable
A suitable
A.E.I. A
by A.E.I.
investigated by
chosen
is chosen
model is
mathematica l model
general mathematical
by aa
adjusted by
are adjusted
whose co-efficients are
deviation
the deviation
minimize the
computer
computor to minimize
the
of the
that of
of its performance from that
of
perturbation s of
process (for various perturbations
variables).
the input variables).
of
type of
Computers.—An
Computers .-An unusual type
AllO
Analac A110
computer-t he Analac
analogue computer—the
This
C.S.F.
by C.S.F.
—was
This
-was shown by
highof highterms of
measures quantities in terms
rather
(472kc/s) rather
frequency alternating (472kc/s)
and
voltages, and
and voltages,
than direct currents and
are
transformati ons are
mathematical
mathematica l transformations
passive
symmetrical passive
carried out by symmetrical

small
Above: Example of aa small
Compcomputer is the Sumlock CompInspiraNew Inspira(A New
tometer Anita (4
calculation to Arithmetic) desk calculacold-cathode
tor using Hivac cold-cathode
tubes.
tubes.
and VigAbove left:
left : Evershed and
comcurrent-balance relay comnoles current-balance
puting element.

HTW

for aa
section for
Left: Memory section
by
shown by
small desk:calculator
desk:calculator shown
Mallard.
Mullard.

very
are very
losses are
Since losses
networks. Since
LC networks.
This
needed. This
not needed.
low, amplifiers are not
both
reduces both
and reduces
increases reliability and
the
of the
cost of
the cost
and the
the errors and
machine.
new
the new
of the
Because of the ability of
TRWControl TRWInternational
Internationa l Systems Control
carry
to carry
computer to
control computer
530 process control
operaelementary operaout several parallel elementary
interval, itit
pulse interval,
tions in the same pulse
more
specify more
to specify
would be possible to
this
for this
orders for
than 6,000 distinct orders
correspondin g
the corresponding
computer. Using the
prohibitively
be prohibitively
order code would be
computer
of computer
expensive both in terms of
retime rethe time
of the
and of
logical circuits and
master
to master
programmer to
quired for the programmer
problem
this problem
meet this
To meet
such a code. To
multiplias multipli(such as
only those orders (such
univerare univerwhich are
cation and division) which
wired
as wired
provided as
sally employed are provided
stored
be stored
can be
logic. Further orders can
in
but in
memory, but
in the computer memory,
up
made up
are made
general the programmes are
(e.g.,
instructions (e.g.,
of more elementary instructions
registers)
transfer registers)
shift one place, transfer
This
orders. This
conventiona l orders.
than conventional
rather than
but
complexity but
increases programme complexity
of
taken of
be taken
to be
advantage to
allows full advantage
computer.
the computer.
of the
the high speed of
elecomputing elecurrent-bala nce computing
A current-balance
by
shown by
ER92-was shown
ment—the
ment-the ER92—was
this aa
In this
Vignoles. In
Evershed and Vignoles.
each
at each
coils at
carrying coils
beam carrying
pivoted beam
produced
torques produced
to torques
end is subjected to
signal
between signal
interaction between
by the interaction
magnetic
and magnetic
coils and
currents in these coils
perby perproduced by
be produced
may be
fields (which may
signal
further signal
by further
or by
manent magnets or
A
coils). A
fixed coils).
currents in external fixed
part
forms part
beam forms
the beam
to the
vane attached to
connected
capacitor connected
of a differential capacitor
between
coupling between
variable coupling
to give variable
phase-sensiand phase-sensioscillator and
an r.f. oscillator
rectifier
The rectifier
rectifier. The
tive bridge rectifier.
coil
another coil
through another
output passes through
interand interbeam and
the beam
attached to the
permanent
of aa permanent
acts with the field of
beam.
the beam.
rebalance the
magnet so as to rebalance
current
oscillator current
The rebalancing oscillator
the
on the
depends on
mathematica lly depends
then mathematically
to
according to
various signal currents according
interconnect ed.
how their coils are interconnected.
field,
our field,
While not strictly within our
springs,
that springs,
note that
to note
it is interesting to
be
can be
valves can
pneumatic valves
levers and pneumatic
operamathematica l operaused to carry out mathematical
for
module for
lever module
tions :: a spring and lever
shown
was shown
dividing was
multiplying and dividing
complete
and aa complete
Foxboro-Yo xall and
by Foxboro-Yoxall
educational
simulator for educational
pneumatic simulator
Carl
VEB Carl
by VEB
purposes was shown by
Scientific
by Scientific
(represented by
Zeiss, Jena (represented
Instruments).
Instruments ).
for
computers- generally for
Small computers—generally
being
now being
purposes-a re now
educational purposes—are
kit
and aa kit
manufacture d and
increasingly manufactured
Heath(Daystrom Heathis even available (Daystrom
the
of the
EC-1). A feature of
kit Model EC-1).
that
computer isis that
Short educational computer
other
and other
coefficient, and
the amplifiers, coefficient,
on
engraved on
circuits engraved
units have their circuits
plugged
are plugged
they are
them so that when they
up aa
set up
to set
board to
into the computer board
circuit
appropriate circuit
problem, the appropriate
autois autoproblem is
diagram for that problem
SunThe Sunmatically displayed. The
analogue
general-purp ose analogue
derland general-purpose
generatest generacomputer incorporates aa test
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Short educational computer.

tor for providing the sine, square and
ramp signal required for complete
systems analysing.
Bricks.-An increasLogic Building Bricks.—An
ing number of manufacturers are
now offering such " bricks"
bricks " for
switching, control and computing
purposes.
purposes. (Incidentally it is becoming very difficult to draw clear lines
between these three types of use in
in
spite of their generally increasing
complexity.) Nearly all of these
units used transistor/resistor
transistor I resistor or
transistor I diode logic circuits, but
transistor/diode
one exception was the use of magnetic cores (with multiple windings)
Dil An controls (distributed by
by Di/An
Scientific Furnishings). Mullard had
a comprehensive exhibit of equipment using their Norbit or Combielements, of which an intriguing
example was Betsie (Bets Settlement
Investment Engine) which, besides
calculating winnings on simple types
of bets, can also deal with more
complicated bets with names like
Yankee, Patent and Round Robin.
Instrumentation tape recording.—
recording.Tape transport systems employing
interesting methods of securing constant tape tension were shown by
by
E.M.I., Ampex and Epsylon. In the
Epsylon MR120 recorder feelers
which bear on the outer edge of the
tape on the reels are mechanically
linked to the take-up and supply
motors. These motors are of the

Ampex wideband instrumentation
recorder showing rotating heads.

lamp and phototransistor.
phototransistcc. For a
fast start the tape drive is at first put
into fast wind and only when the
correct tape speed (as sensed by the
the phototransistor output)
p.r.f. of die
Daystrom Heathkit educa- is reached are the capstan pinch
Da/strom
tional analogue computer rollers engaged. In addition, in the
kit made up.
E.M.I. TD3 and TD4 range these
rollers are not engaged until the
the
capstan has accelerated to its correct
speed-this condition being sensed
speed—this
by the sudden rise in the voltage
voltage
across the hysterisis motor phase
splitting capacitor as synchronism is
reached.
The rotating head system (proconstant torque type and rim drive viding tracks across rather than
two discs attached to the spool along the moving tape) used by
by
axles. As the radius of the
the tape on Ampex in their video recorders has
the spool varies, the mechanical been adapted by them to provide a
linkage from the feelers bearing on wide bandwidth (4Mc/s)
(4Mcls) also in
the outer edge of the tape causes their models AR-300 and FR-700
the motors to move along radii on instrumentation recorders. An addithe discs attached to the spool tional head records three tracks in
axles. This causes the torques the normal way along the tape near
actually applied to the spools to its edge. Two of these can be used
vary with the radius of the tape
tape to provide auxiliary information with
on them so that the tape tension is a 15kc/s
lSkcl s band width, the third is
constant. In the Ampex FR600 recorded with a monitor signal
held constant.
the tape guides have holes in them which is used to accurately control
through which air is pumped, a the capstan speed on playback. The
transducer sensing the air pressure pressure of the tape on the rotating
at the outer guides so as to correct heads is controlled by a female guide
for any tension differences. Tape which in the FR-700 on replay is
ends and breakages are also sensed servo controlled to still further
pneumatically. This air cushioning reduce any residual timing errors.
system also reduces tape wear and Since the rapidly rotating heads
edge curl. Edge curl and conse- heat the tape, a heated guide is proproquently tape skew is reduced in the vided to raise the tape temperature
E.M.I. TD3 and TD4 range of to 60
60°C
°C before it reaches the rotatrecorders by reducing the length of ing heads. This avoids sudden
each guide actually in contact with changes in tape temperature (and
the tape by giving it a pointed rather consequently dimensions) at this
than curved cross-section. Constant critical point.
tape tension is secured by passing
A · tape head with the ""write"
write"
the tape over two spring-loaded portion in the same gap as the
compliance arms linked to carbon- "read,"
" read," and separated from it by
by
res :stors in series with the take- only 0.002-in, was shown by Magpile resistors
motors.
up and supply motors.
netic Products. Reducing the
the spacA system now frequently em- ing between the read and write gaps
ployed for giving a fast uniform start allows a greater information packing
consists of making the tape drive a density to be achieved.
perforated wheel situated between a
(Continued
{Continued on page 321)
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has an
an additional
additional amplifier
amplifier
The W.V.B. recorder has
provision for
for "" before
before "" and
and
and head with provision
" after " record monitoring
monitoring while
while the
the recording
recording
"after
and this
this also
also has
has echo
echo facilities.
facilities.
is in progress, and
i

The W.V.A. recorder
recorder has
has provision
provision for
for aa plug
plug inin
be supplied
supplied with
with this
this and
and
stereo head and can be
pre-amplifiers with
with equalisation
equalisation
stereo . playback pre-amplifiers
each having an output of
of II volt
volt from
from aa cathode
cathode
type W.V.A.fS.
W.V.A./S.
follower. This is type

A heavy mumetal shielded
A
shielded microphone
microphone transfortransformer is built in for
for 15-30
15-30 ohms
ohms balanced
balanced and
and
screened line, and requires
requires only
only 77 micro-volts
micro-volts
fully load.
load. This
This .isis equivalent
equivalent
approximately · to fully
to 20ft. from
from a ribbon
ribbon microphone
microphone and
and the
the cable
cable
may be extended to 440
440 yds.
yds. without
without appreciable
appreciable.
loss.
The 0.5 megohm input isis fully
fully loaded
loaded by
by 18
18 millimilli's, microphone
volts and is suitable for
for crystal
crystal P.U.
P.U.'s,
microphone
or radio inputs.
The playback amplifier
amplifier may
may be
be used
used as
as aa micromicro-

amplifier separately
separately or
or
phone or gramophone amplifier
whilst recording is being
being made.
made.
The meter fitted
fitted for
for reading
reading signal
signal level
level will
will also
also
response
read bias voltage to
to enable
enable aa level
level response to
to be
be
obtained under all circumstances.
circumstances. A
A control
control isis
provided for bias adjustment
adjustment to
to compensate
compensate low
low
valves.
ageing
valves.
mains or
watts heavily
heavily damped
damped by
by
The power output is 44 watts
negative feedback and an
an oval
oval internal
internal speaker
speaker isis
built in for monitoring purposes.
purposes.

THE VORTEXION W.V.B.

W.V.A/5

or W.V.A/S
THE VORTEXION W.V.B. or
an
middle
frequencies,
an overload
overload of
of the
the tape
tape at
at high
high
frequencies,
quality
high
a
making
for
are eminently suitable for making a high quality
hiss
of
lots
frequencies
quality
with
lots
of
hiss
with
quality
mushy
a
gives
the
from
indistinguishable
almost
recording
indistinguishable from the
noise.
background
noise.
and
for
facilities
have
models
these
since
original
these models have facilities for
monitoring the recording
recording actually
actually put
put on
on the
the tape
tape
Adjustment to the bias level
level while
while listening
listening to
to the
the
with
fraction of
of aa second
second delay.
delay.
wit h only a fraction
this connection
connection especially
especially where
where
result is useful in this
and the
the bias
bias setting
setting for
for itit are
are
the · brand of tape and
for any
any reason
reason the
the signal
signal isis
By this means, when for
known.
not exactly known.
distorted
as required,
required, the
the result
result of
of the
the
rted or not as
disto
Again if clean treble
treble recordings
recordings at
at 3!in.
3fin. are
are of
of
reco rding on the tape
recording
tape can
can be
be heard
heard almost
almost inin- Again
no
that
recognised
now
is
prime
it
is
now
recognised
that
no
it
importance
adjustments can
can be
be made
made until
until the
the
stantly, and adjustments
quite so
so effective
effective inin achieving
achieving
other method is quite
results are ·as
as required.
required.
this as reducing the
the bias
bias slightly
slightly while
while listening
listening
The meter
meter reading
reading of
of the
the new
new
to the results. The
Many
today have
have the
the treble
treble boosted
boosted
t ypes of music today
Man y types
bias setting for
for the
the particular
particular tape
tape used
used may
may be
be
and may
may result
result inin greater
greater power
power
considerably, and
noted for future
future use.
use.
being recorded at
at high
high frequencies
frequencies than
than atat

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9
Telegrams:
Telephones:
LIBerty 2.814
28M and
and 6242-1
6242-3.
Telegrams;"Vortexion,
"Vortexion,Wimbledon,
Wimbledon,Lon."
Uon."
Telephones: LIBerty
www.americanradiohistory.com
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COSSOR

10 3 5

1035

Mk Ill
Mkm

PLUS F.M. receiver alignment generator.
PLUS F.M. receiver

alignment

generator

Offered together for only £110

v

s

I

r1

P

|j

Jpyr

the
are the
They are
prices. They
reduced prices.
rad.ically reduced
at radically
available at
now available
are now
instruments are
prec1s1on instruments
Two of Cossor's precision
move
decisive move
1324. AA decisive
Generator 1324.
Receiver Generator
F.M. Receiver
invaluable F.M.
the invaluable
and the
Ill and
Mk. Ill
1035 Mk.
Oscillograph 1035
successful Oscillograph
and
deposit and
£32 deposit
terms: £32
(deferred terms:
£110 (deferred
for £110
together for
available together
instruments available
two instruments
by Cossor makes .these two
respectively.
£12.12.0 respectively.
and £12.12.0
£::19 and
for £99
separately for
or separately
£13.10.0) or
6 monthly payments of £13.10.0)

Ill
Mk.lll
MODEL 1035 Mk.
DOUBLE BEAM
BANDWIDTH 7 Mc/s
BANDWIDTH
SENSITIVITY 30 mV/cm
DIRECT TIME AND
VOLTAGE CALIBRATION
CA .~IBRATION
INCORPORATED TV INCORPORATED
FRAME SYNC. SELECTOR
ROBUST AND RELIABLE
ROBUST
telephoning
Act now by writing or telephoning

1324
, MODEL 1324
HANDLE
, COMPACT, EASY TO HANDLE
DRIVEN FROM OSCILLOGRAPH
FREQUENCY COVERAGE
Mcfs
7:5 Mc/s
COVERAGE 7.5
FREQUENCY
TO
Mc/s TO
87.5 Mc/s
TO 27.5
27;5 Mc/s AND 87,5
VARIABLE
. 107.5 Mc/s CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE
R.F. OUTPUT 55 pV
mV
50 mV
J.tV TO 50
R.F.
OUTPUT
1 Kc/s SINE-WAVE VOLTAGE OUTPUT
1
TESTING
A .F. TESTING
FOR A.F.
VARIABLE UP TO 88 VOLTS FOR

direct:

LIMITED
INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
COSSOR INSTRUMENTS
1234
Canonbury1234
Telephone Canonbury
England. Telephone
N5, England.
London N5,
Cossor House, Highbury
Grove. London
High bury Grove.
Cossor

www.americanradiohistory.com

TELEVISION
TELEVIS ION
transthe transfor the
television for
Slow-scan television
over
information over
mission of video information
the
at the
telephone lines was noted at
in
Exhibition in
Society " Exhibition
" Physical Society"
Cawkell
then Cawkell
January, and since then
In
further. In
have advanced a step further.
information
the information
the original system, the
directly
displayed directly
as received was displayed
Recently,
tube. Recently,
on a small storage tube.
tubes
storage tubes
however, barrier-grid storage
standards
the standards
have been used for the
transmitboth transmitat both
conversion process at
chain,
the chain,
of the
ends of
ting and receiving ends
conventional
with the advantage that conventional
can
channels can
high-speed television channels
television
normal television
with normal
be operated, with
conthe conwhere the
monitors. In cases where
can
signal can
the signal
nection is not direct, the
sub-carrier.
be used to modulate aa sub-carrier.
for
cost for
low cost
Colour television at low
was
operator was
the non-technical operator
Electronic
shown by Nottingham Electronic

405on aa 405works on
Valve. The system works
33t
and 33}
fields and
100 fields
line standard with 100
bandwidth
The bandwidth
frames per second. The
colour
and colour
Me/ s and
of the system is 66 Mc/s
camera
in camera
discs in
colour discs
by colour
is obtained by
viewed
picture isis viewed
The picture
and monitor. The
similar
give aa similar
to give
through a magnifier to
tube.
14-in tube.
by aa 14-in
provided by
size to that provided
has
camera has
transistorized camera
Completely transistorized
and
E.M.I. and
by E.M.I,
been developed by
low
very low
A very
8. A
Type 8.
is called the Type
Type 88 isis
the Type
cost instrument, the
525
lines, 525
405 lines,
obtainable to work on 405
posiwith posilines with
625 lines
60c/ s, and 625
lines 60c/s,
intermodulation; intertive or negative modulation;
be
can be
camera can
The camera
lace is random. The
12V
or 12V
mains or
powered by either mains
batteries.
showing
were showing
Recording.—Ampex
Recording.-A mpex .were
facilities.
editing facilities.
various electronic editing
must
signal must
video signal
The reproduced video

be
to be
signal to
the · signal
to the
first be locked to
or
rolling " or
avoid "" rolling"
" spliced"
spliced " to avoid
done
This isis done
joins. This
the joins.
" tearing " at the
Inter-Sync
by means of Ampex's Inter-Sync
Editor isis
Electronic Editor
system. Their Electronic
frame
video frame
first video
activated by the first
the
following the
synchronizing pulse following
actually
being actually
cue signal, the splice being
band
guard band
following guard
made in the following
ElecThe Electracks. The
between video tracks.
required
the required
tronic Editor provides the
to
pulses to
timing pulses
on and off delayed timing
both
allow both
to allow
record and erase heads to
activatthe activatfor the spacing between the
guard
following guard
the following
ing pulse and the
between
spacing between
band, and for the spacing
well
as well
heads, as
erase heads,
the record and erase
activatthe activatbetween the
as for the delay between
which aa
at which
ing pulse and the time at
another
In another
line. In
record head begins a line.
can
times can
-the splicing times
form—Editec—the
form-Editec
automatically,
be programmed automatically.

COMPONENTS
COMPON ENTS
and
I.E.A. and
Now that
the I.E.A.
in
held in
are held
R.E.C.M.F. exhibitions are
some
always some
alternate years there is always
valve,
and valve,
shows, and
overlap in both shows,
component
semiconductor and component
demonyear demonmanufacturers were this year
protheir proof their
strating applications of
ducts at Olympia.
from
examples from
Mullard showed examples
Milliard
technical
their technical
of their
the wide range of
EC88
the EC88
advice service including the
at
operating at
grounded-grid triode operating
(4.5
transistor (4.5
AUYlO transistor
960 Mc/s, the AUY10
and
driving and
watt) for high-speed core driving
low-noise
the low-noise
h.f. transmitters, and the
200
to 200
up to
AFZ12 for amplification up
(Thorn-A.E.I.)
Brimar
Mc/s.
Brimar
(Thorn-A.E.I.)
obperformance obdemonstrated the performance
high-slo~~
tainable with the ECC804 high-sloijji
amplifiers
video amplifiers
triode pentode in video
high-sensitivity
used to drive the high-sensitivity
SESF
and SE5F
Sylvania-Thprn
Sylvania-Thor n SE4D and
cathode ray tubes.
semiconducRecently introduced semiconducBrush
by Brush
introduced by
tor devices introduced
fieldinclude aa field(Clevite) include
Crystal (Clevite)
and aa
OC800, and
effect valve analogue OC800,
and
r.f. and
for r.f.
series of mesa transistors for
i.f. amplification.

"51 "
Texas Instruments Series "51"
in
use in
for use
semiconductor networks for
stacks.
welded stacks.
printed circuits or welded

themcomponents themNot only the components
circuit
integrated circuit
selves, but also integrated
towards
trend towards
networks continue the trend
Instruments
Texas Instruments
miniaturization.
miniaturization. Texas
production
the production
have recently started the
of
"51") of
(Series "51")
of a range (Series
solid-circuit
encapsulated silicon solid-circuit
dimenwith dimencomputer logic elements with
Transistors,
s'2in. Transistors,
Xi-in
Hn X
sions iin
iin XX s^in.
are
capacitors are
diodes, resistors and capacitors
and
technique and
masking technique
formed by a masking
incorporbe incorporup to 20 elements may be
miniaturiCircuit miniaturiated in each unit. Circuit
was
techniques was
film techniques
zation by thin film
by
and by
by Plessey and
also demonstrated by
who
Establishment who
the Royal Radar Establishment
work.
this work.
in this
were pioneers . in
of
ratio of
volume/perfor mance ratio
The volume/performance
as
increase as
to increase
continues to
capacitors continues
dielectrics
in dielectrics
research in
the result of research
T .C.C.
the T.C.C.
by the
as exemplified by
Duolectric,"
Hunt "" Duolectric,"
"Dritan"
" Dritan" and Hunt
and
paper and
metallized paper
the latter in the metallized
80%
to 80%
up to
film type WF197 giving up
higher
the higher
for the
reduction in volume for
conwith concompared with
volta~e ratings compared
voltage
types.
foil types.
and foil
ventional paper and
dehave dewho have
Gulton Industries, who
ceramic
(flexible) ceramic
veloped very thin (flexible)
showwere showsheet dielectric materials, were
0.085(0.085in Xx 0.085ing micro-miniature
micro-miniatu re (0.085in
for
suitable for
inX0.015in)
in X O.OlSin) capacitors suitable
circuit
printed circuit
in printed
automatic insertion in
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A.
G. A.
bv G.
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the Erie
by the
Stanley Palmer, and by
highceramic-insula ted highNl ceramic-insulated
Type N1
product
Erie product
stability type. Another .Erie
fusible"
which took
"
took our eye was the "" fusible
Connection isis
resistor. Connection
wirewound resistor.
spring
to aa spring
joint to
made by a soldered joint
resistthe resistwhich can be rejoined ifif the
circuit.
the circuit.
opens the
ance overheats and opens
of
considerations of
To conclude, as considerations
we
must, we
we must,
space determine that we
followthe followto the
would draw .attention to
into
fit into
not fit
do not
ing components, which do
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ICS
BOOTSTRAP
BOOTSTRAP FOLLOWER
FOLLOWER CHARACTERIST
CHARACTERISTICS
DC. STABILITY EXAMINED
FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND D.C.
e.so.
By T. K. HEMINGWAY,* B.So.

IN

IN designing a high input-impedance amplifier,
one of the most commonly used circuit arrangements
consists of a cathode or emitter follower modified by a
feedback arrangement, which contrives to make the
grid or base resistor appear to be many times its
actual value.
A recent article11 which described the thermionic
valve version, pointed out certain disadvantages of the
circuit but did not discuss the question of d.c.
_
stability.
The following notes attempt to show that, first, a
particular advantage which the circuit is often
illusory; secondly that there is a
believed to have is illusory^
very simple alternative giving much better performance; thirdly that a method often used to overcome
the d.c. stability problem (especially in the similar
transistor circuit) brings with it further complications.
Performance of the circuit. The circuit is shown
in Fig. 11 and consists · of a conventional cathode
follower with the additional feature that the grid
R!!8l1 is returned to a " tap " on the cathode load
leak R
instead of a fixed potential. The conventional
arrangement is shown for comparison in Fig. 2.
1
The advantage claimed for the circuit for Fig. 1
is that the input impedance is several times the
R^.1 •
value of Rg
This is correct, for the signal appearing across
the
that the
SO that
n-vln
Rgt=Vtn-·Vk=[V
1 )], so
Rsi = t1iD-fk=bi1n-f
Rli/CRli + I/^OL
1n RL1/(RL1+1/gm
/Rgl
[1 — RLi/(RLi1 +1/gm)]
+ l/?m)] and
) [1-RL1/(RL
(v1nn/R
signal current is (Wi
111)
the input impedance is therefore
RLl)
(1/gml ~ Rli)
gml
AV, 1 RLl
R l RgD
R. 11 (l/iTml

Rggl1 is
This is, however, no real advantage because R
limited to the maximum permissible value for grid
cathode resistance quoted for the valve. This value

---..---+V

Yout

Fig. I. Bootstrap follower circuit, which is
basically a convencathode follower
tional cathodefollower
with additional feedback.

Is arrived at by the consideration that grid current iige
is
Rgel1Jige which gives the valve
causes a potential drop R
an unintended and uncertain bias which must be
kept much less than the intended bias. The penalty
of ignoring this condition is that since the bias is
then unknown, so is the cathode current and therefore the d.c. level of the cathode. This fact is
Rggl1 kept to about one megohm
generally realized and R
which might typically result in an input impedance
of twenty megohms.
The author's contention is that such an impedance
is much better obtained by using the conventional

------+V

Fig. 2. Conventional
cathode follower.

+V'

circuit for Fig. 2 with R^
R 82 equal to twenty megohms.
Rgkmax" condition, as a
This does not violate the " Rgkmax"
simple comparison will show, provided one remembers that the important condition is the stability
of the d.c. levels in the circuit with time and using
different valves.
1,
Firstly, assume no grid current; then in Fig. I,
I =1
vgkl
(RLl + Rkl) and t)
Vkt
'ki = iu
ki (Rci+Rki)
R.i, i.e. vkl
gkl = iikl
kl Rku
depends on the value of ikl
ikl which in turn depends
Rkl.
on the valve characteristics and the value of Rkl.
Without knowledge of the particular valve type to be
ased
used r)vkkl1 cannot be predicted to any accuracy (even
=
~ 50 volts!). In Fig. 2 on the other hand vk
vk22 =
±
Vgk being the bias necessary to pass a
k 2; "gk
- tV,8gk2)
vtn
"in ~
Thus, provided
value of tikk22 equal to «vkto/R
k2.
2•
2/RL
Vaa O, then for all small valves v^^V,
vk 2 ~V', and this
V'~O,
-0-1-5 volts.
will be correct to within -0+5
Now assume a grid current iiv.K into the grid. In
1 this causes a decrease in vgkl of Rg
Rgl1ji g8 which
Fig. 1
Rggit
gm
causes a reduction in cathode current of ^
ml1R
1i B11
^lnl1R
In
RgigRLI.
and a fall in cathode voltage of gm
gfgR u .
Fig. 2 the same grid current i8g causes a grid voltage
Rgg22 z'i 8g and a cathode voltage fall of about
fall of R
the same.
The conclusions are therefore that Fig. 2 is much
* English Electric
Ltd.
Aviation Ltd.
Electric Aviation
*English
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superior in d.c. stability with no grid current and
the effect of grid current on the two circuits is the
Rg22 =
= gm 1RL1Rst· Since this is precisely
same when Rg
the condition which results in the two input impedances being equal it follows that it is much better
to obtain a given input impedance by the method
of Fig. 2 rather than Fig. 1.
Fig. 11 has many other disadvantages which have
already been proved mathematically in the article
already referred to. These are mainly that the
output impedance depends on the source impedance
and is high except when the source impedance is
low—in which case a high input impedance is
low-in
unlikely to be required; and that the input impedance
depends on the load and on the valve characteristics.
Neither of the above applies to the conventional
circuit of Fig. 2.

Dangerous remedy for the d.c. stability problem. Once it is realized that one may safely use a
much higher grid leak in a conventional cathode
amplifier
follower circuit than in an earthed cathode amplifiei"
a method springs to mind whereby one should be
able to achieve an ultra-high input impedance with a
thermionic valve or a fairly high input impedance
with a transistor without sacrificing d.c. stability,
this arrangement being particularly attractive to the
transistor circuit designer.
in,Figs. 3 and 4 which illustrate
· The idea is shown in-Figs.
C,2 is
the valve and transistor circuit respectively. C
made large enough to couple substantially all the
cathode or emitter signal back to the tapping point
R!1 · and R 22.•
at the junction of the two bias resistors R
Thus
Ri1 is small and so
T hus the signal appearing across R
Ri1 appears large in the same way as did Rs
Rg in Fig. 1,
R
its apparent value being dependent upon the gm of
the valve, or the r,re +rb
\-rh (1-a)
(1—a) of the transistor,
Rl, R22 and R
R^1 •
RL,
Although these circuits suffer from most of the
disadvantages of Fig. 11 they have the attraction that
since the feedback is coupled via a capacitor, d.c.
stability is uruffected
(R^-Rj
urntfer.ted and therefore (R
1 +R 2) can be
for example 20 megohms in Fig. 3 and several ·
kilohms in Fig. 4, the actual maximum value in the
transistor circuit being dependent upon the leakage
current and the environmental temperature.
Thus in Fig. 3 an input impedance of 200 megohms
Rj^1 =
= 10 megohms and
= R 22 =
is easily obtained with R
where II indicates that R
= 20, where//indicates
(R1 II R 22)) =
gm
Sm (Ri//R
R,1 and R 2
lOOkO
n with
are in parallel. In Fig. 4, a value of lOOk
----...--- +V

Fig. 3,
3. Blocking capacitor enables high
input impedance to be
obtained while retaining the d.c. stability
ing
of the circuit of Fig. 2.
of
+V'

Fig. 4. Transistor
equivalent of Fig. 3.

-v -------4-(1—a)=20 can be
)/re+rb
=5k.Q and (R1
=R22=5kn
R1
1=R
1//R22)/r
e + rb (l-(X)=20
germanium transistors at temobtained even with
o
50 C, and it is this latter application
peratures up to 50°C,
which is finding increasing use.
Further modifications, incidentally, make it possible to increase the input impedance much more and
Zin
with silicon transistors values of Z
ln of 1,000 megohms
are being obtained here on production units.
There is however a hidden danger in these very
attractive circuits which will only become clear as a
.
result of analysis.
A sine wave analysis·
analysis is given in the Appendix, for
the simple case where the gain of the amplifier is
exactly unity.
Examination of the expression for V
v,00mtt/V,
/v^0 reveals
that the gain has a peak (exceeding unity) near the
frequency where the squared term in the denominator
= 1/27T
1/277vanishes. This frequency is given by f/ =
~nd the peak gain by:
C 1 and
C 1 C,
v'R~R
VRi Ra2 Ci

J

C1
R2
Rt ^2
/, i Rl
Cj
(Rt +R2)22'. C2
V l + (Rx+R.)
C2
These expressions are approximate only, as f/ appears
in the numerator also.
This effect is most marked when C
Ca/Cx
2/C 1 is large:
this happens in practice when using piezo-electric
crystals as accelerometers, microphones o~
or pick ups,
when C
Cx1 is represented by the source Impedance
impedance
and is omitted as a separate component. C
Cx1 is then
= O.Olt-tF,
0.01/xF, R1
Rl ==
of the order of 500pF and if C 2 =
v6 at a frequency
n, the peak gain is then v'6
lOk H,
R 22 = 10k
of 8 kc/s. Without this effect the low frequency
3dB point would be about 1.5 kc/s.
It will be seen then that the effect is quite marked
and it can occur at an important part of the frequency
range.

peaky'' input impedance circuit.
the'' peaky
Cure for the
A watertight cure which does not at the same time
lose the desired performance is difficult to suggest.
However, careful design of circuit values bearing
the equations given above in mind can usually render
.
the phenomenon harmless.
gain low,
In particular, in order to keep the peak gam
Since an
C2 should be no larger than necessary. Si~c~
it lS
is a
increase in C2 lowers the peak frequency lt
temptation to increase its value so that the peak
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expected.
frequency expected.
signal frequency
lowest signal
occurs below the lowest
will
input will
of input
change of
sudden change
This is dangerous as a sudden
of
frequency, of
peak frequency,
low peak
this low
at this
produce a " ring ", at
if
Even if
high). Even
is high).
gain is
high amplitude (as peak gain
frequency,
this frequency,
pass this
not pass
do not
subsequent circuits do
signals
distort signals
and distort
occur and
easjly occur
overloading can easily
immediately following.
resisparallel resisinsert aa parallel
to insert
An alternative method is to
terminal
output terminal
the output
between the
tor-capacitor network between
feedthat feedC 2, ·so
and Co,
circuit and
of the high impedance circuit
so that
Another
frequencies. Another
low frequencies.
back is reduced at low
stage
amplifier stage
following amplifier
the following
in the
approach is to insert in
frequencies .
low frequencies.
at low
gain at
lower gain
a CR network giving lower

impedance
input impedance
high input
Use for the 'peaky' high
of
applications of
industrial applications
most industrial
circuit. Although most
measurement )
vibration measurement)
(e.g. vibration
piezo-electric devices (e.g.
constant
be constant
to be
amplification to
require the following amplification
characteristic
boost characteristic
base boost
over the frequency range, a base
microcrystal microwith crystal
work with
is often desirable in audio work
phones and pick-ups.
of
equations of
the equations
using the
This can be designed using
component
separate component
as aa separate
omitted as
C 1 being omitted
Section 3, Q
capacitance
source capacitance
the source
to the
and given a value equal to
of
amount of
the amount
to the
limit to
practical limit
of the pick-up. A practical
by
set by
is set
frequencies is
low frequencies
very low
boost possible at very
which
ofwhich
total of
the total
and Rz2,, the
R 1 and
of Ri
the consequent values of
tolerable
gives aa tolerable
which gives
value which
must not exceed that value
d.c. drift.
follower
cathode follower
often-used cathode
Conclusions.. The often-used
Conclusions
transistor
or transistor
valve or
its valve
either its
circuit of Fig. 11 in either
which
of which
most of
disadvantages , most
of disadvantages,
form has a number of
has
article has
This article
out. This
pointed out.
have already been pointed
d.c.
poor d.c.
its poor
namely its
another fault, namely
proved it to have another
conventional
more conventional
the more
with the
stability in comparison with
2.
arrangement of Fig. 2.
by
fault by
particular fault
this particular
An attempt to overcome this
of
circuitry, of
transistor circuitry,
in transistor
the practice, common in
path,
feedback path,
the feedback
in the
capacitor in
inserting a blocking capacitor
gains
having gains
response having
peak response
to aa peak
is shown to lead to
the
of the
part of
important part
an important
at an
than unity at
much greater than
_
frequency spectrum.
the
of the
warning of
as aa warning
Although primarily intended as
article
the article
practice, the
usual practice,
quite usual
consequences of this quite
response,
peaky response,
the peaky
for the
use for
also aa use
and also
suggests a cure and
be
to be
shown to
are shown
amplitude are
whose frequency and amplitude
predictable.

APPENDIX
=
Vout =

Assume that

V1

Vout-Vz
+yvout—v^
--------- +
then
)ojC — R2
R1
1/Ri +
jwC2
+ jcoCa
1/Rl
1i.e.,
Vout = v2 . . • . . . . . . .
1fR~+1JR2+jwC2 ^
'eo l/Ri+T/Ra+jwCg
^
Vuut-V2

(

)

V2
· C
jw 22 = -

(1)

R|R2
(R| + R2)2

/

1
^/27r,yR|R2C|C2

Also /flin —

jt<

^oui ^2 .... K*)
/-yv
— —^5
Ki

from (1) and (2), —^

1

Ri+R2+icoC2RiR2
/ wC^RjRa \2
. I
I
I
/
" ' ^
" ri -^RiRsCiQf
V 1+L -cSR^tr.) J
This expression has a maximum value near to
o^RiRaCiC,, = 1, i.e.,
1__
fo =
2VRjR(C7C2
j I Vout I
R1R2
= 1/-,1 Co
I V^in
M ^ Cj ■ (Rn-Ra)2
in | max
/
/
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Transistor
Inverters
sisto r Inve
Tran
COMMON COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
NEGATIVE RESISTANCE APPROACH TO THE COMMON
By THOMAS RODDAM

J.F
inIF you examine the literature on transistor inverters you will find that the authors describe
describe how
inyou can operate the transistors in a push-pull inverter in the common emitter, common base or
common collector mode. The common collector
mode has the advantage, they will tell you, that
you can earth the two collectors. Then, often in
in the
the
tiny print reserved for the escape clauses of hirehirepurchase contracts and motor-car guaranties, they
they
common
reveal that the circuits are not really common
in
collector circuits at all. I have tried, therefore, in

Fig. I. With the link
earthed, this basic
common collector circuit reverts to the
common emitter configuration.

'/xFig. 2. Common
collector circuit with
current feedback
taken from the
collector.

Zz

1
what aa
this extension of two earlier articles, 1 to see what
real common collector inverter system
system would
would be
be
like. It turns out to be interesting and
and probably
probably
dismiss it rather
useless: the uselessness made me dismiss·
shortly but I suspect that because of its rather
rather special
special
features it may, in fact, have special uses.
uses.
The essence of the common collector circuit,
circuit,
regarded as an amplifier, is that the input is applied
between collector and base and the output is taken
between emitter and collector. If we convert the
the .
circuit to an oscillator by feeding back part of
of the
the
output to serve as the input we have a choice of
of
feeding back either the load voltage or the load
load
current. It is a trivial exercise to show that if
if we
we
is no
no
feed back the voltage across the load there is
functional difference between this circuit and the
We
circuit described in the previous sections. We
connect a wire from a different point in the system
to earth, but that is all. This can be seen by examinexamining Fig. 1 in which a link is shown connecting
basee windequipotential points on the emitter and bas.
ings. Earth this link and we have the common
emitter circuit.

There is nothing particularly interesting about
about
this circuit with voltage feedback.
feedback. It
It has
has some
some
constructionall advantages, which are well known:
known:
constructiona
it has some disadvantages when used
used with
with timing
timing
across
circuits in the base because the voltage swing across
base-col1ector terminal pair is relatively
the base-collector
relatively high.
high.
The designer can balance the pros and
and cons
cons for
for
himself. Our business must be with the circuit
using current feedback.
Here we are breaking fresh ground. Systems
Systems
have been described in which both voltage
voltage and
and
current feedback were used, but it has
has been
been clear
clear
that the current feedback was regarded as an added
added
modifier, that the circuit operated basically
basically on
on the
the
quantivoltage feedback with its behaviour changed quantitatively but not qualitatively by the current feedfeedback. We
W.e must now examine the system in which
all the feedback is current feedback.
ns we make when discussing
In any approximatio
approximations
transistor circuits the most common assumption
assumption is
is
the thoroughly inconsistent one 'that
that as
as ex~
a->l1 so
so
a/(l
this
- cx)~k) a finite number. We are making this
cx/(1 —a)-^,
assumption when we say that it does not matter
whether we feed back emitter current or collector
collector
think, best
best
current. For a simple analysis itit is, II think,
to take the feedback from the collector side
side of
of the
the
transistor because then we do not have to consider
the effect of the impedance of the feedback system
system
in producing voltage feedback. The circuit
circuit with
with
which we have to deal then takes the form shown in
in
F ig. 2. This looks very like the circuit
Fig.
circuit previously
previously
discussed and the resemblance can, if the draughtsdraughtsman chooses, be very close. This would be deceptive,
however, for the appearance of the load in
in the
the
effect
emitter lead of the transistor has a dominating effect
on the behaviour of the circuit.
analvse the circuit we draw it in the form
To analyse
form shown
shown
in Fig. 3, ·in
in which we have broken the
the load
load connecconnection so that we can look ·in.
in. We can immediately
immediately
··
write down the equation:
,
(1)
wV 11-R
/
-Z
;
(l-tx)-Z
(l-a+^a>
=
0
...
(1)
cx+kcx)ie=O
(1
cx)-Z
ie(1£ e
22 e
11
i!
-Rrie-Z
from which we derive
= R, + (1 - cc) Z2 + (1 - a + £a) Zi.

Fig.
Fig. 3. Fig. 22 redrawn for analysis.
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aie

Zz

~
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Fig. 4. Currents involved in Eqn. (I).
to· 0

o·s
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·"
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""'
"

~

0

4

6

v

"

10

12

WithFig. 5. Negative resistance part of the characteristic. Withcurve.
out its extremities this is similar to the common emitter curve.

The transistor and its feedback network thus appear
have
as a resistance R in series with R£v, and we have
Z 1•
kex) Zi.
+ (1(I —- aex ++ kcc)
ex) Z22 +
- a)
(I —
= (1
R =
giving
It is convenient to rearrange this slightly, giving
Z 1•
kex Z!.
+ ko.
(Z 1 +
ex) (Zj
■ Z22)) +
- a)
(I —
= (1
R =
As all experimentalists know, the sign of k is
governed by chance and as one of Damon Runyon's
against.
to four against.
characters pointed out, Life is five to
(These odds are not official.) We can therefore
will
so R will
make k negative and we find that if we do so
become negative when
- ex •.
> zl + ~2 •. 1~---|^| >
1lkl
Zi
aex
zl
this as
It may be more convenient to write this
H /3f3 > (Zi
Z 2)/Z 1 •
+ Z^/Zl
(Zt +
lkl
one
Since we are trying to keep all our inverters in one
condition
basket, ·the
the negative resistance basket, this condition
comhave a comseems to be just what we want. We have
bination of a load resistance and a negative resistance ·
system just, we think hopefully, as we had before.
Let us make some simplification to get the feel of
happens
what happens
examine what
this. We might reasonably examine
kZ 1 •
= kZ^
I, when R =
= 1,
if aex =
For the sake of having some number we can take
-IOO. A
= —100.
O.I so that R =
Zi1 =
100 O and ^k = 0.1
= 1000
Z
typical transistor might then give us the characthe
joining the
teristic shown in Fig. 5, a straight line joining
This is,
O.IA). This
(IOV, 0.1A).
point (IV, 1A)
IA) to the point (10V,
so far, very much the same as the negative resistance
part of the characteristic shown as Fig. 55 in Part 1I
of Reference 1.
I. When we get to the ends of this
to
begins to
gain begins
line, however, the transistor current gain
justification
fade away and we no longer have any justification

another
We can take another
= 0.
ex) =
- a)
for taking (1 —
purposes:
approximation to serve our purposes;
-R =
+ ZZ2)jf3
-CZt +
Ztl -(Z,
ikl Z
= |^|
2)/j3
which shows that as ftf3 becomes smaller the numerical
until
value of the negative resistance becomes less until
IO
)/ f1 = 10
(Z 1 +
+ Z22)/£
when, for our particular example, (Zj
the value of R is zero.
characteristics
The overall result is to produce the characteristics
branch needs
shown in Fig. 6. The shape of the top branch
the
at the
give itit at
prepared to give
a fuller analysis than I am prepared
the
that the
moment; the really important thing is that
moment:
N form
the N
characteristic is of the S form and not the
and
and the system is therefore open-circuit stable and
of
one of
up one
short-circuit unstable. It will only take up
and
< II RR I,I, and
the extreme positions when we have R£L <
these extreme positions are either the cut off position
or a position fixed by the top branch of the characbottomed
just aa bottomed
teristic. Obviously this can at first be just
condition.
state in which the diode line will set the condition.
exceed
The base current, however, cannot exceed
value obtained
{V
(Vsuvvzy/k)/Z
suvviylk)IZ22 because this is the value
whole
neglecting all other terms and allowing the whole
feedback
the feedback
appear across the
of the supply voltage to appear
set
transformer. There must, therefore, be a limit set
is
it is
and it
to the emitter current by this base current and
this assumption which is used to produce the rather
flat section of current limitation.
no
have no
With a carefully chosen load line we have
RL
make R,
we make
problems but it will be seen that as we
characteristic
smaller we shall start to intersect the characteristic
really
not really
in a region of high dissipation. This is not
different
surprising if we look at matters in a slightly different
previously
way. The inverters we have considered previously
back
give us out a voltage limited system, feeding back
no
the output voltage until the transistor can give no
standard
out aa standard
more. This type of circuit will give out
source,
current. We are feeding it from a voltage source,
resishowever, so that we take in, with small load resisImax and yet only deliver
VsuvvlY
tances, a power V
s;
dissipate
must dissipate
transistor must
The transistor
load. The
to the load.
RL
Imax2 R
Imax
i t0
the
the rest. It is this effect which seems to limit the
utility of this connection, for although it is openby suitable
circuit stable and can .thus be brought by
beshort-circuit bebiasing to a safe rest point the short-circuit
extra
haviour will usually demand a good deal of extra
cooling to be provided above the amount needed
for normal operation.
not
have not
we have
So far in this study of the circuit we
into an oscillator.
considered how it is to be turned ·into
load
We know that the basic situation is that the load
characteristics at
resistance intersects the system characteristics
three points and that we can arrange for the stable
may
We may
point to be when current is flowing. We
we
inverter we
expect that just as in the more usual inverter
either
shall be able to unlatch the system by moving either
the load line or the negative resistance characteristic.
the
used the
The early inverter, you will remember, used

Fig. 6. Complete open-circuit stable
characteristic.
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inductance of the output transformer to swing the
load line round until the total voltage/current ratio
fell below the value of the negative resistance: that
was with a short-circuit stable system. Here we
have an open-circuit stable system and we want the
volts/current ratio to increase with time. What we
need as our determining element is therefore a
capacitance in series with the load which will give
us the rotating load line shown in Fig. 7.
When this load line is applied to the characteristic
of Fig. 6 we shall get a square current waveform
and a voltage jump followed by a linear run up to
square·
unlatch:
unlatch: this is just the dual of the familiar square
voltage and trapezoidal current waveform of the
classical inverter. If we could get a saturable
capacitance of suitable size which, after a prescribed
number of amp-seconds would become a virtual
open-circuit, we should be able to produce the dual
of the inverter with a saturable collector transformer.
In the development of more conventional inverters
we have seen that it is advantageous to leave the
load line where it is and to move the negative
resistance characteristics. I am not so sure that this
is true of this type of inverter, in which the load
line is moving towards a position of reduced transistor dissipation. We can see, however, that there
are two easy ways of moving the negative resistance
characteristics towards a lower value of I| R J| •. We
Z 1 or increase Z 22.• So far these
can either reduce Z,
have been assumed to be pure resistances, but we
can obviously include reactances in these terms.
Z 1 fall as time passes we must put an
To make Zi
inductance in parallel with the resistance, a matter
very easily done since it is simply a question of taking
into account the magnetizing current of the feedback transformer. We have the choice between the
steady movement of a linear inductance and the
sharp switching action of a square-loop core. We
z22 increase with time by incorporating
can make Z
a series capacitance. It will be noted that these
elements are the duals of those used in the common
emitter circuit.
So far the discussion has been concerned with
the skeleton circuit which must be covered with
flesh and decently clad before it can be regarded as
a practical system. Nowadays 1I suppose we should
should
start with the push-pull oscillator with the output
transformer connected from emitter to emitter. In
lOOn and k == -0.1
= 100ti
our example, with Z
Z,1 =
—0.1 the
impedance reflected back to the primary of the
feedback transformer is 11 n and might be regarded
as a tolerable addition in the emitter line. We can
then connect both collectors to the cooling fin and
get a circuit configuration something like that
that in
in
Fig. 8. The other versions of the push-pull circuit
are fairly easy to write down.
The single-ended inverter based on this principle'
principle;
will need to have the dog-leg load line associated
in our previous experience with a diode and a
capacitance. It will be clear that in place of the
charged capacitance we shall here need to use an
inductance carrying current and that the small inductance needed to get the high initial impedance
for a conventional single-ended inverter to strike
becomes in this system a small shunt capacitance.
1I do not propose to go into details about this until
I have found time to do a full design study and to
arrange for a practical investigation of the effect of
stray elements. I see little hope of being free to
do this in the near future.

Elaborations of the circuit would seem to be
possible. The effect of some negative feedback of
the load voltage in encouraging a swing to a point
where dissipation is not so serious is one avenue.
Positive voltage feedback will, · I think, give a more
square current waveform but introduces dangers of
mode changing. The use of this arrangement with
a filter in the load circuit is another aspect which
at this point can be mentioned merely as a subject
for further study.
The real question is whether the circuit has any
practical
prac_tical value. My own first reaction was that the

V/I = R

C

R

v
Fig. 7. Series CR circuit and its impedance graph, with tt
varying.

Fig. 8. Typical form of push-pull common collector
collector inverter.
inverter.
The diode '>(]nd
and its series resistor are commonly used to
encourage the oscillator to start.
danger of high transistor dissipation made it too
risky to use but 1I am not altogether convinced of
of this.
this.
If we have, as is so rarely the case, a current supply
supply
we can bias the system to a well-bottomed point
point
and rotate our load line about this, rather than about
about
transistors· of
the point near cut-off. The transistors
of a pushpushpull arrangement will then appear in
in the
the circuit
circuit in
in
series: perhaps we should start by a study of a bridge
or half-bridge system.
If we can get round the practical difficulties we
chall find in this circuit a very useful tool. It would
shall
appear to offer us a system which converts a constant
voltaee
suonlv to a constant current supply. There
voltage supply
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is a whole host of applications here, from the
t he operation
operation this must, I think, be inevitable.
inevitable. Usually we
we have
have
of various forms of discharge tube to the
the supply
supply an application looking for a suitable circuit and we
we
of current to electromagnets when the current drift
drift
can put in numbers to make our ideas concrete.
due to coil heating can cause difficulty. We
We have
have Here all I can add is :: passed to you for action!
a new device, the constant current diode,22 which ·
can be introduced as Z2 to give us the stability
stability
REFERENCES
which the use of Zener diodes in modifications
modifications of
of
1. ""Transistor
Inverters-A Single View," Wireless
Transistor Inverters—A
Jensen's circuit is claimed to produce.
World, January and February, 1962.
1962.
All this tends to be rather speculative but until
until
2. ""A
A Semiconductor Current Limiter," R.
R. M.
M.
we can try matching the circuit to an application
application Warner et al. Proc.I.R.E.,
Proc.l.R.E., Vol. 47, No. 1,
1, January,
January, 1959
1959
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
CONTROL PROPOSALS
PROPOSALS

AIR TRAFFIC

GROUP OF MANUFACTURERS PUT SCHEME TO EUROCONTROL
EUROCONTROL
STANDARD Telephones and Cables and their
European associates L.M.T.
L.M.T . (France) and S.E.L.
S.E .L. (Germany) have suggested that Eurocontrol's requirement
for a navigation system (to be in operation by 1965)
1965)
for the airways over Europe can be met by modifications to the existing equipment and installations to be
be
made in the near future. The
T he proposals cover, in the
the
main, VOR/DME, which was declared a standard
navigation aid by ICAO in April 1960.
1960.
S.T.C. say that unmodified DME
DME will give
give better
accuracy, in 95 per cent of the cases, than Eurocontrol's
requirell).ent
of
±
1.5
nautical
requirement
±1.5
miles in 200,
200, but
but that
that
VOR will require improvement to meet
meet the 1°
1 o bearing
demand.
It is proposed that VORAC—a
VORAC-a version of VOR using
ten beacon lobes superimposed on the basic cardioid
pattern-would
pattern—would meet this in 95 per cent of the cases;
but bad sites can cause considerable errors in one or
or
more directions. S.E.L. have developed
developed a wide-aperwide-aperture Doppler direction—indicating
direction-indicating addition
addition to the extra
airborne equipment that is required for VORAC.
Military TACAN (which uses a nine-lobe superimposed pattern) can also provide acceptable accuracy
accuracy
and the total of 290 TACAN beacons that will be
be
installed by 1965 would give sufficient cover. So an
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VORDAC track computer which weighs only two pounds.
pounds.

&

VORDAC pictorial display unit modified from
from VORTAC.
VORTAC. This
This
can hold 20 maps.

airline operator has the choice of either adding
adding to
to his
his
existing VOR equipment or installing TACAN
TACAN alongalongside his existing DME (VOR and TACAN combined
combined
become VORTAC).
The group
gr()up have called the improved VOR "VOR"VORDAC " (V.hi.
Omnidirectional Range/Distance
DAC"
(V.h.f.
Range/Distance
measuring equipment for Air Coverage).
The 100,000 VOR receivers at present in
in use
use would
would ·
give, without modification or
or addition,
addition, the
the accuracy
accuracy
obtained now; but with a small extra unit the
the full
full
potential of VORDAC would be realized. Another
Another
point about VORDAC is that the "cone
"cone of
of silence"
silence"
blind-spot over the beacon is reduced in size.
A simple track computer in the aircraft would
would enable
enable
a map display (already developed) to be
be provided;
provided; this
this
would show the aircraft's position on the
map
by
the map by the
the
intersection of radial and spiral lines whose
whose positions
positions
are controlled by outputs from VORDAC. For Eurocontrol, this map unit would cover a 90-mile
90-mile diameter
diameter
circle centred on a beacon and can carry up to
to 20
20 maps
maps
filed according to the flight plan. Also
Also data
data transtransmission could be used to relay to the
ground
the
the ground the airaircraft's position.
Beacon cover envisaged in the proposal would
would
demand modification of about 35 existing DME beacons
beacons
and installation of new ones but as no new land
land (other
(other
than that provided for already) will be
be necessary
necessary the
the
capital cost would be that of the equipment alone, estiestimated at about £ljm.
£}-!-m.
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FUNDAMENTALS
AMENTALS
FUND

OF FEEDBACK DESIGN

OF

FEEDBACK

By G.

7.—TRANSFORMERS
7.- TRANSFORMERS

_^NY
ANY discussion of systems using negative feedback
will have a slightly unreal air as long as
as an
an attempt
attempt
can only
only be
be
is made to keep it simple, for simplicity can
on of
consideration
of
achieved by excluding any adequate considerati
transforme r is itself not
transformers.
not aa
transformer s. The ideal transformer
problem, since it only alters the voltage level
level and
and
is pedantic
pedantic and
and
thus what we have called the gain: it is
we are
are
misleading to insist that in the sort of problem we
considering the decibel is only a power ratio.
ratio. The
The
problem begins with the ideal non-ideal transformer
transformer,,
at any
any rate
rate
an interesting device which can be made, at
New problems
problems
for use in some parts of the circuit. New
r, aa
transformer,
arise with the non-ideal non-ideal transforme
more
system which is sometimes produced by aa more
sophisticated
sophisticate d design.
transforme r is a wide-band
In our context here a transformer
wide-band
system. We may at some later point come
come back
back and
and
narrow-ban d circuits, but for the moment
moment the
the
discuss narrow-band
vital task is to discover how to deal with
with the
the output
output
cy amplifier.
transformer of a normal low-frequen
low-frequency
method in
in the
the
The author has used exactly the same method
megacycle range but it is exceptional to
to require
require
amplifiers of very wide relative band here. The
The
requiremen t of a wide band
reason why this requirement
band is
is made
made
is quite simple: we wish to consider the
the upper
upper and
and
lower band limits quite separately, leaving
leaving the
the task
task
of reconciling the two ends to the designer of
of the
the
transformer .
physical transformer.
low-frequen cy response of the transforme
The low-frequency
transformerr is
is
it is this
this which
which fixes
fixes
always considered first, because it
transforme r and establishes the
the size of the transformer
the frameframency design
work within which the high-freque
high-frequency
design will
will
take place. At low frequencies
frequencies,, of
of course,
course, the
the
transformer is equivalent simply to a combinatio
combinationn of
of
an ideal transformer of the same ratio
ratio nn :: 11 which
which
resistance R
brings the secondary load
Rs8 over
over to
to the
the
primary as a resistance nwz2Rs8,, and the primary
primary inductinductthis resistance.
resistance.
ance which appears in parallel with this
combinatio n, with its valve, has
This combination,
has aa .standard
standard
which has its
[1 -|its
0] amplitude and phase response
+ jj Q]
L/n22R s8 ==11 if
cu0L/w
characteristic
if we
we are
are
characterist ic frequency at <u
cu L/R 11 =
or at oi^L/Rn
11
using a pentode,
= 1,
1, with
with R
Rn
2
R 8) -11 +
= 1/((n
l/lfVR.,)+ p-11)) if we are using aa triode
triode of
of
=
impedance p.
p.
In designing for stability we merely include
include this
this as
as
response-de termining factors
one of the response-determining
factors which
which we
we
must juggle about. Because it is very much easier
easier
to increase the size of the coupling capacitance
capacitancess
elsewhere in the amplifier than it is to increase the
the
transformer , the usual thing is
inductance of the transformer,
is to
to
cy
fix the inductance from the required low-frequen
low-frequency
ic frequencies
response and shift the other characterist
characteristic
to suit. Several factors must still be
be watched.
watched.
Even with a push-pull output stage there will
will be
be
transformer . This will
some net d.c. in the transformer.
will make
make itit
necessary to consider the use of air gaps in the
the core
core
problems of
of
and we shall have the whole sequence of problems
resistance, flux limitation and the rest. Obviously
the lower the inductance the fewer the
the turns:
turns; the
the
ns and
fewer the turns the fewer the ampere-tur
ampere-turns
and the
the
smaller the gap, and so on. We must, however,
however.
0

DESIGN
EDWI N
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basic
watch the tolerance on this inductance. On the basic
which we
we
design what will be the range of inductance which
can expect and will the amplifier be stable at
at both
both
and perhaps
perhaps ununlimits? With a signal imposed, and
balanced d.c. in the class-B case, how will the
the in
in
ductance vary over the cycle? Will the amplifier
we see
see the
the
swing into an unstable zone? Here we
transformer , with
distinction between the ideal transformer,
with
L->oo,
transformer,, with
with LL aa
L~oo, the ideal non-ideal transformer
which are
defined constant inductance having losses which
are
single network
network
either zero or easily expressed as aa single
resistance, and the non-ideal non-ideal transforme
transformerr
with its uncertain inductance varying over
over the
the signal
signal
cycle. This is one part of the problem, aa problem
problem
which is best solved by designing for very
very good
good
margins in the region in which the transforme
transformerr
response is the controlling factor.
T he other part of the problem is more
The
more subtle
subtle and
and
n a typical design
is often overlooked. IIn
design the
the response
response
with feedback will remain flat down to perhaps oneonequarter of the frequency at which the basic
basic amplifier
amplifier
I n the most economical design,
begins to roll-off. In
design,
therefore, although the response is nominally
nominally flat
flat
c;s, the output transforme
down to, say, 10 c/s,
transformerr may
may be
be
3dB down at 40c/s. This 3dB drop is
is due
due to
to the
the
the output
fact that the load presented to the
output valve
valve has
has
put it
it another
another way
way
fallen below its optimum value: to put
the output valve is now required to
to supply
supply aa good
good
magnetizin g current as
deal of magnetizing
as well as
as the
the load
load

.—

Fig. 34. Equivalent network
(at
(ot high frequencies) for a
transformer.

LL
nsOTip

1
i
p<
<

I: J
J-c
T

T he result is that as the valve is
current. The
is limited
limited
which can
can
in its current swing the amount of power which
be delivered to the load is limited at
at aa level
level where
where
the overall frequency response is
is still
still flat.
flat. Some
Some
price and
and
designers are prepared to pay the necessary price
inductances , getting stability
use high inductances,
stability by
by using
using one
one
of the CR circuits to cut off at a substantiall
substantiallyy higher
higher
T his solution has the effect of transfrequency. This
transimmediferring the problem to the amplifying stage immediately before this band restricting stage, for
for the
the voltage
voltage
swing here will be increased in proportion to
to the
the
amount by which the gain would have dropped
dropped
without feedback. Provided that the restriction is
is at
at
the input end of an amplifier it is usually not
not difficult
difficult
to make this a safe solution. The choice
choice of
of the
the
transformer
transforme r inductance is a matter which requires
on and it is necessary
very careful considerati
consideration
necessary to
to
relate it to the complete performanc
performancee of the amplifier.
amplifier.
Stability is almost the least of the problems.
high-freque ncy end of
When we turn to the high-frequency
of the
the
response we are faced by a new problem. It
It will
will be
be
rs
assumed that we are considering output transforme
transformers
and that we are taking our feedback from
from the
the output.
output.
From the primary, or from the secondary? Th::!
The
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4
behaviour of a transformer at the upper end of its - plotting 10 log (1 + kO.k.0 2 +
+ n
.0 4)) in the region n ~ 11
frequency band can be examined in terms of the This is done for the four values £k =
= 1, 0, —
- 11 and
equivalent network of Fig. 34. If we take feedback -— 1.5 and shows how the shape depends on the
from the primary of the transformer we can say that factor k. At the point £2
n =
= W =
= 1, we can draw the
we are controlling the response at the input terminal 12dB/octave asymptote, which is the form 10 logW44.•
of this network, so that in series with the load we In the region £2>
.0> 11 the response is the alegebraic sum
1
l
shall have the leakage inductance L. This is not of the (1 +
+ kx"
kx 2 +
+ x 4)) form already plotted (which
exactly correct, but it will do for the moment. The gives the mirror image of the curves we have just
effect is to give a [1 +
+ jj n] response outside the drawn in the left-hand side of the graph and which we
we
feedback loop to the overall response, due to the can dot in without more calculation) and the
leakage inductance. Inside the feedback loop we 12dB/octave asymptote. Below the set of curves the
still have a -[1
[1 +
+ jj O]
n] response due to the capacitance, complete process is shown for
forkk =
= -— 1.5.
of course. As long as the
th~ effect of the leakage
The importance of this transformation trick is that
it reduces the amount of labour involved, so that
that we
we
L
Fig. 35. Equivalent net- can contemplate calculating the response without too
much trouble. For the case of k =
work
(at high frequencies)
work(athigh
= —
- 1, for
for an output transformer
example, we draw up the table
fed from a valve of impe.n
=
1
£2=1
0.7
0.5
dance RR00.•
2
02 =
=
1
£2
1
0.5
0.25
£2444 =
11
0.25
0.0625
.0
=
4
inductance is permissible in the overall performance
1 +
2
1
+ £2
0 =
=
1.25
1.0625
2
02 =
= - 11
- 0.5
- £2
- 0.25
this is undoubtedly the easiest way of arranging
22
44
0.75
0.8
1 25
11 - £2
matters. The transformer is, in a sense, only half
.0 + £2
0 =
=
11
0.8125
2
4
10 log(l
log(1 - £2
£2
0
1.25
0.9
02 0 4)) =
=
inside the feedback loop and is only half as troubleSlide-rule accuracy is quite enough, because these
some.
When we take into account the impedance of the curves are to be added to others from other parts of
valve we have for the equivalent circuit the arrange3dBjcm as
as
arrang<:- the amplifier, where we shall probably use 3dB/cm
ment shown in Fig. 35. It is not too difficult to
to. our scale.
When we turn to the calculation of the angle
J?roceed
proceed to derive the expression.

·%~

fc :J!v

^ _R
_!_
R +
+ Rp
R 0 [[ 1
V

RR00

[

L \)
.w {/CR
CR00R
R + -~
+ '"^Ro+R
J \Ro+R + Ro+R/
Ro+R

+

LCR001]
-w
—
CO 22 _LCR
R0 +
+ RJ
R
Ro
In the pentode case the frequency dependent term,
the part in the square brackets, reduces to
2
[1 +
+ jtuCR
j wCR - co
w 2LC]
This is fairly easy to handle and will be treated first.
2
Let us write c<j
w00 2LC =
= 1, so that we can reduce the
problem to a normalized form, with £1
n =
= CO/OJQ,
wf w0 ,
2
[1 +
- n
+ jHRVC/L
jnRvC/L0 2]]
We-now
We now want to find |I/V|
II/VI and express it in decibels,
and we also want the phase angle (B).
(0).
20 log|I/V|
log!I/VI
2
2
4
=
= 10 log [1 +
+ n
0 2(CR 2/L - 2) +
+ O
0 4]]
/
22
80 =
v C1/L/(l —
= arc tan [OR
[ nR -y!C/L/(1
- n
0 )]
)]
In the region where H
n < 11 the amplitude response is
roughly
constant. We can take a special case 4of
CR22/L =--== 2, and we have then the form [1 +
+ n
0 4],
],
which will be 3dB down at £2
Q =
= 11 and will fall
12dB/octave at large values of £2.
n. If we want a
straight-line approximation we can do just as we
have done before, take the response as flat up to
n =
= 1
£2
1 and then twice the slope of the single reactance characteristic.
2
Suppose, however, that (CR 2/L—2)
/L-2) is not zero, but
is some quantity k. 2The response
function is now of
4
the form [1 +
It is by no means
+ ^£2
k02 +
+ £2
.0 4].
].
difficult to plot
this function or rather 10 log
4
[1 -|+ KF
k .0 2 +
+ £2
.0 4],
], as a set of graphs for different
different
values of k. The task is made rather easier by
performing some simple transformations first. Let
4
us write 2 W =
= l/£2,
1/4 n, so that 2(1 +
+ kW
k4 .0 2 +
+4 £2
0 4)) =
=
2
4
2
4
4
(1 +
+ tyW
k/W +
+ 1/W
IJW )) =
= (1 +
+ yfeW
kW +
+ W )/W2 .• The
The
4
response function
is then 10 log (1 +
+ &W
kW 2 +
+ W
W 4))
-- 10 log W44.•
·
We now begin the construction of Fig. 36 by

~~

~

~~

wz~

r
re'
a n
a/ —- xx
022_]
L ' L
11 - £2
[l irr
w
w
-n
=
= arc
arc tan
tan [| R
R V L x
11 _
we see that at £2
.n =
= 11 we have 90° phase shift and
symmetry about the point £2
.n =
= W =
= 1, 0B =
= 90°, so
that again we need only calculate the diagram for the
22
region i2<l.
— 2=
n<1. We have CR /L
/L= k, so that
RVC/L
R-y!C/L =
= (2 +
+ k) =
= k'. Once we have plotted the
arc tan
06 =
=arc
tan [ R
R

J
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2 +£2 4) for £2^ / and
Fig. 36. Plot in db
dB of
of lOlog
IOiog (1-f/<£2
(I +k0
2 + 40 ) for .n~4 I and
derivation of plot of lOlog
+W )-/0/ogW4 where
IOiog (/-f/cW
(l+kW2+W4)-10/ogW
where
W=//£2
W=
I/0 —
- the normalized amplitude
amplitude response
response of
of an
an output
output
transformer fed from a pentode.
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we
because we
easy, because
very easy,
is very
rest is
k' = 1 the rest
graph for £'=1
this.
of this.
compressions of
as compressions
can regard the other curves
curves as
can·regard
Making a table:
0.25
o.s
fl
0.7
0.5
0.25
o = 11
2
0.267
0.677 0.267
fl/(l 1.375
1.375 0.677
00
0 2)) = oo
- n
0/(1
15°
34°
54°
90° 54°
= 90°
022)) =
- n
0/(1 arc .tan
tan D/(l
34°
15°
the
add the
now add
us now
let us
37, let
Fig. 37,
Having plotted this in Fig.
curve for k' = 2.
0.25
0.5
n= 1
0.7
0.5
0.25
0=1
2
0.53
1.33
2n/(l
2.75
1.33
0.53
2.75
00
= oo
0 2)) =
- n
20/(1 28°
53°
70°
53°
28°
= 90°
8e =
th~
smaller the
gets smaller
k' gets
as k'
These show the way in which as
find
can find
we can
and we
steeper and
becomes steeper
phase characteristic becomes
which isis
response which
amplitude response
ourselves with an amplitude
combined
level combined
frequency level
middle frequency
actually above the middle
plotted
Fully plotted
90°. Fully
above 90°.
well above
with a phase shift well
texts,
standard texts,
many standard
in many
appear in
curves of this kind appear
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phase
normalized phase
the normalized
] -the
[k'Of( I1Fig. 37. Plot of arc tan [k'0'(
— HI022}]) —
pentode.
from aa pentode.
fed from
transformer fed
response of an output transformer

for
them for
calculate them
to calculate
quick to
as quick
just as
but it is usually just
correct
and correct
up and
them up
look them
to look
as to
the few points needed as
the scales.
more
rather more
some rather
by some
that by
see that
A step back, and we see
for
curves for
these curves
use these
can use
we can
complicated substitution
substitution we
source
finite source
with aa finite
form, with
general form,
the more general
impedance.
turns
of turns
number of
the number
and the
Once the physical size and
lowthe lowby the
are by
they are
as they
on the transformer are fixed, as
which
much which
too much
not too
is not
there is
frequency requirements, there
stray
and stray
inductance and
leakage inductance
can be done about the leakage
statement,
sweeping statement,
rather sweeping
capacitance. This isis aa rather
one
materials isis one
core materials
better core
of better
use of
but although the use
the
of the
part of
just part
really just
is really
matters itit is
way of improving matters
of
reappraisal of
painful reappraisal
through aa painful
process of carrying through
against
swings against
balancing swings
the behaviour at both ends, balancing
roundabouts.
experience
much experience
without much
Transformer designers without
of
one of
use one
to use
tempted to
be tempted
may be
· of feedback amplifiers may
are
which are
winding which
the winding
of subdividing the
the methods of
self
and self
inductance and
leakage inductance
well-known for reducing leakage
appraisal
proper appraisal
give aa proper
to give
difficult to
capacitance. It is difficult
satisfactory
very satisfactory
to very
lead to
often lead
of these methods, which often

1
Fig. 38. Input transtrans·
former circuit showing various stray
capacities.
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\

V
v
Vv
^-4

risk.
of risk.
amount of
certain amount
involve aa certain
results but which involve
of
subdivision of
the subdivision
that the
Not infrequently it isis found that
of
system of
complex system
introducing aa complex
the windings, by introducing
transto aa transleads to
capacitances, leads
internal leakages and capacitances,
form.
complef{ form.
correspondingly complex
of correspondingly
former response of
network
overall network
the overall
because the
This can be disastrous, because
major
little major
with little
shifts with
phase shifts
large phase
can give quite large
the
where the
region where
the region
in the
change in amplitude response in
occur.
local resonances occur.
this
to this
carried to
design isis carried
the design
For most applications the
high-frequency
the high-frequency
that the
established that
point and it is established
this
as this
long as
As long
area. As
danger area.
the danger
cut-off will be out of the
the
across the
capacitance across
add capacitance
may add
we may
can be done we
gentle
more gentle
give aa more
to give
transformer to
primary of the transformer
power
higher power
At higher
circuit. At
step circuit.
roll-offj
roll-off, or add a CR step
in
because in
simply because
easy, simply
too easy,
be too
levels this may not be
high
of high
signals of
sinusoidal signals
with sinusoidal
steady-state tests with
dissipated
energy dissipated
of energy
deal of
good deal
frequencies there is a good
also
are also
ratings are
voltage ratings
Capacitor voltage
resistor. Capacitor
in the resistor.
get aa
to get
impossible to
almost impossible
is almost
troublesome and it is
say
of say
type of
recommend aa type
to recommend
capacitor manufacturer to
music.
of music.
r.m.s. of
500V r.m.s.
0.001 nF capacitor for 500V
0.001/LF
are
we are
seem, we
may seem,
procedure may
Complicated as this procedure
feedback isis
the feedback
when the
Even when
by no means finished. Even
may
we may
transformer we
the transformer
of the
primary of
taken from the primary
amplifiers
Many amplifiers
again. Many
reappraise again.
find that we must reappraise
indeed
and indeed
load and
variable load
are required to work into aa variable
taken
be taken
must be
feedback must
the feedback
which the
it is often these in which
resistance
load resistance
the load
Altering the
from the secondary side. Altering
to
need to
shall need
we shall
that we
so that
response, so
will alter the response,
lower
and lower
upper and
the upper
of the
position of
determine the position
we
Normally we
loads. Normally
of loads.
range of
characteristics for aa range
the
with the
and with
case and
fully-loaded case
deal only with the fully-loaded
to
watch to
we watch
but we
all, but
at all,
applied at
case when no load is applied
danger
round aa danger
skipped round
merely skipped
see that we have not merely
cable
feeding aa cable
amplifier feeding
an amplifier
is an
all is
point. Worst of all
attached.
are attached.
loads are
of loads
number of
network to which a number
to
loading to
capacitive loading
pure capacitive
almost pure
This can give us an almost
switched
individually switched
are individually
loads are
the amplifier when the loads
and
study and
special study
require special
kind require
this kind
off. Systems of this
typical
A typical
survey. A
this survey.
of this
scope of
are well beyond the scope
to
loops to
feedback loops
internal feedback
use internal
treatment would be to use

38.
Fig. 38.
ofFig.
circuit of
for circuit
network for
Fig. 39. Equivalent network
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shape the response very rigidly so that the wildest
changes associated with the transformer would be
tolerable in the overall feedback loop.
Quite a different transformer problem is that
associated with the input transformer. Neglecting
transistor circuits, the input transformer appears
inside the feedback loop only
orily when feedback is to be
brought back to the input grid, in the circuit shown
in Fig. 38. The leakage inductance and various
capacitances now appear in the circuit, giving a
network of the kind shown in Fig. 39 in which even
the source impedance plays a part. There is no
simple and direct correlation between the capacitances
in Figs. 38 and 39, for Fig. 39 is simplified to make it
look like a filter structure, as well as to show the
appearance of the source impedance in the network.
This circuit may become unstable when the input is
open-circuited. This problem can only be regarded

as suitable for analysis in the most sophisticated
amplifier designs. It is necessary to know that it
exists so that it can be avoided whenever possible and
treated experimentally where it cannot be escaped.
It will be obvious that this discussion of transformers has been as inadequate as its length would
suggest. The transformer ·is
is a complex circuit
element and all that can be done here is to indicate
which of its characteristics are particularly related to
our main problem. Frequently the amplifier design
will be tailored to the completed transformer and
where this is necessary the amplitude characteristics
are easily measured. It
lt is not too difficult to determine the 90° point in the top-end characteristic.
From this information a matching process with the
curves will give a reasonable approximation to the
phase response so that the remainder of the circuit
can be designed.

Commercial
Commercial Literature
Literature
Variable electromagnetic pump for gases and light oil is marReciprotor ", a magnetic
keted by Edwards. Called the " Reciprotora
3
1.8ft'/min,
/min,
vibrator operates the piston to give
2 flows up to 1.8ft
22in(Hg)
10.7lb/in pressure. Leaflet from
22m(Hg) vacuum and 10.71b/in
Edwards
Edwards High Vacuum Ltd., Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex.
Industrial valves produced by Associated Electrical Industries
are listed in a new catalogue from A.E.I.'s Radio and Electronic Components Division, Industrial Valves & Cathode
Ray Tubes Department, 155 Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.2.
W,C.2. Also included are equivalents and CV lists.
Tuning
Tuning capacitors and their drives, trimmers and ceramic
stand-off insulators of diverse sizes and ratings are listed in
Polar"
Wingrove & Rogers " Polar
" general catalogue. Wingrove &
Rogers Ltd., Domville Road, Liverpool 13, Broadway Court,
London, S.W.I.
London,
S.W.l.
Ultrasonic testing apparatus is described in a catalogue from
Ultrasonoscope, which also gives a treatise on testing methods.
Ultrasonoscope Co. (London) Ltd., Sudbourne Road, Brixton
Hill,
Hill, London, S.W.2.
Contacts", a booklet from Johnson Matthey,
""Electrical
Electrical Contactsa
reviews the art of contact making and lists stock alloys and
sizes. Copies from Johnson Matthey & Co. Limited, 73-83
Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.
Hatton
E.C.l.
2

Storage tubes of the flood-gun direct-viewing type are described in
in aa booklet
booklet from
from English
English Electric
Electric together
together with
with pracpraccribed
tical circuit information for their operation. English Electric
Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, England.
Connectors for ribbon wiring are detailed in a leaflet from
Belling & Lee Ltd., Gt. Cambridge Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
Dispersions are described in a booklet issued by Acheson
Colloids
Limited, P.O.
P.O. Box
Box No.
No. 12,
12, Prince
Prince Rock,
Rock, Plymouth,
Plymouth,
Colloids Limited,
Devon. Dispersed substances include graphite and molybdenum disulphide in colloidal and semi-colloidal form, whilst
carriers may be water, oils, resins, glycerine or esters.
Q and L of iron-cored comHay bridge for measurement of Q
ponents with or without d.c. flowing is made by Furzehill.
Type B810A operates from 25 to 3,000c/s and has companion
P350 magnetizing supply and G4068 10W
lOW a.f. generator. Leaflets from Furzehill ·Laboratories
Laboratories Ltd., 57 Clarendon Road,
Watford,
Watford, Herts.
100-watt SSB mobile or static radio-telephone that consumes
only 7W on ""receive"
receive " is described in Redifon's booklet on
their GR410. The set uses transistors extensively and provides for operation on four spot frequencies between 33 and
18 Mc/s upper or lower sideband. May be remote-controlled.
Redifon
Redifon Ltd., Broomhill Road, London, S.W.18.
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Rectangular Collecon connector L1558,
L1558,
Rectangular
Exhibition.
shown at the I.E.A. Exhibition.

ONLY

ONLY

//
L
Cell~- ee

\\ 1::> ~ 11··

''COLLECON''
and ''CAML ECON' '
CONN ECTOR S
"COLLECON"

and

"CAMLECON"

CONNECTORS

s
offer all
all these
these advantage
advantages
offer

•
■

•
••
••
•

Sockets
adjusted
Sockets individually adjusted
to mating pins
to
pins after
after engagement.
engagement.
all risk
risk of
of having
having aa poorly
poorly
(this eliminates all
hazard with
with aa
mated pole, always aa hazard
conventional multi-pole
multi-pole connector.)
connector.)

H

Unusually low
low insertion
insertion and
and withdrawal
withdrawal
forces.

|

contact wear
wear..
Negligible contact

■

Very high contact pressure
pressure.•

■

ahd ·constant contact
contact resistance
resistance.•
Low and
under vibration,
vibration, shock,
shock, and
and
Low noise under
acceleration
conditions.
accel·eration conditions.
Every pin
pin l~cked
locked into
into its
its socket,
socket, prevent·
preventdisengagement.
ing accidental disengag.ement.

|

|

Patents applied for
BELLING & LEE LTD.
Licensed by
ENGLISH ELECTRIC
AVIATION LTD.

Patents applied for
BELLING & LEE LTD .
Licensed by
eNGLISH ELECTRIC
AVIATION LTD.

Grams: Radiobel,
Radiobel, Enfield
Enfield
Telephone: Enfield 5393 • Grams:
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« BELLING-LEE " NOTES
NOTES
"BELLING-LEE"
No. 42 of a series:
Collecon ""
"" Camlecon "" and "" Collecon
Connectors
The connectors featured
featured on
on this
this
conception that
that
page are so novel in conception
we thought it might be
be interesting,
interesting,
readers, to
to make
make
particularly to new readers,
notes. The
The
them the subject of our notes.
principle employed was described
described in
in
month (if
(if you
you
our advertisement last month
missed it, send for descriptive
descriptive leaflet),
leaflet),
probably the
the most
most
and represents probably
significant advance in mating
mating conconnectors since the first
first plug-and-socket
plug-and-socket
was invented. To appreciate
appreciate what
what has
has
however, itit isis necessary
necessary
been achieved, however,
fundamental probprobto understand the fundamental
designers of
ofthese
these
lems which confront designers
components.
Ideally, the entire surface
surface of
of the
the
make contact
contact with
with
plug pin should make
the inside wall of its
its socket,
socket, but
but no
no
machined surface is free
free from
from irreguirregularities (it only requires aa high
high enough
enough
magnification to observe this),
this), and,
and, in
in
only made
made atat aa
practice, contact is only
of points. These
These can
can be
be
number ·of
area and
and number
number by
by
increased in area
but this
this usually
usually
applying pressure, but
greater frictional
frictional wear
wear
results in greater
during mating and unmating,
unmating, besides
besides
forces required
required for
for inserinserraising the forces
tion and withdrawal.
withdrawal. On
On the
the other
other
hand, if contact pressure
pressure isis light,
light, large
large
variations can be expected
expected under
under
conditions of acceleration,
acceleration, shock
shock and
and
vibration, and this
this gives
gives rise
rise to
to
"noise."
" noise."
Increasing the resilience
resilience increases
increases
Increasing
the number of points of
of contact
contact when
when
applied, and
and various
various
pressure is applied,
ingenious methods of doing
doing this
this have
have
been devised, of which the
the "O.Z."
" O.Z."
principle is outstandingly
outstandingly successful.
successful.
However, this improvement
improvement can
can be
be
entirely lost if either surface
surface becomes
becomes
accidentally distorted,
distorted, which
which can
caneasily
easily
happen in . a multipole
multipole connector
connector
noticed. Incidentally,
Incidentally,
without being noticed.
the provision of
of resilience
resilience isis also
also aa
compensating for
for
convenient way of compensating
machining tolerances.
A solution to all these
these problems
problems
would be to adjust each
each socket
socket to
to its
its
mating pin and increase the
the contact
contact
pressure after engagement,
engagement, and
and this
this isis
done in
in ''Camlecon"
"Camlecon"
precisely what is done
and "Collecon" connectors.
connectors. The
The
sockets are closed up on
on their
their pins
pins
after they have been fully
fully mated,
mated, so
so
that contact pressures
pressures are
are balanced
balanced
against the resultant thrust
thrust exerted
exerted by
by
the pins on the
the walls
walls of
of their
their
sockets. This means
means that
that variations
variations
sockets.
in the dimensions
dimensions of
of mating
mating piece
piece
made to
to normal
normal
parts (which are made
tolerances), as well
well as
as any
any subsequent
subsequent
tolerances),
distortion, are compensated,
compensated, and
and
contact is assured.
assured. Contact
Contact pressures
pressures
but
to pole,
pole, but are
are
may differ from pole to
always very high and therefore
therefore contact
contact
sensibly
and
low and sensibly
resistance is low
constant.
Advertisement
of
Advertisement of
BELLING &
& LEE LTD.
Great
Rd., Enfield,
Enfield, Middx.
Middx.
Cambridge Rd.,
Great Cambridge
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"Conditions are bad. Nearly all
all pole
pole routes
routes are
are down—only
down-only the
the Multi
Multi
to protect
protect
Channel Radio Links are still in service."
service., Little
Little can
can be
be done
done to
like this.
this. Earthquake,
Earthquake, tempest,
tempest, fire,
fire, landlandline circuits in severe flooding like
ofdisruption,
disruption, and
and in
in parts
parts of
of
slide etc., can produce the same costly scene
scene of
the world where these hazards are to
to be
be expected,
expected, particularly
particularly when
when
of pole
pole routes
routes impracticable
impracticable or
or
terrain is difficult and the construction
construction of
prohibitively expensive.
expensive, Administrations are
are specifying
specifying Multi
Multi Channel
Channel
A. T .E. Type
Type 900
900 is
is aa wide
wide band
band VHF/UHF
VHF /UHF Radio
Radio
Radio Systems. The A.T.E.
of
Equipment with in-built transistor multiplexing
multiplexing equipment,
equipment, capable
capable of
+ 4 speech or a number of Telegraph Channels,
carrying 1I+
Channels,and
andisis designed
designedto
to
of service.
service.
meet small Junction Radio requirements for
for just
just this
this kind
kind of
to enable
enable the
the Type
Type 900
900 to
to
provided, to
Special terminating arrangements are provided,
or automatic
automatic exchange.
exchange.
be linked into most types of manual or
Versions covering the frequency
frequency bands 156/184
I56/I84 Mcjs.,
Mcjs., 220/260
220j26o Mcjs.,
Mcjs., and
and
Mcfs. are available. The equipment
equipment is
is designed
designedfor
for continuous
continuous mains
mains
430/500 Mc/s.
operation·
and is
is easy
easy to
to maintain.
maintain.
operation under all climatic conditions and

For further
For
further information
lnformat;on write
write for
for Bulletin
Bulletin No.
No. P.l.B.
P.I.B. 104
104

·

~

!~o~~~~~~!. ~~~~~~~~~ L~n~o~~!~~2~~e~~·E!!~~ar 9262 ~

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2. Tel: TEMple Bar 9262
SPECIFY A.T.E. FIVE CHANNEL TYPE 900 FOR YOUR TIE-LINE
TIE-LINE AND
AND MINOR
MINOR JUNCTION
JUNCTION REQUIREMENTS.
REQUIREMENTS.
AT 14091
AT
14091
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Differential EquationsDifferential

Equations

them
— and how to avoid them
-and
"CATHOD E RAY"
By "CATHODE

J HIS is really part 4 of a series. So I don't
THIS
guarantee it will be utterly clear to anyone who
tull
A full
joins now, without some previous initiation. A
for
cumulative recap would leave little ifit any room for
further development, so all I can do is hopefully
scatter a few clues.
The object of the exercise was to introduce a
method of circuit analysis that has come into considerable vogue, especially in America. Whether
it) one can hardly
or not one makes practical use of it,
fail to get a clearer view of how circuits respond to
excitation.
signals—or, to use a more general word, to excitation.
signals---or,
the
at the
Sometimes one is interested in the response at
terminals where the excitation is applied, in which
case it depends on the impedance or admittance (in
one word, immitance) between those points. But
the
are the
the examples we have been considering are
usually more interesting ones in which the response
be
is elsewhere, so that an input and output can be
distinguished.. The ratio of response to excitation,
distinguished
account,
if both magnitude and phase are taken into account,
is known as the transfer function.
We studied the simplest kinds of first-order
transfer functions—those
functions-th ose in which the circuit comThen
prises only one resistance and one reactance. Then
last month we went on to a simple second-order
example, with R, C and L all in series. We noted
f that made the whole transfer
the values of w or /
function zero (" zeros ") and those making it infinite
crosses
(" poles ") and marked them by noughts and crosses
respectively on a " complex plane ". The resulting
diagram is helpful for plotting curves of magnitude
and phase angle against frequency (frequency
).
characteristics).
characteristics
This procedure admittedly saved no time or effort.
pracbeen pracBut if in the intervening weeks you have been
tising like mad you will, I hope, be able to support
diagrams
my claim that familiarity with pole-zero diagrams
get aa
to get
enables one, merely by looking at them, to
good idea of the corresponding frequency characteristics. . You may even have reached the point
where the scheme begins to pay dividends. In case
to
you did not, I attempted to encourage survivors to
stay with me by announcing at the end that the idea
we
was not restricted to the pure sine-wave signals we
group
had been assuming, but was valid for a whole group
to
made to
exponential- which can be made
forms-the exponential—which
of forms—the
include most of the important shapes.
Now an essential fact to grasp is that elucidation
in
of electrical circuits (and their many analogues in
mechanics, acoustics, etc.) is based entirely on the
solving of differential equations. Those who, like
misme, approach differential equations with grave misgivings and an entire absence of confidence, may
feel that grasping a nettle would be more congenial.
why
That is one reason (whether we know it or not) why

we are so reluctant to consider any other waveform
sorts
sinuso,dal. Rather than tackle other sorts
than sinuso'dal.
them
direct we run round the problem by splitting them
up, au Fourier, into possibly an infinite series of sine
waves. The underlying explanation is that the
sinusoidal waveform is the only periodical one that
is unaffected by differentiation and integration.
integration.
be
Consequently all trace of those processes can be
concealed so completely that most people are unconEveryall. Everyscious of their coming into the matter at all.
thing seems to be done by ordinary algebra.
So much is this so that it may be necessary to
substantiate my statement that differential equations
are basically essential. The only exceptions are
and
circuits with absolutely unvarying currents and
voltages; Ohm's law is enough for them. But they
are of no interest to us at all because they are inC')nveying information (in its widest
of conveying
capable ot
sense). Directly there is variation with time, inducthe
tance and capacitance · enter the picture, and the
relationships between current and voltage are
necessarily differential equations:
di
v=Ldt.... ............

(1)

=C~ ............ ....

(2)

dt

i

month's
last month's
See what this involves us in with our last
conveniently
simple circuit (Fig. 1) if we don't conveniently

Fig. I. AA simple series
LCR circuit once more as
an example.
an

'li'r

R

Vo

sinusoidal, It is easy
v, is sinusoidal.
assume the waveform of v.
v 0 if we know the current flowing
enough to find v„
through R, but there's the rub. We are at once
faced with
(3)
1 . z.d
Ldi
"R +L
d t . . . . . . . . <3)
+C
dt +
vi =tiR

J

^ + d7 kf' '
v 1 is a given function of t. And that is likely
where v,
to be the terminus for most of us, for most functions
of t.
oft.
look
Yet this equation (3) is tantalizing, for it does look
v1
rather like the familiar formula we would use if v,
were sinusoidal:
V.-I
(R+jwL+j'~C) .. .. .. .. (4)
V 1 =I (R+i-L+i)
circuit
V1 and the circuit
from which I is easily found, given V,
us?
for us?
values and frequency. How was this (4) got for
The simplicity we associate with sinusoidal
excitation is really due to it as a particular case of the
wider class of exponential functions of time. These
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equadons
differendai equations
1n coming out of differential
are unique in
et:
more or less unscathed. The simplest of them is eh

fd e'
e t ;-dt

( )
5
c'
e t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)
dt
Since differentiating it has no effect, the same
applies to integration. More generally

d

at

Aeat
-f Ae
dt
dr

J

r . at
^
A
- eat . ........... (6a)
= —t
Ae
dt =
Aeatdt
J
a
periodic,
et (Fig. 2) is not even periodic^
Now the graph of e'
waveform
much ·Jess
less smoothly sinusoidal; it has no waveiotm
at all, so the fact that the sine wave is a particular
example of it may not be instantly obvious. The
only effect of a multiplier such as a in (6) is to vary
the steepness of the curve in Fig. 2. At least, that
is true of any ""real"
real " number. But let us make the
exponent (i.e., the index or power) ""imaginary"
imaginary"
by prefixing it with j. To make it more general we
can put in a multiplier or coefficient; w is most used
because, although it could stand for any parameter,
f,
in practice we are interested in the cycle frequency /,
Fig. 2. Graph of e'et
plotted against t.
It has the unique
property that the
slope of the curve
detjdt) at any
(i.e.,
(/.e.,de'/d£)
point on it is equal
et.
to
to its own value, e'.
or (to simplify it mathematically) the radian frew. And so we have the much-used
= ui.
24 3=
quency 2tt/"
expression eeiwt.
'"'1.
At first sight this looks complete nonsense. But
in " e " (April 1960) I showed that we were not
forced to accept it in blind faith as an arbitary
symbol to convey a certain meaning; we could logiotherwjse,
cally arrive at that meaning graphically or otherwise,
using ordinary mathematical processes. It would
take too long 3to4 go through it all again, so I'll just
repeat that eeiwt
™ is a quantity represented by the
1/!!!!. In effect, then, it is a
polar co-ordinates · 1/iS
wj27T
spoke, one unit long, rotating at the rate of cu/2tt
w radians per second, as
revolutions per second, or oi
indicated in Fig. 3.
The connection between this and sine waves is
now clear, because the projection of such a spoke
real " axis ·represents
on the " real"
represents by its length the
wt attained by it after any time t,
cosine of the angle cut
and its projection on the ""imaginary"
imaginary" axis is
wt. This is expressed by Euler's
similarly sin cut.
identity;
identity:
in wt . . . . . . . . (7)
e;n)t = cos wt + jj ssin
(7)
eiwt=cos
The anticlockwise rotation in Fig. 3 signifies by
mathematical convention an ' increasing positive
is represented
angle. So an increasing negative anglejajt
by clockwise rotation, implied by ee-iwt.. In Fig. 4
both are shown together, and obviously
e-3o>t=cos cut
(8)
wt . . . . . . . . (8)
sin wt
- jj sin
wt —
e-iwt=cos
spokes " vectorially by
Adding these two " spokes"
" completing the parallelogram ", and then dividing
by 2, or doing the equivalent by solving the simultaneous equations (7) and (8), we get
Qjcot
j ^—J
co i
e-iwt
eiwt +
. . . . . . . . (9)
COS cut
wt =
·cos
2

........ (10)

2j

By applying (6) to these we get
.
d
wt
Sln cut
- <jw> sin
= —
-— cos wt =

(11)

dt

~ sin wt =

af
aAeat . . . . . . . . . . (6)
= aAe

from which follows

e-iwt

elwt -

sin wt =

w cos wt ............ (12)

Lots of people who have never got so far as (9)
and (10), or even e, may be quite familiar with (11)
anq
directly,
and (12), which can quite easily be found
3 4
without bringing in the rather occult eeiwt.
" . Was this
invented just to look clever?
Well, if you try using (11) and (12) to solve a
start-I think
equation-(3) will do for a start—I
differential equation—(3)
you will find the direct and simple approach not so
easy after all, even with the sinusoidal waveform.
The apparently more involved route via exponentials not only covers a wider variety of signal forms;
it is simpler to apply and more effective.
This is not a textbook on the subject, so I'll only
outline the process. You rewrite the equation in
exponential form. The obvious thing is to use
(9) or (10) as it stands, substituting the double
exponential for the usual cos or sin form of current
and voltage. But while that would be perfectly
correct, there is a simpler way. The (9) and (10)
form may suggest to us the upper and lower sidebands in a radio transmission, each limited to half
the amplitude of the carrier wave. Just as it was
realized
realized·that either sideband contains all the informato transmit both,
tion, making it uneconomical
3aj4
so it has been found that one eejwt,, as a unit " phasor",
multiplied by the peak value of voltage or current,
sufficiently represents the sinusoidal signal throughout the working, and there is no difficulty in interpreting the final result.3tu4
3104
d 2i/dt 2
j wiejwt,
dijdt becomes jojle
Iejwt,, di/dt
So zi becomes Ie
, dH/dt"
3 14
3 4
Ieiwtjjw
dt becomes le
fi dr
(jw)22 I eejwt,
becomes (j^)
" , and JV
" /)"3
be).
need
(plus a constant of integration if
(4), since
Applying this to (3), for example, we get (4),
c3<"' cancels out. So now, provided we can handle j,
eiwt
+j
/

'

/

/

/

/

""

I

'

'\
\

I

\

I

\

|>jj sin
wt
sin (sdt

I
I
I

\

I

I

I
I

'-----v-------'

-II

cos

I

wt

\

+I

I

\

\

I

\

I

I

\
\

I

\

"' '

I

/
/
/

"-- .....

---

//

-j

. Fig. 3. If the exponent t is multiplied by an "imaginary"
found to generate
quantity, say ja>,
jw, the exponential function is found
sinusoidal waves.
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+j
......

''

",,,
I]

I \ '
I . . ',
sin (tit \' ,
I jsinWt
'
I
\\I
'

\

I

.oaf |

l cos
l-j sin (jot

',

^
/

/
/
/
/

------j
and
e;wt and
into e'""
up into
split up
be split
can be
wt con
Fig. 4. How 22 cos cut
F/g.
its conjugate, e-Jwt.

of
extension of
slight extension
than aa slight
more than
we have nothing more
differenavoiding differenof avoiding
way of
one way
is one
Ohm's law. And that is
someone's
of someone's
results of
the results
equation s-by .using
tial equations—by
using the
familiar
are familiar
who are
people who
Many people
pioneer efforts. Many
and
j wL and
reactances, j<uL
capacitive reactances,
inductive and capacitive
with inductive
along
Club along
Impedanc e Club
the Impedance
/j wC, as members of the
11/jcoC,
a.c.
do a.c.
can do
and can
R, and
member, R,
with the sole founder member,
of
unaware of
are unaware
basis, are
that basis,
on that
calculations on
circuit calculations
be
may be
They may
it. They
into it.
came into
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/j a,w parts
differenthe differenof the
traces of
are traces
they are
that they
surprised to find that
solving
in solving
involved in
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integratin g processes
tiating and integrating
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by means
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differential equations
circuital differential
impressive!)
most impressive!)
(Sounds most
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which
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terms of
in terms
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necessary when
is necessary
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differentiating
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short,
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changes this
(1)) changes
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that isis how
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differential equation
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the simple
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be replaced by
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any
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another in
and another
voltage and
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current or
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is given
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constants.
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and C
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variable and
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circuit
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The
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of the
solution of
the solution
in the
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order.
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ones)
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even better
and even
other and
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For the reason (among
calcuto calcueasy to
relatively easy
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has
shape has
particular shape
this particular
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electrical
of electrical
branches of
all branches
in all
common in
become so common
contrary
the contrary
unless the
assumed unless
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use is
technology
technolog y that its use
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proficient in
become proficient
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whole applied voltage is busy driving current through
R. We note again that it is 70.7% of the peak v.
Because the current is at its peak this is obviously the
peak voltage across R. The fact that it is equal to
to
the peak voltage across L
L (quarter of a cycle earlier)
is of course a result of our having chosen for simplicity to make resistance and reactance equal.
If we had happened to switch on at tt22,, the conditions just described, and shown in Fig. 5(a), couldn't
possibly have come into existence at once. An
;nstantaneous
Instantaneous rise in current from zero to peak value
would necessitate an infinitely large applied voltage.
In actual fact the situation is momentarily the same
t 1 • In order to provide the right amount of
as at r,.
opposition to the applied voltage there must be
growth of current in L
L equal to that shown at tt1x•.
But instead of the voltage rising, as at tD it is
is falling.
falling.
So the rise of current is short-lived.
Without working out the differential equation in
full (and unless you have done it before, or are a
mathematical genius, that takes time) you might
think it hopeless to try to determine exactly how the
current varies from t 2 on, when that is the switchclosing moment. Presumably in time it catches up
and swings into regular phase relationship with the
voltage, like a late arrival joining a marching column;
but how long does it take?
.
There is no need for either a display of mathematical erudition or a furrowed brow, if we are
familiar with the well-known build-up and die-away
curves in LR and CR circuits, and remember that
because the circuit is linear the principle of supersuperposition holds. That is to say, the total current due
to two or more causes operating at the same time is
equal to the sum of the currents due to the causes
separately. Our second choice of switching time
can be put on the.
the same footing as the first if we
imagine that the current had previously been brought
up to peak value by a battery equal in voltage to that
of the a.c. supply at tt„.2 • In effect, then, two sources
are switched simultaneously. ·One
One is v, which
(because the initial current, due to the other source,
source.
i

(a.)

(b)

(c)

t

1\
t, \J\Jt
h

I

Fig. 6. The current
current curve
curve (c)
(c) when Fig.
Fig. 5(b)
5(b) isis switched
switched on
on at
at
t=t
t=t22 can be found by subtracting a transient (b)
(fa) from
from the
the
"regular" waveform (a).

,.
m

im., R

Fig. 7. The transient shown
in Fig. 6(b) can be generated
in this circuit by closing the
switch.

EI

L

is iirnax)
max) establishes steady-state Fig. 5(a) conditions
at once, as shown separately in Fig. 6(a). The other
is a d.c. source causing a sudden reduction in applied
voltage from v
Vrna
xll^/2 to zero. This has the usual
max
exponential die-away form, determined solely by
the initial and final current values Cim'!x
(im„x and 0
respectively) and the time constant of the circuit,
= wL, it is L/
L/m
L/R. In this example, where R ==:=
w L, ==
1/cow =
1/2 it/ =
— -r/2rr,
r/27T, where
is the
the duration
duration of
of one
one
1/
= 1/2rr/
where -rr is
cycle. So at this fraction of a cycle after tr22 the trantranimaJe, == 0.37irnax'
0.37imax> and we can plot it
sient current is irnaxfe,
and sketch the curve,
curve. Fig. 6(b
6(b).
).
Fig. 6(a) being the total current if there had indeed
been both sources, and (b) the current due to the
the
fictitious source alone, the current due to vv alone,
which is what we actually get, is (a) minus (b),
shown at (c).
In this example the transient is very transient and
normal service is soon established. But if R
R were
much smaller relative to L, the tinie
time constant and
therefore the transient would be correspondingly
longer. Of course, theoretically they are all infinitely
long, but for practical purposes the transient
transient is
negligible after about 5 time constants. If
If R
R were
zero, the transient
ttansient corresponding to Fig. 6(b) would
be continuous d.c. and the current due to the wholly
alternating voltage would never alternate !1
The starting amplitude of the transient is equal to
what the current should have been (according
(according to
Fig. 5) at the moment of switching on, and the time
taken to die away to a given percentage of that
amplitude depends only on the ratio of LL to R.
So it is easy enough to adapt Fig. 6 for any other
switching phase, and all without anything to do with
differential equations.
Or is it? I have been ticked off before for
for seeming
to frighten people away from maths by creating for
for
it what is nowadays called the wrong image. And
now my title is a wide-open invitation to a further
further
reproof. But, like film titles, mine is a misleading
one, just to get people inside. This is the moment
to reveal that, just as lots of people run reactances
rapidly off their slide rules, untroubled by a single
thought of the differential-equation particular ··inteintegrals responsible for the forms being wL and 1/wC,
1/mC,
so thousands of ex-radar-mechs. know all about
currents and voltages building up and dying away
to the extent of 37% in L/R or CR seconds, without
realizing that this information is th~
the complementaryfunction part of the solution of the differential
equation for the circuit concerned.
·
A circuit to produce the transient part only of
Fig. 6(c) could be as shown in Fig. 7, where E is
imax through R+r. I have included
sufficient to pass imax
feelings of the
r solely out of consideration for the feelings
battery when the switch is closed in order to generate
the transient. It takes no part in that process in so
R and L.
far as it concerns our original circuit, R
From the time tr == 0, at which the switch is closed,
the situation in the closed circuit comprising R
R and LL

v2
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is expressed by this differential equation, based on
law:
Kirchhoff's voltage law;
di
.
tR + Ldt = 0 . . ... . . . ....(13)
(13)

at
plus the information that i == imax
imax at t = 0. (13) can
be rearranged as
R.
di
-Cit=
df
~ LZ
If we turn back to eqn. (6) which is a quite general
on the calculus, we see
result, proved in any book
a
Aeat' being represented by i,
it is identical in form, Ac
and aa by -— R/L. So we conclude that i, the transient
current in Fig. 7, is specified by
= Ae -(RtL)t
i =
To find what A is, we0fill in the known value of ii
To
= Ae 0 =
at rt =
= A.
= 0, viz., iimax
max =
And because L/R is what we call the circuit time
constant, T, the final form of our equation is
— T
i^ =
t /T
= itimaxe"maar'e ^/
If
we
plot
i
against
t
according
to this equation
lf
we get Fig. 6(b
6(b),
), just the same as if we followed the

- r.z

by the radar instructor to other
rules handed out bv
ranks (officers are supposed to solve the differential
ranks
equation).
This is such a very easy differential equation that
it can be done as shown, making use of the standard
form given here as (6), from any list of differential
coefficients. In less simple circuits this procedure
wouldn't work, but there is a more generally available
one which does, and incidentally is another way of
dodging differential equations. In one formform—
zeros-we have already been using it.
poles and zeros—we
We obviously have several loose ends left to be
We
woven into the fabric, and I can visualize the Editor,
like the judge in " Perry Mason ", looking anxiously
at his watch or its equivalent (an electronic computer
that tots up the number of printed pages it will run
to?) and asking how much longer I'm going to be.
When I tell him, he'll certainly call for an adjournment; for one thing, we've still not got around to
those odder exponential signal forms. Meanwhile,
if you're new to all this you might care to amuse
yourself by working out exactly what happens when
5(b) is opened at some moment
the switch in Fig. S(b)
when current is flowing.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL
' WORK

OF THE U.l.T.
U.J.T. AND ITS CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES

THE opening in May of the new Headquarters of the
International Telecommunication Union in Geneva by
U-Thant, the acting secretary-general of the United
Nations, affords an opportunity to review the work of
U.I.T.-to use the initials of its French title.
the U.l.T.—to
Founded in 1865 as the International Telegraph Union
by twenty States, its title was changed to the present
one in 1932 and its members now total 117. The
purposes of the Union as defined in the Convention are
—" to maintain and extend international co-operation for
-"to
the improvement and rational use of telecommunication
of all kinds; to promote the development of technical
facilities and their most efficient operation with a view
to improving the efficiency of telecommunication services, increasing their usefulness and making them, so
far as possible, generally available to the public; and to
harmonize the actions of nations in the attainment of
those common ends."
The four ""permanent
permanent organs" of the Union are the
General Secretariat, the International Frequency Registration Board, the International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (C.C.I.T.T.) and the International Radio Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.). The
General Secretariat is responsible for organizing the
Plenipotentiary Conference (the supreme authority
which meets every five years or so) and is the liaison
between the telecommunications administrations of the
member countries. It is at this conference that the
International Telecommunication Convention and the
regulations governing the operation of the radio, telephone and telegraph services throughout the world are
revised. The last Plenipotentiary Conference was held
in Geneva in 1959 and the next is p'anned for 1965 (the
Union's centenary year) in Switzerland.
The I.F.R.B., created in 1947 at the Atlantic City conference, consists of eleven " independent radio experts "
Wireless World,
]ULY
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(all from different countries) who are elected at an
Administrative Radio Conference. The work of the
board consists primarily of investigating and substantiating claims to the use of specific frequencies by member countries. It it is found that the use of the frequency will not cause harmful interference to other
£s then recorded on the Master International
stations, it is
Frequency Register. Some idea of the work involved
will be gained from the fact that an average of 1,700
frequency assignment notices are received by the board
each
ea~h week. Another major task of the I.F.R.B. is the
preparation of the seasonal h.f. broadcasting schedules.
Since 1957 the C.C.I.T.T. has taken the place of
two consultative committees, one covering telegraphy
and the other telephony. This committee and the
C.C.I.R., set up in 1927, study (through special study
groups) and issue recommendations on the technical
and operating problems in their respective fields.
All members of the I.T.U. can participate in the
work of these consultative committees together with
representatives of certain organizations operating telecommunication services, as for instance the marine radio
companies and broadcasting organizations. Each consultative committee holds a plenary assembly every
years-the last such C.C.I.R. meeting was held
few years—the
in Los Angeles in 1959 and the next is scheduled for
January 1963 in New Delhi.
With the advent of space communication, the Union
is faced with a new responsibility and is calling a special
conference in 1963 to go into the question of techniques
and regulations.
Information on the Union's work is given in the
Information
monthly Telecommunication Journal which is now available in separate English, French and Spanish editions
from the I.T.U. headquarters, Place des Nations,
Geneva, Switzerland.
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CHARACTERISTICS
TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS
ING TRANSISTOR
PLOTTING
PLOTT
SIMPLE EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL GUIDANCE FOR THE STUDENT USING SIMPLE

N*
FERGUSON*
By A. T. FERGUSO

THE

1 HE introduction of transistors into the syllabus
syllabus
and
for examinations will result in many schools and
charthe charcolleges performing experiments whereby the
A
acteristics of a transistor may be determined. A
literamanufacturer s' literasearch through text-books and manufacturers'
of
ture will give general information about methods of
valveprocedure but, with one exception, little detail; valvedemand
voltmeters are mentioned at random and the demand
The
for these must give great joy in many quarters. The
method described here shows how the different
that
characteristics may be obtained with equipment that
The
laboratory. The
is normally available in a school laboratory.
experiments
objective is to enable students to conduct experiments
principles
understandin g of the principles
that will lead to an understanding
to
involved in the application of the transistor; this is to
be done with equipment that the student is already
of
types of
familiar with and understands. The obvious types
most
transistor to use initially are those that are most
readily available, and low power audio frequency
emitter
transistors are most suitable. Common emitter
operation only is considered here but the methods
configurations .
outlined can be readily applied to other configurations.

~+~z
"Yz

Rz

t

i.z

p

v

1
Rl

"Yo

i.l

circuit.
Fig. 3. Principle of slide wire circuit.

charactervoltage/curre nt characterMeter Resistance: For voltage/current
shown
as shown
istics of a valve the circuit used is arranged as
drop
volts drop
in Fig. 1. With normal instruments the volts
across the milliammeter is negligible in comparison
rnA

Fig. 4.

Circui~ for valve characteristic measurement.
Fig. I.I. Circuit

-Io·sV

collector
high collector
at high
Measurement of output characteristic at
Fig. 2. Meosuremenf
voltages, using ordinary potentiometer.

Practical circuit using slide wire.

the
with the voltage indicated on the voltmeter. In the
method
and aa method
so and
case of transistors this is no longer so
of
of correction has to be applied. The magnitude of
of
the correction is determined from the resistance of
just
the current meter and it is desirable to know just
what this is. The range of currents to be measured
characteristic s will vary
for the different transistor characteristics
rnA for the type
from a few microamps to about 10 mA
of transistor considered here. The resistance of aa
0-250/iA
0-250"'A instrument is generally about 300 ohms,
whereas if a multi-range instrument is used . the
resistance will be much greater. For example, an
Avometer Model 8 has a resistance of 2,500 ohms on
0-SO"'A
the range 0-50
^A and 1,700 ohms on the range
0-250/(A.
0-250f.'A. The resistance of a 0-10mA instrument
will be between 3 and 15 ohms; again, for comparison,
an Avometer Model 8 has on this range an internal
resistance of 50 ohms; the Model 7, 10 ohms. The
the
resistance of the meter in no way interferes with the
and Technical College.
Marine and
^Lecturer,
Shields Marine
South Shields
*Lecturer, South
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CONSTRUCTION LINES
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\

120mV

i

ib=-140f.LA

~- 8

-120f..LA

1-

:z
LLI
a:
a:

-IOOf.iA

~-

u

6

- BOf.iA

m

a:

0

B

characterFig. 5. (a) Output character·
istic. ''Load
"Load lines
lines"" allow
allow
for resistance of collector
collector
current milliammeter. (b)
(fa)
specimen set of readings at
at
/40,.,A base current.
MOfiA

-60f.LA

:j-4

8

msa
1
&
i

-40f.LA
-20f.LA

mam
0

-100

-200

Of.LA
-300

-700
-500
-700
-600
-400
CO-LLECTOR
VOLTAGE (mV)
(mV)
CO.LLECTOR VOLTAGE

-BOO
-800

-900

-1,000

(a)
(a)
VOLTAGE
COLLECTOR VOLTAGE
COLLECTOR
-1,000
-750 -1,000
-500 -750
-400 -500
-350 -400
-300 -350
-200 -250 -300
-175 -200
-ISO -175
-100 -125 -150
-75 -100
-so -75
-25 -50
-25
(mV)
(mV)

COLLECTOR
COLLECTOR
CURRENT
(mA)
CURRENT (mA)
Xb^-IAOAtA
i.b=-140,UA

-8-66
-s·5 -8'
' 4 -8'4
-8 ·3 -8
-7'9 -8
-8-4
-8'4 -8-5
-6·8 -7-9
-6·2 -6-8
-5·4 -6-2
-8-2·2 -8-5
-4'6 -5-4
-I·B -2-6
- 3'6 -4-6
-o·s -1-8
-2'6 -3-6
-0'8
(b)

sloping~ voltage lines and horizontal
horizontal current
current lines.
lines.
accuracy of the results
results but
but itit must
must be
be known.
known. If
Ifitit isis sloping
have been
been drawn
drawn the
the pencil
pencil
not indicated on the instrument
instrument itit must
must be
be measured.
measured. When the characteristics have
construction lines may be
be erased,
erased, but
but itit isis aa good
good
of these
these indicated
indicated at
at some
some
Output Characteristics, 11 to
to 10
10 Volt
Volt Range:
Range: idea to leave the slope of
in many
many cases
cases to
to disregard
disregard
The circuit used is shown
shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 2.
2. If
If aa high
high point. It will be possible in
plot the
the co-ordinates
co-ordinates directly.
directly.
resistance voltmeter, say
say 20,000
20,000 ohms
ohms per
per volt,
volt, isis the correction and plot
this isis so
so can
can be
be determined
determined by
by
used it will be connected
connected across
across A'
A' A".
A". In·
In these
these Whether or not this
line and
and considering
considering the
the
circumstances the meter,
meter, V,
V, will
will not
not be
be required,
required, as
as drawing one construction line
by it.
it.
the emitter-collector voltage
voltage is
is indicated
indicated directly,
directly, no
no amount of correction indicated by
correction being necessary. If
If aa 1,000
1,0000./V
O/V meter
meter isis
to 1I Volts.
Volts. To
To obtain
obtain
used it will be connected as
as shown
shown and
and the
the procedure
procedure Output Characteristics, 00 to
low voltages a slide-wire potentiometer
potentiometer isis used.
used. The
The
· is as follows.
potentiometers supplied
supplied to
to schools
schools are
are
The readings of collector
collector current
current for
for different
different bridges and potentiometers
24 s.w.g.
s.w.g. wire,
wire, which
which has
has aa
values of collector voltage
voltage are
are tabulated
tabulated for
for given
given normally fitted with 24
ohms per
per metre,
metre, so
so that
that
values of base current,
current, including
including the
the open-circuit
open-circuit resistance of approximately 2 ohms
the bridge
bridge the
the current
current will
will be
be
base condition. Axes with
with convenient
convenient scales
scales are
are with one volt across the
Referring to
to Fig.
Fig. 3,
3, PP isis the
the
prepared on graph paper and
and each
each point
point along
along the
the approximately 500mA. Referring
slide-wire potentiometer,
potentiometer, RR,1 and
and
abscissa corresponding to aa voltage
voltage at
at which
which current
current sliding contact on a slide-wire
the resistance
resistance between
between PP and
and
was measured is marked; from
from each
each of
of these
these points
points aa R2 being the values of the
line with a · slope equivalent
potentiometer.
equivalent to
to the
the resistance
resistance of
of the
the the ends of the potentiometer.
pencil. This
This should
should be
be
milliammeter is drawn in pencil.
V =
(i)1 + if2)R2
= i^R,
2)R 2
1R 1 + (i
done by laying off one line
line accurately
accurately and
and drawing
drawing the
the
■vT'o0 =~ it'lRl
others parallel to it; it
1R 1
it should
should take
take about
about two
two minutes
minutes
to do this. The co-ordinates
co-ordinates are
are marked
marked off
off along
along
:J1 + i 2)R 2
V _ i + (i
.• Y_
- ■
=
i' 1iR
· · vVq0 - 1 +
1^1I
V_
^
Ra
/
ii
+ i 2)
V _ 11 = R2 1 :vVo0
Ri \ zlh )
RI
V t'o
Rs2 /t'l1 +
T i2)
7at
v 0 _ vt'a2 _ R
. VR -z-.;- · · -v-" fo0
f0o R-A
H1 '
1
Hence, if ii,1 is large in
in comparison
comparison with
with ii2t, , vv,,0 isis
\ v
m
practically proportional to
to the
the length
length of
of wire
wire comcomIf the bridge
prising R
Ri.
bridge isis rewired
rewired with
with 20
20 s.w.g.
s.w.g.
1•
of approximately
approximately 1.4
1.4 AA
constantan wire a current of
volt across
across one
one metre
metre of
of wire,
wire,
is needed for one volt
and the accuracy of the voltage
voltage indication
indication in
in these
these
compare favourably
favourably with
with that
that
circumstances will compare
valve-voltmeter. For
For very
very low
low voltage
voltage
obtained on a valve-voltmeter.
measurements the voltage across
across the
the wire
wire isis reduced.
reduced.
for input
input characteristic
characteristic measurement.
measurement.
Fig. 6. Circuit for

(i

(i
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Fig. 7. (a) Input characteristic. "Load lines " allow
for resistance of base
current microammeter. (b)
Specimen set of readings.

5

BASE VOLTAGE (mV)
O)
BASE
BASE CURRENT
CURRENT
(f.l-A)
(M)
BASE
BASE VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE
(mV)

Ii

-I -2
-o·s —I
o·s 00 -0'5
-2 -4
-4 -6
-8 -10
-6 -8
0'75 0'5
-10 -12
-12 -14-14 -18
-18 -22
-25
-22 -25

00

-30 -50
-6S -75:-85
-so -65
-98 -120
-7S -85 -98
-30
-ISO -162
-120 -137
-IH -150
-162 -173
-183 -199
-199 -2141-228
-173 -183
-214 -228

(b)

The sliding contact must be arranged so that
that it
it
cannot be detached from the potentiometer.
The circuit is illustrated in Fig. 4. A lead-acid
lead-acid
accumulator is used for the supply as this would
would
normally be available in a school laboratory,
laboratory, and
and
it provides a source that is free from fluctuation.
Before readings are taken the resistance of
of the
milliammeter is noted and a table is prepared for
the observations.
Readings of collector current
current
are taken for different values of base current,
current, the
the
collector circuit voltage being set at one value and
and
th n altered after the range of base currents has
has
been covered. In this way the number of
of adjustadjustments necessary to obtain a set of readings isis reduced.
The voltage across the potentiometer is maintained
maintained
by adjustment of the variable series resistor,
resistor, the
the
voltage would generally be kept at one volt
volt but
but
can be reduced to cover very low voltages.
Fig. 5(a) shows a group of characteristics obtained
obtained
in the manner described; the resistance of
of the
the
milliammeter used was 12 ohms and, consequently,
the voltage drop across it with a 10 mA
rnA current
current
would
wJuld be 120 mV. This gives the slope of the
the
construction lines which are shown. To clarify
clarify
the method, the readings noted for a base current
current
of 140 fiA
p.A are given in Fig. 5(b).
In the circumstances where the collector voltage
voltage
is zero,
zero the collector being effectively connected
connected
to the emitter,
~mitter, a small reverse collector current
current will
will
flow. This current will become smaller as
as the
the
collector voltage is increased, and will be zero
zero with
with
a collector voltage of about 8 millivolts. Increasing
the collector voltage thereafter results in aa collector
collect~r
current in the normal direction. Because of
of this
thts
effect the characteristics do not pass through the
the
origin, but the extent by which they do not
not may
may be
be
too small to be indicated on some of the scales
scales
used when plotting the characteristics.

Transfer Characteristic: The information
information required

to plot this is obtained from
from the
the output
output characteristic
characteristic
curves by reading off the
th.e corresponding
corresponding values
values of
of
base and collector current for a fixed
fixed value
value of
of
collector voltage.
Input Characteristic: This is taken with
with the
the
circuit shown in Fig. 6, the collector voltage
voltage being
being
kept at —4.5
-4.5 volts. The base current
current will
will undergo
undergo
a reversal and it will be found convenient
convenient to
to employ
employ
a "reverse
" reverse movement
" switch on
movement"
on the
the meter,
meter, or
or aa
centre-zero instrument.
The resistance of the
microammeter is noted and the readings of base
base
current are tabulated
tabuJated for differing values
values of
of base
base
circuit voltage as the latter is increased from
from zero.
zero.
After suitably scaled axes have
Mter
have been
been chosen
chosen conconstruction lines are drawn from the voltage axis, the
the
slope of the lines corresponding to
to the
the internal
internal
resistance of the microammeter, and current values
are plotted along these; the result
result is
is shown
shown in
in
Fig. 7.
Television Engineering. Volume Four. General
Circuit Techniques (2nd edition) by
by S.
S. W.
W. Amos,
Amos,
B.Sc. (Hons.),
D. C.
B.Sc.
(Hans.), A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., and
and~C. Birkinshaw,
~irkinsp.~w, M.B.E.,
M.B.E.,
M.A., M.I.E.E This B.B.C. engineering-training
engmeenng-trammg manual
manual
deals with the circuit techniques used
used in
in television,
television, both
both
from the points of view of
of specialized
specialized video-frequency
video-frequency
work and the timebase
timebase side.
side. Since
Since publication
publication of
of the
the
first edition in 1958 development has occurred
occurred in
in the
the
circuits used, particularly in the line-timebase
line-timebase stage,
stag~, and,
~nd,
to keep pace with this advance
advance the
the authors
authors. have
have revised
rev1~ed
their book. In particular, the chapter on line-deflection
hne-deflectton
circuitry has been extensively modified
modified to
to bring
bring itit up
up
to date and changes have also been made
made in
in the
the sections
sections
dealing with counter circuits
circuits and
and frequency
freque~cy division,
division,
delay lines and field-scan output
output stages.
stages. With
Wlth ten
ten more
more
pages (278) than the previous edition, the
.the second
second edition
edition
still costs 35s (36s 2d by post). Published,
Pubhshed, by
by arrangearrangement with the B.B.C., by Iliffe Books Ltd.,
Ltd., Dorset
Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l.
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Nands and Nors and Sheffer Strokes
Nands

and

Nors

and
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CIRCUITS
NAMING STATIC SWITCHING CIRCUITS
I.R.E .
A.M.Brit. i.r.e.
A.M.I.E.E., a.m.Brit,
C.G.I.A., a.m.i.e.e.,
By J. F. YOUNG, c.g.i.a.,

of
number of
confusing number
AT
I\T the present time a confusing
electronics
the electronics
in the
strange new words is appearing in
NOR
like, ""When
literature, producing riddles like,
When isis aa NOR
like
Problems like
NAND!". Problems
NOR?-When it's a NAND!
not a NOR?—When
which
problems which
real problems
very real
this are no joke, they are very
transistor
of transistor
field of
expanding field
arise in the rapidly expanding
seem
circuits seem
old circuits
for old
static switching. New names for
of ""A
principle of
the principle
on the
coined on
at first sight to be coined
A
doubt
no doubt
are no
there are
While there
name". While
rose by any other name
are
they are
mix-up, they
present mix-up,
very good reasons for the present
understand
to understand
easy to
not easy
is not
it is
Since it
not too clear. Since
into ininteresting to
why there is such confusion, itit isis interesting
about.
come about.
vestigate how it has come
the
of the
expansion of
the expansion
In the post-war ·years, with the
became
engineers became
electronic engineers
computer industry, electronic
and
OR and
AND, OR
like AND,
words like
accustomed to turning words
exactly aa
not exactly
was not
this was
Now this
NOT into circuitry. Now
telephone
years telephone
some years
new process, because for some
in
lines in
similar lines
along similar
engineers had been thinking along
Eleccircuits. Elecswitching circuits.
the design of their relay switching
mainly
computers mainly
in computers
used in
tronic circuitry was being used
relithe relias the
However, as
because relays were too slow. However,
many
improved, many
equipment improved,
ability of electronic equipment
be
might be
whether itit might
engineers began to wonder whether
even
relays even
replace relays
to replace
electronics to
worth while using electronics
industrial
as industrial
such as
for low-speed applications, such
abthe abbe the
would be
advantage would
switching. The chief advantage
called
became called
idea became
the idea
sence of moving parts, hence the
conis, constill is,
and still
vyas, and
"Static
" Static Switching". There was,
or
whether or
of whether
question of
on the question
siderable controversy on
this
while this
but while
while, but
worth while,
not static switching is worth
increasing
in increasing
used in
being used
continues static switching is being
installations.
numbers of industrial installations.

Systems
Switching Systems
History of Static Switching
ammagnetic amused magnetic
switching used
static switching
Early forms of static
amplifiers
magnetic amplifiers
since magnetic
types, since
plifiers of various types,
in
and in
military and
in military
both in
reliability both
had proved their reliability
ammagnetic amUnfortunately, magnetic
industrial applications. Unfortunately,
static
that static
so that
produce, so
to produce,
plifiers are expensive to
times
three times
or three
two or
cost two
to cost
switching schemes tended to
was
It was
schemes. It
relay schemes.
equivalent relay
as much as their equivalent
unit,
of unit,
types of
different types
of different
usual to have a number of
logilimited logicertain limited
performing certain
each type capable of performing
of
types of
differing types
of differing
cal operations. The number of
increase
to increase
helped to
produced helped
unit which had to be produced
production costs.
switchstatic switchamplifier static
. At the time when magnetic amplifier
becoming
was becoming
ing was first spreading, the transistor
transistor was
the
of the
reliability of
the reliability
As the
proposition. As
a commercial proposition.
that
realized that
engineers realized
proved, engineers
transistor began to be proved,
being
of being
promise of
showed promise
here was a device which showed
reliasize, reliasmall size,
The small
useful for static switching. The
brought
transistors brought
of transistors
bility and low (and falling) cost of
systems
switching systems
transistor static switching
hope of producing transistor

schemes.
having advantages over magnetic
amplifier schemes.
magnetic amplifier
which
company which
the company
that the
It is interesting to note here that
amplimagnetic amplicommercial magnetic
had produced the first commercial
first
the first
introduced the
fier static switching units
later introduced
units later
magall-transistor scheme. While changing
from magchanging from
the
at the
desirable at
was desirable
it was
transistors it
netic amplifiers to transistors
types
different types
of different
number of
same time to reduce the number
was
This was
manufactured. This
of unit which had to be manufactured.
sysNOR
the
of
introduction
accomplished
by
the
introduction
of
the
NOR
system1, which went to the extreme
only
requiring only
by requiring
extreme by
tem\
all
perform all
to perform
unit to
of unit
type of
combinations of one type
logical functions.
and
resistors and
only resistors
The circuit of a NOR unit using only
decircuit isis deThe circuit
1. The
a transistor is shown in Fig. 1.
taken
inputs isis taken
the inputs
of the
·orie of
signed so that if any -one
even
conduct even
will conduct
transistor will
the transistor
sufficiently negative, the
zero
the zero
to the
if all of the other inputs are
connected to
are connected
to
connected to
are connected
inputs are
the inputs
of the
line. If, however, all of
colits coland its
off and
cut off
will cut
the zero line, the transistor will
negative
regard aa negative
we regard
if we
Now if
lector will be negative. Now
transistor
the transistor
that the
say that
can say
voltage as a signal, we can
none
only ifif none
collector only
its collector
at its
gives a (negative) signal at
In
applied. In
signal applied.
(negative) signal
of the inputs have a (negative)
only ifif
obtained only
is obtained
signal is
other words, an output signal
input
have input
NOR ee have
NOR dd NOR
neither a NOR b NOR c NOR
NOR
name NOR
the name
of the
use of
the use
signals. The reason for the
of
design of
correct design
By correct
for the circuit is now obvious. By
coltransistor colthat aa transistor
arranged that
the circuit it can be arranged
inputs
the inputs
feed the
to feed
output to
sufficient output
lector can provide sufficient
used
be used
can be
units can
the units
that the
of several other units, so that
in combination.
NOR
the NOR
of the
versatility of
A simple illustration of the versatility
NOR
the NOR
is the
which is
2b, which
Fig. 2b,
arrangement is given in Fig.
Here itit
2a. Here
Fig 2a.
of Fig
circuit of
relay circuit
equivalent of the relay
C isis
button C
when button
output when
an output
is required to produce an
buttons.
or BB buttons.
A or
either A
time as either
pressed at the same time
butboth butuntil both
persist until
to persist
The output signal is then to
NOR
The NOR
simultaneously. The
Bare
are pressed simultaneously.
tons A and B

OUTPUT

INPUTS

c

-'V'v'V'v-

t-1<>----..--t

d-vvvv-

Fig. I.
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b!
H

Ai/

c

/j tLX

/

1

A
1

.

i =1

A
^

i
2

c.2
.
(a)

,--

~

'------+

'------ +

OFF

'----- --+

OUT PUT

ON

'----- --+

an
produces an
which produces
circuit which
Fig. 2(a) Relay circuit
the
at the
pressed at
C isis pressed
output when button C
The
buttons. The
or BB buttons.
A or
same time as either A
buttons
both buttons
output signal then persists until both
(b)
simultaneously. (fa)
A
A and 6B are
ore pressed simultaneously,
cirrelay cirTransistor
equivalentt of the relay
Transistor NOR equivalen
multilettering, multithe lettering,
In the
2(a). In
cuit of Fig. 2(d).
and
OK, and
plication indicates AND, addition OK,
small letters NOT.

(b)
'--------j-

OR,
AND, OR,
obtain AND,
to obtain
1,1sed to
be used
to be
units can be seen to
functions.
MEMO RY functions.
NOT and MEMORY
early
the early
in the
even in
introdu ced even
confusio n was introduced
A little confusion
was
it was
because' it
switchin g because
static switching
transist or static
days of transistor
used instead
were used
transist ors were
instead
realized that if n-p-n transistors
positive
using positive
NOR system
transist ors, a NOR
of p-n-p transistors,
system using
Howeve r,
result. However,
rather than negative signals would
would result.
rather;
events.
later events.
with later
ed with
compared
this was a minor problem compar

Alternative
Altern ative Names
1,
of Fig.
circuit of
use the
It is quite possible to use
the circuit
Fig. 1,
is
the collecto
when the
conditio n when
but to regard the condition
collectorr is
conFor conoutput signal.
produci ng an output
bottomed
signal. For
bottome d as producing
voltage
positive voltage
venience
venienc e this will be referred to as aa positive
conditio n
cut-off condition
the cut-off
differentiate it from the
signal to differentiate
think
collectorr voltage is negative
negative.. If
If we
we think
when the collecto
that
can see
we can
signals, we
in terms of these positive signals,
see that
of
one of
when one
only when
obtaine d only
(positive) output is obtained
a (positive)
positive signal,
with aa positive
supplie d with
the inputs is NOT supplied
signal,
In other
negative. In
is negative.
other
i.e., when one of the inputs is

there
if there
only if
obtaine d only
is obtained
output is
(positive) output
words, a (positive)
AND
at bb AND
AND at
at aa AND
input at
(positive) input
is NOT a (positive)
sometim es
has sometimes
circuit has
the circuit
reason, the
at c, etc. For this reason,
Uncircuit. UnNAND circuit.
or NAND
NOT-A ND or
been called a NOT-AND
same
the same
exactly the
is exactly
ely, the circuit diagram is
fortunately,
fortunat
being
difference being
only difference
the only
unit, the
as that of the NOR unit,
differThis differused. This
l " polarity of signal
" normal"
signal used.
the "norma
Yet
observer. Yet
the observer.
of the
mind of
the mind
ence exists only in the
same
to the
applied to
another name which has been applied
the
same
Sheffer
is "" Sheffer
signals32 is
circuit when used with positive signals
paper
of aa paper
author of
the author
Stroke " (after H. M. Sheffer, the
Stroke"
addiIn
1913).
in
ed
publish
algebras
on Boolean
published in 1913). In addihas
the circuit
tion, making matters more difficult
difficult,, the
circuit has
to
in order
upside- down in
es been drawn upside-down
sometimes
order to
sometim
p-n-p
with p-n-p
the top
termina ls at
at the
top with
have the positive terminals
transistors.
,
. .
rs.
transisto
circuit
one circuit
with one
dealing with
So far we have only been dealing
names
differen t names
which has been given several different
This
drawn).
depending
This
ng on how it was used (or drawn).
dependi
the
and
rs,
enginee
some
but
enough,
bad
be
would
some engineers, and the
have
them, have
of them,
one of
being one
writer must plead guilty to being
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c _ _,.._-<!
INPUTS c-.....
d--M
d■

INPUTS

OUTPUT

TransistorFig. 3. TransistorNOR/NAND"
diode
diode""NOR/NAND"
circuit.

0

'---- ---- +
There
circuit. There
differen t circuit.
to aa different
applied the same names to
use
the use
from the
gained from
be gained
to be
advanta ges to
are various advantages
to aa
inputs to
the inputs
at the
resistors at
than resistors
of diodes rather than
In
Fig. 3.3. In
in Fig.
shown in
as shown
circuit, as
switchin g circuit,
transistor
or switching
transist
collecto r
its collector
and its
off and
cuts off
transist or cuts
this case the transistor
(conpositive (coninput isis positive
one input
becomes
become s negative if any one
transist or
the transistor
otherwi se the
line), otherwise
nected to the zero line),
Conseq uently,
positive. Consequently,
is positive.
collecto r is
conductss and its collector
conduct
(positive)
signals, aa (positive)
positive signals,
of positive
if we think in terms of
(posino (posiare
there
if
only
d
obtaine
is
signal
output
is obtained only if there are no
circuit.
NOR circuit.
have aa NOR
we have
and we
tive) input signals, and
cirNAND circalled aa NAND
been called
also been
However,
r, Fig. 33 has also
Howeve
signals
negative signals
valid ifif negative
perfectl y valid
cuit, and this is perfectly
obtaine d
output isis obtained
(negative) output
are considered
conside red since aa (negative)
(negative).
present (negative).
are present
inputs are
the inputs
only if not all of the
an
as an
to as
referred to
been referred
also been
The same 3 circuit has also
this
of this
conside ration of
leave consideration
unie,, but we will leave
AND unit
upsidefirst upside3, first
Fig. 3,
redraw Fig.
now redraw
we now
until later. If we
trann-p-n tranusing n-p-n
but using
ways but
both ways
down and then in both
confusio n isis
the confusion
reversed , the
sistors with the diodes reversed,
complet e.
almost complete.

Logic
Polari ty Logic
le Polarity
Variable
Variab
because
complet e because
quite complete
not quite
The confusion
confusio n is not
action
the action
about the
thinking about
of thinking
way of
there is another way
the
includin g the
people, including
some people,
which some
of these circuits which
logical
designin g logical
when designing
useful when
writer, have found useful
been
has been
far, itit has
so far,
discussi on so
schemes.. In the discussion
schemes
either
signal, either
of signal,
polarity of
standar d polarity
assumedd that a standard
assume
through out aa
used throughout
be used
would be
negative , would
positive or negative,
conthe conconside red the
only considered
have only
given system. We have
posi(say posipolarity (say
particul ar polarity
ditions under which aa particular
inputs
the inputs
when the
output when
the output
at the
obtaine d at
tive) will be obtained
same
the same
have, the
to have,
not to
or not
have, or
to have,
conside red to
are considered
polarity
l" polarity
the ""norma
Once the
positive). Once
normal"
polarity (say positive).
function
logical function
the logical
selected, the
of signal has been selected,
circuit
of circuit
type of
given type
obtaine d from aa given
which will be obtained
which isis
logic which
the logic
determi ne the
will determine
is fixed, and this will
comusing comsystems using
complet e systems
used in the design of complete
in
think in
to think
decide to
we decide
If we
circuit. If
binations
bination s of that circuit.

-

INPUTS

+

AND —
NOR | AND

NOR

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

+
NAND 1 +
OR
OR | NAND

Left: Fig. 4. Matrix of
uses of circuit of Fig.
II in terms of input
polarities.
and output polarities.

Right: Fig. 6. Diode
"AND" circuit.

NAND

OR

AND

NOR

OUTPUT

INPUTS
INPUTS
- +

----+ ---+

HAND

OR
OR

NAND

NOR
NOR

AND

OUTPUT

AND

+

Matrix
Fig. 7. Matrix
Left: Fig.
for circuit of Fig. 6.

3
circuie,
AND circuit
an AND
as an
literatu re as
,
referred to in the literature
input
negative input
of negative
terms of
in terms
think in
we think
as indeed it is ifif we
signals.
and positive output signals.
comdesign comto design
unit to
of unit
type of
single type
When using a single
advanta sometim es advantasystems , itit isis sometimes
switchin g systems,
plete switching
fixed-po larity
the fixed-polarity
from the
mind from
geous to free one's mind
correct
the correct
for
arrange
to
and
thought
of
mode
and to arrange for the
OR
and OR
AND and
obtain AND
to obtain
order to
in order
polarity of inputs in
the
showing the
constru cted showing
is constructed
table is
s. If a table
functions.
function
polaritie s,
output polarities,
and output
input and
of input
uses of Fig. 11 in terms of
obtain :we obtain:—-

1
INPUT
INPUT
POLARITY
POLAR ITY

OUTPUT
T
OUTPU
POLARITY
POLAR ITY

NEGATIVE
NEGAT IVE
NEGATIVE
NEGAT IVE
POSITIVE
POSITI VE
POSITIVE
VE
POSITI

NEGATIVE
NEGAT IVE
POSITIVE
POSITI VE
NEGATIVE
IVE
NEGAT
POSITIVE
POSITI VE

----

INPUTS
IN PUTS
+
Right: Fig. 5.5. Matrix
for circuit of Fig. 3.

design
can design
we can
1, we
Fig. 1,
with Fig.
signals with
terms of negative signals
hand,
other hand,
the other
On the
logic. On
a system using NOR logic.
signals
positive signals
of positive
terms of
in terms
if we decide to think in
same
the same
design the
can design
we can
circuit, we
using the same circuit,
above,
mention ed above,
As mentioned
logic. As
system using NAND logic.
mind. ·
the mind.
in the
only in
differen ce exists only
the difference
these
accept these
to accept
essentia l to
all essential
Now it is not at all
sysdesignin g aa syswhen designing
thought when
restrictedd modes of thought
restricte
fix aa
Why fix
unit. Why
of unit.
type of
particul ar type
tem using a particular
sometim es
It sometimes
all? It
at all?
signal at
of signal
l" polarity of
"normal"
"norma
polaritie s
output polarities
and output
input and
simplifies
simplifies matters if the input
combin ation
What combination
e.g., "" What
differen t, e.g.,
are thought of as different,
".
output?".
positive output?
produce aa positive
will produce
of negative inputs will
conFig. 11 isis conof Fig.
circuit of
the circuit
if the
this, if
illustrat e this,
To illustrate
we
and we
signal, and
output signal,
positive output
sidered as giving a positive
siginput
negative
of
ation
combin
determine
what
combination
of
negative
input
sigwhat
ne
determi
(posithat aa (posiseen that
be seen
will be
nals will give an output, itit will
input
(negative) input
when aa (negative)
obtaine d when
tive) output is obtained
etc.,
to c,c, etc.,
OR to
to bb OR
OR to
either aa OR
to either
signal is applied to
other
the other
On the
circuit. On
OR circuit.
an OR
become s an
and Fig. 11 becomes
and
negativ e and
as negative
of as
thought of
is thought
output is
hand, if the output
obtaine d
output isis obtained
(negative) output
positive, aa (negative)
the inputs as positive,
AND
to aa AND
applied to
are applied
signals are
input signals
(positive) input
only if (positive)
circuit.
AND circuit.
an AND
is an
Fig. 11 is
and Fig.
to b AND to c, etc., and
where itit
above, where
noted above,
been noted
Anotherr example has been
Anothe
been
has been
Fig. 33 has
of Fig.
circuit of
the circuit
was mentioned
mention ed that the

FUNCTION
FUNCT ION j
I

NOR
OR
AND
NAND
-

OUTPUT

+

in matrix form as —shown--in
put m
be pur
table can uc
This
1 ms taoie
the
for the
matrix for
corresp onding matrix
Fig. 4, while the corresponding
5.
Fig. 5.
in Fig.
given in
circuit of Fig. 33 is given
variable of aa yanableconcept of
this concept
accepte d this
Once one has accepted
from
mind from
one's mind
released one's
has released
one has
nolarity
polarity logic and one
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the limitations of fixed-polarity logic,
logic, one
one is
is prepreus~al simple
simple diode
diode
pared to accept the use of the usual
AND circuit to obtain other functions
functiOns than
than AND.
AND.
fixed-polarity
For example, the matrix for the fixed-polarity
A~D circuit
~ircuit of
of Fig.
F!g. 66 is
is given
giv~n
positive-signal diode AND
in Fig. 7, while the circuit
circUit and variable-polarity
vanable-polanty
matrix of a positive-signal diode OR
OR circuit are
are given
given
in Figs. 8 and 9 respectively.
.
It can now be seen that each of the
the four circuits
"circuits
given above can give any of the four functions AND,
AND,
OR, NOR and NAND if variable-polarity logic
logic is
is
used. This raises the question of
of whether
whether or
or not
not
it is possible to build complete logical systems
systems using
using
only, say, the circuit of Fig.
Fig. 8.
8. It
It is
is not
not possible
possible to
to
achieve this because firstly some
some form of
of power
power
amplification is required and secondly phase
phase inverinversion is necessary if variable-polarity
variable-polarity logic
logic is
is to
to be
be
used at all in practice. However, as is
is known,
known, the
the
circuits of Fig. 1I and Fig. 3,
3, which
which incorporate
incorporate both
both
power amplification and phase
phase inversion,
inversion, can
can be
be
used to construct complete systems. It is
is often
often
possible to sketch out a system using the
the English
English
terms AND, OR and NOR and then, by
by using
using
variable-polarity logic, to substitute the
the circuit
circuit of,
of,
say, Fig. 1I for the various functions. This
This is
is an
an
alternative to the conversion
conversion of the
the system
system requirerequirements into the NOR or NAND form by the
the use
use of
of
Boolean algebra. The variable-polarity
variable-polarity approach
approach
can simplify the first attempt at the
the design
design of
of aa
scheme, though it may be
be necessary to
to eliminate
eliminate
redundant elements later.

Matrix Classification
Classificatio~
The variable-polarity approach to the
the design
design of
of
switching systems might not suit all engineers.
engineers.
However, the variable-polarity matrices do
do give
give aa
clue to a classification of transistor
transistor static
static switching
switching
circuits which can help to overcome
overcome the
the necessity,
necessity,
in order to make quite clear just
just what
what is
is meant,
meant,
for using terms like "fixed-polarity
"fixed-polarity negative-signal
negative-signal
resistor-transistor NOR circuit". The
The circuit
circuit of
of
Fig. 1I gives a positive output if
if any
any one
one input
input is
is
negative, whereas that of Fig.
Fig. 33 gives aa negative
negative
output if any one input signal is
is positive.
positive. It
It is
is
therefore possible to refer to Fig.
Fig. 1I as
as aa "Positive
" Positive
output for ONE Negative input"
input" or
or aa "PIN"
"PIN"
circuit, and to Fig. 3 as a "Negative
"Negative output
output for
for ONE
ONE
Positive input" or an "NIP" circuit.
circuit. Under
Under this
this
convention, a version of Fig. 11 using
using an
an n-p-n
n-p-n
transistor would be an NIP circuit, and itit would
would
carry out the same logical functions, and
and have
have the
the

OUTPUT

I N.PUTS

PlN
Cc PIN
+ ++ +++
+ +- +
+++-+
+
h +
+
+
+-+
+
-+++
-++
A
A 6B

NlP N1N
NIP
+
—
—
-- -

-+- + --+
+ ++ -- - -+ + + +

-

PlP
PIP
++
+
+
+
+
+

PZN
P2N
-—+
+
--

+ +
+ +
- +

Fig 10. Classification of circuits from input and
and output
output
polarities.
same variable-polarity matrix as the circuit
circuit of
of .Fig.
Fig.
3. Using this form of classification,
classification, any
any circuit
circuit
bec.omes an
a~ N1N
NI~
which gives the matrix of Fig. 77 becomes
circuit and a circuit giving the matrix
matnx of
of Fig.
Fig. 99 is
1s
a PIP circuit. This classification
classification can
can be
be obtained
obtained
from the matrix by looking at the
the output
output and
and input
input
on .the
polarities corresponding to the OR function on
the
matrix. An alternative is to write down
down all
all possible
possible
the resulting
resulting
combinations of input polarities and the
output polarities as shown in Fig.
Fig. 10,
10, when
when the
the
classification becomes obvious by inspection. There
There
have been proposals to design the circuit
circuit of
of Fig.
Fig. 11
so that not one, but two or more inputs
inputs must
must be
be
44
transistor .• Such
Such
negative in order to bottom the transistor
a design would be a P2N circuit in
in the
the classification
classification
discussed above.
We can now see one reason for the confusion
confusion of
of
names which has arisen in the field of static
static switchswitching by examining a typical matrix, say
say that
that of
of Fig.
Fig.
4.
matrix can
can be
be used
used
4. A circuit described by this matrix
to obtain any of the four functions shown
shown in
in the
the
matrix, the function obtained depending
depending on
on how
how we
we
define the "Normal" input and output
output polarities.
polarities.
Consequently, it is not really satisfactory
satisfactory to
to name
name
such a circuit after any one of these four functions,
functions,
even if we substitute some other
other name
name for another
another
particular function (e.g. for NAND).
NAND). The
The fact
fact
that the designer of a unit prefers
prefers to
to use
use one
one or
or
another particular form of mathematical logic
logic to
to
design complete schemes is
is no longer sufficient
sufficient
of the
the unit
unit
justification for limiting the description of
to only one of its possible logical functions, unless
unless
the input and output polarities are
are also
also stated
stated
each time the description is used. If
If we
we do
do not
not try
try
to keep circuit descriptions apart from
from semisemimathematical terms, the confusion of
of names
names will
will
increase. In this connection, it should
should perhaps
perhaps be
be

mentioned that the classification of circuits
circuits based
based

Left: Fig. 8. Diode
"OR"" circuit.
''OR
a
b
INPUTS

c

OUTPUT

d

INPUTS
INPUTS
- +

e

AND

NOR —
( OUTPUT
NAND
NAND OR
+
OR
+
AND

Right: Fig. 9. Matrix
for circuit of Fig. 8.

NOR

on their matrices which has been discussed above
above is
is
an attempt to shed some light on the present
present posiposition, not an attempt to throw a few more
more names
names into
into
an overflowing melting pot.
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MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS
ACCESSORIES
AND ACCESSORIES
EQUIP MENT AND
ELECT RONIC EQUIPMENT
NEW ELECTRONIC

Ampli fier
Audio Amplifier
Transistor Audio
High-power
ow_er Transistor
High-p
procan proamplifier can
PA-60 amplifier
Type PA-60
Electron ics Type
THE C.T.H.
C. T .H. Electronics
total
S% total
than 5%
less than
at less
70W at
of 70W
vide a maximum
maximu m output of
distortio n)
this distortion)
(for this
output (for
distortio n : the output
harmonic
harmoni c distortion:
12-V
for aa 12-V
SOW for
from SOW
voltage from
varies with the supply voltage
concurrent conThe current
supply. The
16-V supply.
supply to 70W for aa 16-V
to
conditio n to
quiescen t condition
the quiescent
in the
O.SA in
sumptionn varies from 0.5A
sumptio
by
vary by
not vary
should not
voltage should
supply voltage
the supply
output : the
8A at full output:
Alternaconditions. Alternatwo conditions.
these two
more than 0.5V
O.SV between these
availare avail1600 are
and 16017
80 and
1S, 80
7.S, 15,
impedances of 7.5,
tive output impedances
to
90c/ s to
from 90c/s
± 3dB from
by ±3dB
varies by
able. The response varies
able.
their
in their
controls in
tone controls
cut tone
treble cut
bass and treble
8Kc/ss with the bass
8Kc/
60dB
than 60dB
less than
not less
is not
level is
noise level
position , and the noise
flat position,
sensiwith sensiinputs with
alternative inputs
Four alternative
below full output. Four

soldering
thermostatically-controlled soldering
Engineering thermostatically-controlled
Cardross Engineering
Cardross
iron.
Enginee ring
Cardross Engineering
by Cardross
made by
is made
ISs and it is
iron is £2 15s
DumRoad, DumWoodya rd Road,
Works, Woodyard
Levenfo rd Works,
Co. Ltd., Levenford
barton.
barton.

Plug
Right-angle
angle Cable Plug
~ightthe
in the
provided in
conduct or isis provided
ACCESS
ACCES S to the inner conductor
jack
entry jack
The entry
plug. The
right-an gle plug.
Sealectro Conhex r.f. right-angle
Sealectro
p.t.f.e.-insulated.
is p.t.f.e.-insulated.
and is
pin and
0.04in pin
is intended for aa 0.04in
from
types, from
7SO types,
or 7511
SOD or
in 5017
available in
The plugs are available
WaltonEstate, WaltonFactory Estate,
Hersham Factory
Corpora tion, Hersham
Sealectroo Corporation,
Sealectr
on-Thames,
on-Tham es, Surrey.

amplifier.
audio amplifier.
transistor audio
high-power transistor
Electronics high-power
T.H. Electronics
C.T.H.
C.
of
impedan ces of
at impedances
O.OSmV at
and 0.05mV
3mV and
O.IV, 3mV
tivities of IV, 0.1V,
availare availrespectively are
15-300 respectively
and 15-3011
0.1MO and
1MO, O.IMC
0.1MD,
0 1M11, IMfi,
with
m'ixed with
be mixed
can be
input can
low-imp edance input
able, and the low-impedance
dtmensions
The dimensions
inputs. The
high-imp edance inputs.
any one of the high-impedance
16!lb
weight 16ilb
its weight
6in, its
12in xx 6in,
I4in xx 12in
are 14in
amplifier are
of this amplifier
C.T.H.
from C.T.H.
obtained from
be obtained
may be
It may
£60. It
and its price £60.
Herts.
Cheshun t, Herts.
Path, Cheshunt,
Chun;hf ield Path,
2A, Churchfield
Electronics
ics of 2A,
Electron

J(nob
Control Knob
Front Fixing Control
feature
screw isis aa feature
tightenin
collet
by
fixing
collet tighteningg screw
FRONT
F.
A. F.
by A.
markete d by
now marketed
knobs now
control knobs
of the range of control
The
Essex. The
Barking, Essex.
Road, Barking,
Bye-Pass Road,
Bulgin & Co. Ltd., Bye-Pass
cap,
plastic cap,
clip-in plastic
by aa clip-in
concealed by
tighteningg device is concealed
tightenin
knobs
the knobs
are the
colours -as are
of colours—as
range of
which is available in a range
Bakelite.
black Bakehte.
in black
normally in
are normally
these are
themselves,
es, although these
themselv
K460-K46S.
are K460-K465.
The type numbers are

Transformers
Plug-in
Plug-i n Transformers
fed
appliance fed
low-voltage appliance
using aa low-voltage
when using
often,
HOW
the
does the
transform er, does
separate transformer,
by aa separate
from the mains by
concause conplugs cause
and plugs
cables and
of cables
multiplic ity of
resulting multiplicity
yet
having yet
of having
inconven ience of
the inconvenience
fusion, apart from the
waitor waitspace or
bench space
valuable bench
up valuable
another ""box"
box " taking up
floor?
the floor?
on the
over on
ing to be fallen over
psrplug isis aa parmains plug
with aa mains
combine d with
transform er combined
A transformer
snags.
the snags.
all the
overcom ing all
of overcoming
convenie nt way of
ticularly convenient
Co.
Enginee ring Co.
Nelson Engineering
the Nelson
from the
This is a new product from
Lanes.
Nelson, Lanes.
Nctherfi eld Road, Nelson,
Ltd., Nctherfield
in
moulded in
available moulded
are available
60VA are
to 60VA
Units rated at up to
inser~ion
fm insertion
plugs for
standard plugs
with standard
housings , with
epoxy resin housings,
s1de,
low-voltage side,
the low-voltage
on the
fitted on
in mains sockets; aa lead isis fitted
rightCon hex rightRight: Sealectro Conhex
jack
test jack
connector. The test
angle connector.
termination.
is
is opposite the plug termination.

Iron
Soldering Iron
Controlled Soldering
Thermostatically
ostatically Controlled
Therm
thermos taticof thermostatictype of
latest type
I toz, the latest
onJy l|oz,
WEIGHING
WEIGH ING only
Ltd.
Co. Ltd.
Enginee ring Co.
Cardross Engineering
from Cardross
iron from
controlle d iron
ally controlled
element
The element
on. The
switchin g on.
after switching
is ready for use 20sec after
voltages
various voltages
for various
available for
is available
and is
SOW and
is rated at 50W
:l2in
and Sain
axe ■&, t's and
sizes are
Bit sizes
240. Bit
between
between 12 and 240.
diameter .
in diameter.
tembit temconstant bit
maintain s aa constant
control maintains
thermos tat control
The thermostat
done.
be dene.
to be
job to
the job
suit the
to suit
set to
be set
perature,
perature , which can be
joints
many joints
that many
means that
element means
the element
of the
The high rating of
falling.
bit-temp erature falling.
the bit-temperature
without the
can be made rapidly without
as
prolonge d as
be prolonged
should · be
element should
and element
the bit and
The life of the
iron
the iron
when the
rise when
to rise
allowed to
not allowed
is not
tempera ture is
the temperature
the
of the
price of
retail price
The retail
work. The
the work.
is removed from the

*' n

transformer
Nelson plug-in transformer
socket.
5-A three-pin socket.
fitting 5-A

Bulgin collet-fixing
collet-fixing control
K462.
knob, Type K.462.
34S
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has aa
type has
Another type
for connection to the appliance. Another
socket
the socket
near the
moulded hook for hanging on the wall near
outlet.
„ ,
.
and
voltages and
of voltages
Prices range from £3 12s and a variety of
combination s are catered for.
plug-pin combinations

Pre-amplifier
Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope Pre-amplifier
3c/srange 3c/sthe range
over the
100 over
A VOLTAGE gain of 10 or 100
Instruments
Marconi Instruments
lOOkc/s is provided by the Marconi
100kc/s
battery
is battery
which is
pre-amplifie r, which
TM6591 oscilloscope pre-amplifier,
maskthe maskavoids the
semiconduct ors avoids
powered. The use of semiconductors
wave200,uV waveand 200^V
hum, and
by hum,
ing of low-level phenomena by

tive-temperature-coefficient
tive-tempera ture-coeffici ent resistors designed for the procohigh cothe high
with the
compensatio n with
vision of temperature compensation
values
and values
sealed and
are sealed
0.45% r c. The resistors are
+0.45%/"€.
efficient +
2.5k0.
range from 50 to 2.5kO.
Ltd.,
Components Ltd.,
Alston Capacitors Ltd., and Alma Components
N.19.
Holloway
551 Hollow
ay Road, London, N.19.
True R.M.S. Voltmeter
by
facilitated by
MEASUREMENT
MEASURE MENT of receiver noise is facilitated
wide
gain-stable wide
A gain-stable
Model1453.
the Cossor Instruments Model
1453. A
indithen indiwhich then
vacuo-juncti on, which
band amplifier feeds a vacuo-junction,
the
f.s .d., the
10V f.s.d.,
to 10V
up to
31- in meter. On ranges up
cates on a 3i
from
values from
r.m.s. values
true r.m.s.
response is within +± 0.6dB of true
is
range is
higher range
the higher
on the
zooc,
10Mc/s at 20
°C, and on
50c/s to lOMc/s
to
750 to
of 750
10kc/s. Input impedances of
1.5dB down at lOkc/s.
1.5dB
used
be used
MD are provided, and a high-pass filter can be
11MO

Cossor R.M.S. Voltmeter
Model 1453.
Instruments.
Oscilloscope pre-amplifier by Marconi Instruments.
sources
low-impedan ce sources
forms from low-impedance
Marconi
by Marconi
A leaflet is supplied by
Longacres, St. Albans.

examined.
be examined.
may be
may
Ltd.,
Instruments Ltd.,
Instruments

pper
Wire-stripper
Simple Heated Wire-stri
but
PRIMARILY
PRIMARIL Y for use on Antex soldering irons, but
of
region of
the region
in the
equally useful on other irons with bits in
of aa
consists of
wire-strippe r consists
0.25-in diameter, the Antex wire-stripper

Wire
bit. Wire
Antex cable-cover stripper mounted on soldering-iron bit.
is pushed into the V-nick and rotated.

made
for mains hum elimination. The instrument isis made
Highbury
House, Highbury
by Cossor · Instruments Ltd., Cossor House,
N.S.
Grove, London, N.5.

Ultrasonic Flaw Detector
Light-weight
Light-weight Ultrasonic
Flaw
III Flaw
Ultrasonosco pe Mk. Ill
28lb the Ultrasonoscope
WEIGHING
WEIGHING only 281b
of
suppression of
the · suppression
Detector incorporates circuits for the
are
signals are
fault signals
echoes from grain boundaries so that fault
the
for the
provides for
thrown up in high relief. A switch provides
or
reception or
and reception
use of a single probe for transmission and
5Mc/s.
to 5Mc/s.
1.5 to
for separate probes; the frequency range isis 1.5
camera
and aa camera
diameter and
The display tube is five inches in diameter
Ultraresults. Ultraof results.
adaptor is available for the recording of
BrixRoad. Brixsonoscope Co. (London) Ltd., Sudbourne Road.
ton
tou Hill, London, S.W.2.
Ultrasonoscopee Mk. Ill ultrasonic tester.
U/trasonoscop

is
that is
strip that
steel strip
V-shape cutting nick in a steel
simple V-shape
formed to slip on to the soldering iron bit. Costing Is,
coverings.
cable coverings.
thermoplasti c cable
the stripper is effective on thermoplastic
Anglo-Netherland
Anglo-Neth erland Technical Exchange Ltd., 7/8, Idol
Lane, London, E.C.3.

Capacitors
Capacitors and Resistors
introduced aa
ALSTON Capacitors Ltd. have recently introduced
highin highmoulded in
silvered-mic a capacitors, moulded
range of silvered-mica
tests
acceptance tests
temperature polythene that meet the acceptance
5132.
DEF 5132.
specification DEF
for H.l. grading prescribed in specification
ComAlma Comby Alma
Alston Capacitors, recently acquired by
between
values between
in values
AG in
ponents Ltd., make their range AG
± lpF
and +lpF
± 1% tolerance and
1500pF in up to ±1%
lOOpF and ISOOpF
is
coefficient is
IOOpF. The temperature coefficient
from lOpF to lOOpF.
from
350
are 350
ratings . are
voltage ratings
rcC and
parts/10"
/10'7"
voltage
less than 60 parts
in ·
but in
electrically, but
similar electrically,
and 750V (d.c.). Type AH is similar
0.01,uF.
to 0.0
470pF to
from 470pF
UF.
a larger case, and values range from
posiof posirange of
A new Alma Components product isis aa range
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m
ws fro
News
from
Ne
G.E.C. Head Office, formerly
formerly at
at Magnet
Magnet House,
House,
Kingsway,, London, W.C.2, has now
now been
been moved
moved to
to
Kingsway
Cjreycoat
Victoria, S.W.1
S.W.I (Tel.:
(Tel.:
Greycoat House, Greycoat Place, Victoria,
Sullivan 3411). Housed there are the
the accounts,
accounts, cashiers,
cashiers,
Sullivan
l, public
central publicity, estates, personne
personnel,
public relations
relations and
and
nts, together
share and transfer departme
departments,
together with
with the
the
share
economic
economicss unit, overseas operation
operationss division
division and
and deputy
deputy
secretary.. The directo-rs
directors of the
the G.E.C.,
G.E.C., company
company secresecresecretary
are at
at the
the Offices
Offices of
of the
the
tary and company controller are
House, Stag
Stag Place,
Place, Victoria,
Victoria,
Board, situated in Glen House,
g, export
S.W.I. Central ·marketin
marketing,
export accounts,
accounts, governgovernS.W.l.
nt, house
ment and railways departme
department,
house engineers
engineers and
and
ation are located
overseas administr
administration
located at
at Kemble
Kemble House,
House,
overseas
Kemble Street, Kingsway
Kingsway,, W.C.2 (Tel.:
(Tel.: Temple
Temple Bar
Bar
Kemble
B000). Enquiries regarding sales
sales and
and service
service of
of G.E.C.
G.E.C.
8000).
te
products should continue to
to be
be made
made to
to the
the appropria
appropriate
subsidiary company.
subsidiary
echanical division
electro-mechanical
division
S.T.C. has formed a new electro-m
at Harlow, Essex, to make
make and
and market
market aa wide
wide range
range of
of
unication relays
products, including telecomm
telecommunication
relays and
and micromicrophones. D. A. Lush has
has been
been appointed
appointed divisional
divisional
manager and A. C. Carter
Carter isis marketing
marketing manager
manager
general manager
will take
take over
over S.T.C.'s
S.T.C. s preprefor the new division, which will
sent quartz crystal factory in
in Harlow
Plarlow when
when the
the crystal
crystal
factory later
later this
this year.
year.
division moves into a new factory

in view
view of
of the
the expansion
expansion of
of
Grundig announce that in
n and
now includes
includes the
the productio
production
and
their interests which now
compone nts as
sale of components
as well
well as
as radio
radio and
and TV
TV receivers,
receivers,
ts,
tape recorders and electronic
electronic measurin
measuringg instrumen
instruments,
erke
Radio-W
Grundig
formerly
the name of the firm,
firm, formerly Grundig Radio-Werke
Werke
G.m.b.H.,
simply to
to GrundigGrundig-Werke
G.m.b.H. , has been changed simply
).
ayern, Germany
G.m.b.H. (Fiirth/B
(Furth/Bayern,
Germany).
up trading
Telegraphh Condense
Condenserr Co. Ltd.-Gro
Ltd.—Group
trading profit
profit
Telegrap
for the year to Decembe
Decemberr 31st
31st last
last amounted
amounted to
to £674,560
£674,560
profit,
Net
1960.
for
£701,737
with
which compares
for 1960. Net profit,
tions, is
subject to taxation and
and appropria
appropriations,
is some
some £25,000
£25,000
chairman
Handley,
C.
lower. W.
chairman,, reports
reports tha,
thatt overseas
overseas
and
records
previous
all
broke
1961
during
trading
all previous records and went
went
home
in
a long way towards offsetting
offsetting the
the reduction
reduction
in
home
with
ip
partnersh
's
company
the
said
He
demands.
the company's parmership with the
the
American Sprague Electric Company
Company was
was proving
proving of
of
benefit.
mutual
great

industry

Hewlett-Packard
marketingg organizaorganiza-Packard is to expand its marketin
-1fewlett
tion in
in the U.K. as from January 1st
1st next
next by
by setting
setting up
up
tion
Bedford
its
at
nt
departme
service
department at its Bedford facfaca new sales and
Taylor
P.
Dennis
appointed
has
company
tory. The
Dennis P. Taylor
tory.
marketin g manager, and
and isis also
also planning
planning to
to expand
expand
as marketing
Taylor
Mr.
sources.
uring
manufact
somces. Mr. Taylor isis to
to spend
spend
its manufacturing
company
parent
American
the
with
months
several
the American parent company at
at
California , before taking
Palo Alto, California,
taking up
up his
his duties
duties at
at
Solarof
manager
sales
y
previousl
Bedford,
He
was
previously
sales
manager
of
SolarBedford.
n Laboratron's Data Processin
Processingg Division.
Division. Livingsto
Livingston
LaboraPackard in
represent ed Hewletttories, who have represented
Hewlett-Packard
in the
the
U.K. for the past seven years,
years, will
will continue
continue to
to offer
offer
Packard
range of
of HewlettHewlett-Packard
sales and service of the wide ra.nge
nts to industry.
instruments
industry.
electronic instrume
nts, including
components,
including miniature
miniature
Microdot electronic compone
rs, together
ature r.f. connecto
and sub-mini
sub-miniature
connectors,
together with
with aa wide
wide
ure
temperat
gauges,
(strain
measurin g devices (strain gauges, temperature
range of measuring
t)
equipmen
telemetry
and
test
transducers,
and telemetry equipment)
transduce rs, and r.f.
ured by Microdot Inc.,
manufactured
Inc., of
of South
South Pasadena
Pasadena,,
manufact
California,
marketed in
in the
the U.K.
U.K. and
and
California , U.S.A., are to be marketed
Australia
Lee Ltd
Ltd..
Au!,>tralia by Belling & Lee
ts, including MTI
Microwavee instrumen
instruments,
MTI radar
radar test
test
Microwav
ted
sets, pulse jitter and stability
stabihty testers,
testers, and
and encapsula
encapsulated
ry
compone nts, produced by
microwavee components,
by Laborato
Laboratory for
for
microwav
Electronics
Inc., of Boston, U.S.A,,
U.S.A., are
are to
to be
be marketed
marketed
Electroni cs Inc;,
ing)
ic Engineer
in the U.K. by James
James Scott
Scott (Electron
(Electronic
Engineering)
.2 (Tel.
Ltd., 68 Brockvill
Brockvillee Street,
Street, Glasgow,
Glasgow, EE.2
(Tel.:: ShettlesShettleston 4206).

networks , consisting of
Semiconductor
of aa complete
complete circuit
circuit
uctor networks,
Semicond
of
s-produced out
element-d iodes, resistors and
element—diodes,
and capacitor
capacitors—produced
outred
of
silicon by the basic diffusion process
process,, are
are being
being manufactu
manufactured
ts. These
at the Bedford factory of Texas
Texas Instrumen
Instruments.
These units,
units,x
JB xx 1/4
which cost between £34 and £41
£41 each,
each, measure
measure I1/8
114 x
1132
shown bonding
bonding gold
gold wires
wires toto an
an
f/32 in. The operator is shown
e.
microscope.
"S.C.N." with the aid of aa microscop

Ever Ready Co. (Great Britain)
Britain) Ltd.
Ltd. announce
announce that
that
consolida ted net
the consolidated
net profit
profit for
for the
the period
period from
from February
February
incharges,
all
after
1962,
3rd,
March
3rd, 1962, after all charges,with
in26th, 1961, to
cluding taxation, amounted to
to £1,764,35
£1,764,3566 compared
compared with
before
profit
net
The
year.
previous
the
£1,706,5266 for
year. The net profit before
£1,706,52
taxation amounted to
to £3,362,26
£3,362,2688 compared
compared with
with

£3,075,458.
£3,075,4~8 .

ceship Schemes
nt Apprenti
Cambridge
Instrument
Apprenticeship
Schemes are
are
Cambridg e Instrume
proillustratedd brochure
brochure,, which
which has
has been
been men
prodetailed in an illustrate
young
of
guidance
the
for
company
for the guidance of young men
duced by the
nt industry.
contemplating
instrument
industry.
contempl ating a career in the instrume
eship available
of apprentic
types
the
ion on
Information
apprenticeship
available isis
Informat
brochure , which
given in the brochure,
which also
also sketches
sketches the
the history
history
nts
of the company and describes
describes some
some of
of the
the instrume
instruments
on
available
are
brochure
the
of
Copies
it makes.
of the brochure are available
on
nt Co.
application
Cambridgee Instrume
Instrument
Co. Ltd.,
Ltd., 13
13
applicatio n to the Cambridg
S.W.l.
London,
Grosvenorr Place,
S.W.I.
Grosveno
ment system
A delayed sound reinforce
reinforcement
system has
has been
been
ic
installed in the new Coventry Cathedra
Cathedrall by
by Pamphon
Pamphonic
D.S.R.,
as
known
system,
Reproducers
known as D.S.R.,
ers Ltd. The
Reproduc
eliminates
by delaying
delaying the
the output
output
eliminate s unwanted echoes by
loudspea ker by
by aa fraction
fraction of
of aa second
second so
so
from each loudspeaker
synchrois
ers
loudspeak
all
that the final sound from
from all loudspeakers is synchrosound.
original
the
of
the original sound.
nized with the arrival
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organizaLaboratorie s have set up a new organizaLivingston Laboratories
the
in the
service in
c::all for an advisory service
tion to meet the call
modules
Basic modules
specialized field of control engineering. Basic
increasing
in increasing
forward in
of great flexibility are coming forward
which
systems which
numbers for use in building complete systems
and
electronics and
include sensory elements, operational electronics
products
actuating units. In addition to supplying these products
engineering
manufacture rs, engineering
from the world's leading manufacturers,
proor profacilities will be available to adapt, supplement or
new
The new
industry. The
of industry.
vide systems to meet the needs of
has
Ltd., has
organization,
organization , known as Livingston Control Ltd.,
Archway
premises at Retcar Street, London, N.19 (Tel.: Archway
6251).
New
communicat ions systems in Harlow New
Patients' communications
supbe supto be
are to
Town Hospital to the value of £20,000 are
of
Ltd., of
Systems Ltd.,
plied by Hadley Telephone & Sound Systems
includes
Smethwick, Staffs. Equipment to be installed includes
Smethwick,
and
visual and
patient-to-n urse visual
the Hadley Call Nurse patient-to-nurse
hand-held
sound signalling system. This comprises aa hand-held
micromulti-service
multi-servic e unit which provides at a touch aa microproradio propush-button , aa radio
speaker and nurse calling push-button,
over-bed
an over-bed
gramme selector switch, volume control and an
hospital
the hospital
equip the
light switch. Hadley are also to equip
viewing.
with a television aerial system for ward viewing.
Decca
for Decca
Glasgow for
in Glasgow
A new marine service depot in
been
has been
Company has
Navigator Company
Radar Ltd. and Decca Navigator
principal
This new
opened at 4 Shuna Place, N.W. This
new principal
by
managed by
is managed
Scotland, is
sales and service depot for
for Scotland,
and
sales and
Decca sales
all Decca
for all
C. P. Jones, and is responsible for
Clyde,
on the
instailations in new tonnage at shipyards on
the Clyde,
installations
Clyde,
the Clyde,
on the
shipping on
general shipping
to general
as well as for services to
Scotland.
of Scotland.
Forth, and in other parts of
are
purity are
defined purity
of defined
Specialized electronic chemicals of
"Baker
on "Baker
booklet on
described in a new illustrated booklet
emissemiconduct or, emisAnalyzed" reagents (including semiconductor,
by
manufacture d by
chemicals) manufactured
ferrite and thermistor chemicals)
sion, fertile
Sole
company. Sole
chemical company.
Baker chemical
T. Baker
J. T.
the American J.
Dover
35 Dover
of 35
Ltd., of
(G.B.) Ltd.,
Omni (G.B.)
U.K.
U
K distributors are Omni
from
9451), from
Park 9451),
Hyde Park
W.1 (Tel.: Hyde
Street, London, W.l
obtained.
be obtained.
whom copies of the booklet may be
with
Telemetry equipment, designed in conjunction with
and
Establishme nt, and
Developmen t Establishment,
the Signals Research Development
(Manchesmanufactured
manufacture d by the Military Radar Group (Mancheswas
Division, was
ter) of the A.E.I. Electronic Apparatus Division,
research
altitude research
high altitude
used in a recent firing of a Skylark
Skylark high
The
Australia. The
in Australia.
rocket in trials at the Woomera Range in
miles
80 miles
over 80
of over
rocket was successfully fired to a height of
recovered.
subsequently recovered.
head subsequently
instrumenta tion head
~md the instrumentation
and
been
has been
Division has
Instrumenta tion Division
Navigationa l and Instrumentation
A Navigational
Shepperton,
Ltd., Shepperton,
formed by Winston Electronics Ltd.,
of
Corporation of
Middx., a .subsidiary of the Dynamics Corporation
airborne
new airborne
with aa new
concerned with
America. It is initially concerned
instrumenta tion.
production instrumentation.
digital computer and factory production
be
to be
are to
services are
Sunderland Harbour's existing port services
sysradio-teleph one syssupplementedd by a two-channel v.h.f. radio-telephone
supplemente
Department
Marine Department
the Marine
by the
tem, which is to be supplied by
Woolwich,
Division, Woolwich,
Telecommun ications Division,
of A.E.I.'s Telecommunications
A.E.I.
by A.E.I,
installed by
London. The new equipment will be installed
pilotobtain pilotto obtain
ships to
enable ships
at the Pilot House and will enable
directly.
inform_a tion directly.
age and port information
which
Poly shrink, a shrink-on PVC sleeving which
Polyshrink,
and
hea:ted, and
30 % when heated,
diminishes in diameter by up to 30%
electronic
sl~eving for the electrical and electronic
other plastics sleeving
Turbine
industries, is to be marketed by Hayward Turbine
industries,
Road,
Woodside Road,
Plastics Ltd., of Chiltern Avenue, Woodside
2101), aa newly
Amersham, Bucks., (Tel.: Amersham 2101),
newly
EnTurbine EnHayward Turbine
formed subsidiary company of Elayward
Aoton.
gineering Ltd., of Acton.
of
manufacture rs of
Tectonic Industrial Printers Ltd., manufacturers
new
to new
components , have moved to
printed circuits and components,
Road,
premises at Cirtec Works, Frederick Place, Oxford Road,
Wokingham,
Wokingham , Berks. (Tel.: Wokingham 1150).

Ltd.
(Pullin) Ltd.
Ins·t ruments (Pullin)
India.-Mea suring Instruments
M.I.P. in India.—Measuring
their
of their
most of
for most
arrangement s for
have just completed arrangements
under
made under
range of voltmeters and ammeters to be made
Instrulicence in India by the newly formed Measuring Instrudirector
Managing director
Bombay. Managing
ments (Private) Ltd., of Bombay.
the
of the
of the new venture, which is not a subsidiary of
comrecently comU.K. company, is J. Chablani, who has recently
and
manufacturi ng and
M .I.P.'s manufacmring
pleted an intensive study of M.I.P.'s
assembly methods at the Acton works.
Air
to Air
semiconduct ors to
American type valves and semiconductors
from
requirement s are now available from
Registration Board requirements
Street,
Betterton Street,
11-15 Betterton
of 11-15
Walmore Electronics Ltd., of
approved
now approved
are now
who arc
Drury Lane, London, W.C.2, who
of
stocks of
suppliers. Walmore state that they have stocks
supplied
be supplied
can be
spares can
and spares
types in regular demand and
with A.R.B. release notes.

OVERSEAS
OVERSEAS TRADE
inthe incover the
to cover
ing surveillance radar, to
Storm-warning
Storm-warn
Australia
of Australia
coast of
north-easter n coast
. habited areas of the north-eastern
by
supplied by
being supplied
threatened by tropical cyclones, is being
eight
over eight
Weighing over
Cossor Radar & Electronics Ltd. Weighing
on
installed on
be installed
will be
equipment will
tons, part of the radar equipment
data
there data
From there
Saddle Mountain in N. Queensland. From
to
link to
radio link
microwave radio
7 -mile microwave
will be received via a 7-mile
AirCairns Airat Cairns
installed at
other portions of the equipment installed
and
miles and
240 miles
of 240
range of
port. The radar has a nominal range
centres,
storm centres,
of storm
facilitates observation and tracking of
on aa
seen on
be seen
can be
characteristi c cloud patterns can
whose characteristic
densithe densienable the
will enable
P.P.I,
Iso-echo facilities will
P.P.I. display. !so-echo
assessed.
be assessed.
to be
precipi~t:ation to
ties of clouds and precipitation
present
a·t present
is at
Europe is
Western Europe
A 2,500-mile tour of Western
demonmobile demonElectronics' mobile
being undertaken by E.M.I. Electronics'
Holland-Ge rmany-Swit zerstration unit. The route is Holland-Germany-Switzerland-Italy-France-Belgium
rance-Belgi um with the aim of showing
land-Italy-F
closedincluding closedE.M.I.'s latest electronic equipment, including
schools,
high schools,
technical high
circuit television, to universities, technical
commissions.
factories and atomic energy commissions.
in
operating in
Link.-Equi pment operating
Malayan Microwave Link.—Equipment
the
by the
supplied by
Me/ s s.h.f. band is to be supplied
the 6,000 Mc/s
comradio comGeneral Electric Co. Ltd. for a broadband radio
and
Penang and
munication system in Malaya between Penang
reintermediate rean intermediate
with an
nea1· Ipoh, ^ with
Gunong Kledang, near
peater station at Maxwell's Hill.
orders
placed orders
have placed
Two Canadian railway companies have
&
Telephone &
worth about $450,000 with Automatic Telephone
broadand broadElectric Company for transistor telephone and
radio
existing radio
on existing
use on
for use
cast channelling equipment for
and
Moncton-Ha lifax-Sydney and
carrier circuits between Moncton-Halifax-Sydney
Moncton-Quebec-Montreal.
Moncton-Qu ebec-Montre al.
N.W.2,
Cricklewood , London, N.W.2,
Westrex Co. Ltd., of Cricklewood,
equipment
recording-r eproducing equipment
have supplied sound recording—reproducing
Eireann
Radio Eireann
and picture projection equipment for the Radio
Newsreel and Film Centre in Dublin.
to
Singapore's international
internationa l airport at Paya Lebar is to
radar.
surveillance radar.
be equipped with Decca DASR-1 surveillance
800-kW
two 800-kW
This long-range 10-cm system utilizes two
and
transmitters feeding two aerials (one for high cover and
the other low cover) mounted back to back.
into
incorporatio n into
Two microwave radar links for incorporation
InfraNorway's defence system as part of the N.A.T.O. InfraRoyal
structure programme, are to be supplied to the Royal
structure
Norwegian Air Force by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company under a £500,000 contract.
radar
for radar
Navy for
A repeat order from the Royal Danish Navy
A
been
has been
equipment to the value of about £90,000 has
equipment
received by Decca Radar Ltd.
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CLUB NEWS
Barnsley.-The last
Barnsley.—The
last meeting
meeting of
of the
the
Barnsley and
and District
District Amateur
Amateur Radio
Radio
Barnsley
will
recess
Club before the
the summer
summer recess will be
be
a visit to the
the Holme
Holme Moss
Moss television
television
transmitter of the B.B.C.
B.B.C. on
on July
July 13th.
13th.
transmitter
Bradford.—" 160
160 metre
metre SSB-QRP"
SSB-QRP "
Bradford.-"
isis the
title of
of the
the talk
talk to
to be
be given
given by
by
the title
D. Millard
to members
members of
of the
the
(G30GV) to
Millard (G30GV)
D.
Bradford Radio
Radio Society
Society at
at 7.30
7.30 on
on July
July
Bradford
24th. The
club headquarters
headquarters are
are atat
The club
24th.
Cambridge House,
66 Little
Little Horton
Horton
House, 66
Cambridge
Lane, Bradford, 5.5.
Eccles.-At the
Eccles.—At
the meeting of
of the
the Eccles
Eccles
and
District Radio
Radio Club
Club on
on July
July 24th
24th
and District
D. Atter
(G3GRO) will
will talk
talk on
on amateur
amateur
Atter (G3GRO)
D.
·communication
communication receiver design.
design. The
The
club
Tuesday at
at 8.0
8.0 at
at the
the
each Tuesday
meets each
club meets
Congregational Mission
Mission Church,
Church, King
King
Congregational
Street, Eccles.
Erith.—GB3ENT, the
the transmitter
transmitter of
of
Erith.-GB3ENT,
the North
Society, will
will again
again
Radio Society,
Kent Radio
North Kent
the
be operated
from the
Borough of
of Erith's
Erith's
the Borough
operated from
be
annual show
at the
the Erith
Erith recreation
recreation
show at
annual
ground on August 6th.
6th.
Sidcup.—G. Stone
Stone (G3FZL)
(G3FZL) will
will talk
talk
Sidcup.-G.
about v.h.f.
at the
the June
June 26th
26th
operation at
v.h.f. operation
about
meeting of
of the
Cray Valley
Valley Radio
Radio Club
Club
the Cray
meeting
which will
be held
held at
at 8.0
8.0 at
at the
the Station
Station
will be
which
·
Hotel.
Malmo
Shortwave Club.-The
Club.—The U.K.
U.K.
Malmo Shortwave
representative
of the
the Malmo
Malmo Shortwave
Shortwave
representative of
Club, which
formed in
in 1948,
1948, has
has
was formed
which was
Club,
sent us
of the
the club
club which
which
particulars of
us particulars
sent
issues
"
Malmo
DX-aren"
monthly.
issues "Malmo DX-aren" monthly.
Details
obtainable from
from G.
G. Traynor,
Traynor,
are obtainable
Details are
52 Kilbarchan
Road,. Johnstone
Johnstone, RenRenKilbarchan Road,
52
'
frewshire, Scotland.
Scotland.

.
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ELECTRONICS

TRADE
TRADE

AND

RESEARCH

BULG1N

MARK

Electronic components
components
Electronic

FOR ALL INDUSTRIES
Used in the thousands of sensitive instruments
instruments which
which today
today
modem industry, BULGIN
BULGIN Electronic
Electronic
control the processes of modern
in the
the industrial
industrial
Components are helping to overcome problems in
and scientific fields, and are faithfully
faithfully serving
serving the
the majority
majority
of the Country's greatest organisations. The
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to be
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between the drive.r
drive/ and output stages
stages..
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the . word ""lift
the,
lift " in favour of " eleQuantum Telegraphy
vator," it seems almost a crime not
AN interesting discussion appeared to turn "wireless telegraphy" into
in the March issue of the Proceed- "quantum telegraphy."
For the
ings of ·the
the I.R.E. concerning the sake of harmony
harmonv with the word
origin of the application of the word ""radio,"
radio," which is, after all, merely
"radio" to what we still call wireless. the ablative of the Latin word
The use of the word " radio"
radio " to
to
"radius,"
" radius," ""quanta"
quanto " the ablative of
describe communication by means of " quantum," would naturally be used.
electromagnetic waves, is far older
than that of ""wireless
wireless " if we permit
ourselves to go ouside the spectral Stereo Thermophony
band governed, in this country, by I READ with great interest the Edithe Postmaster General. We have tor's remarks in the May issue about
all heard of the photophone whereby the present position of stereophony.
a beam of light, originating at the He seemed to deal with matters in
transmitting end, was allowed to fall such a careful word-choosing manon a piece of selenium at the receiv- ner that I realized he was being
ing end. This light was waggled as meticulous as one of H.M. judges
bv a mirror attached to the diaphragm summing up the evidence for a jury
by
of a microphone, causing variations which might not possess his own
in the resistance of the selenium.
deep knowledge of the technicalities
It appears that in place of Bell's of the matter under consideration.
word photophone to describe this
In fact, his words seemed to me
device, Mercadier in 1880 used the so like the careful summing up of
word ""radiophone."
radiophone." Of course, the a judge that I half expected him to
radio " was used before that conclude by inviting us to retire and
word " radio"
but not, apparently, in connection consider our verdict. But at the last
with communications. Thus in 1875 moment, just as he had finished his
Crookes used the word radiometer to peroration, it seemed as though Mr.
describe the little rotating device Briggs rushed into court—-as
court-as he did
often seen even today as an atten- into W.W.'s correspondence columns
coiumns
tion-attracting gimmick in the win- -with
■—with fresh evidence.
dow of a chemist's shop. However,
Mr. Briggs is not the first person
it appears that it was not until 1907 to notice what he tells us about but
that the word radio was used in the perhaps nobody could have put the
U.S.A. to describe communication by matter so succinctly as he when he
means of Hertzian waves.
hallstates that a warm concert hall—
To my mind the strangest part of goo
U.S.A.-causes
80° F or so in the U.S.A.—causes
the whole business is that since about the strings to sound smooth and
1917, according to Proc. I.R.E. cor- silky, and the
rhe brass to sound strident.
respondents, the Americans have But in a chilly British concert hall,
been using the word " radio"
radio " to .some
some 15° F coooler, the very reverse
describe c.w. communication as dis- holds true. This effect can only be
tinct from the wave-group system described by the word dysphony, or
radiated by spark transmitters, which should we call it the Briggs Effect.
they continue to call "wireless."
To try to overcome this effect by
Spark transmission has ceased to be building an electrical heater into a
nowadavs but the Americans Stradivarius would be unthinkable,
used nowadays
li'se the word ""wireless"
seem still to use
wireless " but we could cool the hall down to
when they wish to refer to it.
euphonic brass level, and then dress
I have used the word " strange"
strange " the strings players in electrically
in connection with this, and what I heated suits to produce local thermean is the utter inconsistency of a mal ambience; but that would be
nation, so wedded to Latin-derived useless as it is the temperature of
nomenclature in words like escalator, the whole volume of air between
preserving an Anglo-Saxon word ·like
like orchestra and audience which is the
" wireless"
wireless " when there is a ready- vital factor.
made Latin-derived word to hand
We could put the strings in one
which is so very apt. I refer to hall and the brass in another, or even
"quantum,"
" quantum," a completely common- have a separate room for each
place word in scientific circles.
orchestral instrument, the conducTo me it seems that Planck might tor's figure
figur·e appearing on a large
have coined the word specially to de- dosed-circuit
closed-circuit TV screen in front of
scribe spark telegraphy where the each player. Each room could then
waves, and the energy they carry, do be adjusted to a special optimal
optimal temindeed come in bunches or " quanta," perature. A battery of loudspeakers
in contrast to the smooth undulations -one
—one to
to each orchestral instrument,
of c.w. For a nation which discards or two for a stereo—would
stereo-would face
face· the
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audience; surely a loudspeaker manufacturer's dream of Elysium.
Unfortunately
this
elaborate
arrangement would simply leave us
" as you were." Even if loudspeakers
abandoned and each member of
were abondoned
the audience wore headphones, the
air between diaphragm and eardrum
would soon warm up and thus be
right for strings and wrong for brass.
The only remedy would seem to be
a bone-conduction hearing-aid unit,
thus cutting out air entirely as a
sound-conducting medium.
Frankly the whole problem is beyond me, and I must leave it to be
solv·
e d by some of you sonic savants.
solved
Per Mare
]}!are Ad Astra
II MUST apologize to the Borough
of Southend-on-Sea and to the
th<t R.A.F.
for marrying the first and last parts
of their respective mottoes to give
me a title for this note. The reason
for this title is that I have been rereading Hancock's "Wireless
" Wireless at Sea;
The First Fifty Years," and have
been struck by his remarks about the
number of wireless operators who
have reached positions of eminence.
It is not very surprising to find
that ships' operators—or
operators-or radio officers
as they are called nowadays—attain
nowadays-attain
high positions (mainly administrative) in the wireless companies which employ them.
I suppose every
reader has heard of David Sarnoff,
the famous chief of the Radio Corporation of America. Other well-known
figures include
indude Sir Ernest Fisk, onetime managing director of E.M.I.,
and R. Ferguson, until recently managing director of Marconi Marine.
However, Wireless World is, after
all, a journal and so it is not surprising that we should be interested in
operators who have become wellknown figures in the world of print.
At
At once, there comes to mind H. F.
Smith, who served for many years as
Editor of W.W. Passing from excelsus
to excelsior we come to Sir William
Haley, the one-time director-general
of the B.B.C. who is now Editor of
The Times.
There are many other examples of
success in the world of printers' ink,
but this is not so strange when you
recall the excellent journalistic training which a sea-going operator of
40 or 50 years ago automatically
received. As I related in our 25th
anniversary number one of the most
important duties of an operator was
to see that the news bulletin was on
the captain's breakfast table.
Sometimes in those days of relatively restricted ranges, it was wellnigh impossible to read the signals of
the transmitter sending the bulletin.
This meant that the operator* was
forced back on his own resources.
He soon learned what sort of news
tickled the palates of his readers, and
surely the ability to do that is the
very stuff of which a good journalist
is made.
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